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Summary  
 

 
Applications of volume holography can be categorized into two main groups. In the first 

group of applications, the exact reference or signal beam is used to read the hologram. In 

the second group of applications, the beam that is used to read the hologram might be 

completely different from the signal and the reference beams used for recording. 

Optimization of the volume holography is needed for both groups of applications. In the 

first group of applications (mainly storage systems), the designs and the techniques of 

volume holography are well known and the main optimization effort is finding the proper 

material to store the holograms. One of the results of this research is complete global 

optimization of dynamic range and sensitivity in two-center recording that is the best 

technique for persistent rewritable storage. For this purpose, a complete theoretical 

analysis as well as experimental demonstration is presented. Also, other effects and 

processes such as electron tunneling and recording at high temperature are considered to 

improve the dynamic range of the material. 

For the second group of applications (mainly holographic optical elements), the 

focus of this research is on analysis and optimization of the design of the volume 

holograms in contrast to material optimization. A new method (multi-grating method) is 

developed for the analysis of an arbitrary hologram that is based on the representation of 

the hologram as the superposition of several plane wave gratings. Based on this method, a 

new class of optical devices that integrates the functionalities of different optical 

elements into a simple volume hologram is introduced and analyzed. As a result, very 

compact, low cost, and easy to use devices such as portable spectrometers can be made 

with particular applications in biological and environmental sensing. As an example of 
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such devices, a slitless volume holographic spectrometer lumps three elements (the 

entrance slit, the collimator, and the diffractive element) of the conventional spectrometer 

into one spherical beam volume hologram. 
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Chapter 1  

 
Introduction and Background 

 
The invention of holography by Gabor in 1948 [1] has motivated both scientists and the 

artists over the decades. Holography is mainly known as the recording of the coherent 

interference pattern of a desired beam (the signal beam) with a reference beam. When 

either the reference beam or the signal beam illuminates the hologram, a beam exactly 

similar to the other beam will be diffracted from the hologram.  

Recording the interference patterns over the volume of the holographic material 

(volume holography) provides a selective diffraction property known as Bragg 

selectivity. The maximum diffraction from the volume hologram can be obtained when 

the reading beam is Bragg matched with one of the recording beams. For reading at the 

same wavelength, the Bragg matched beam is exactly similar to the reference beam or the 

signal beam. For example for the case of recording a hologram using a plane wave 

reference beam, the Bragg matched reading beam has the same incident angle as the 

reference plane wave. Changing the angle of the reading beam results in partial Bragg-

matched condition and partial diffraction from the hologram is obtained. The selective 

diffraction of the hologram as a function of the change in the incident angle of the 

reading beam is called angular selectivity. Similar to the incident angle, changing the 

wavelength of the reading beam results in partial Bragg matching condition. In this case, 

the selective diffraction of the hologram is called wavelength selectivity.      

The Bragg selectivity in volume holography is very important for different 

applications. Using the angular selectivity, different signal beams can be recorded in the 
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same volume when the incident angles of the corresponding reference beams are different 

[2]. Holographic storage is one of the main applications of volume holography that 

enables a large amount of data to be recorded in the entire volume of the material, which 

in principle can provide storage capacities up to 1 Tbit/cm3 [3-6]. Another example of the 

selectivity of volume holography is based on the selective mode coupling of the 

holographic optical elements that can be used for imaging and spectroscopic applications 

[7, 8].  

To efficiently utilize the diffraction properties of the volume holograms, accurate 

analytic tools for modeling and designing are required. The theoretical study of 

holograms has a long history. The correct representation of the intensity interference is 

the core of the modeling for thin holograms and used for different applications [2-3]. We 

refer to a thin hologram as a hologram that is not selective or has more than one 

diffraction order. The volume holograms or Bragg gratings were modeled accurately by 

Kogelnik that is known as coupled wave analysis [9]. The selective properties of a Bragg 

grating (recorded using two plane waves) were completely explained by this model. 

Further extensions of this model were used to obtain the complete diffraction, reflection, 

and transmitted components of a plane wave from a grating (either thin or thick) at any 

wavelength [10]. Most of these methods are useful for analysis of a simple grating 

formed by the interference pattern of two plane waves and read by a plane wave or 

multiple plane waves. While these methods are accurate with minimal assumptions and 

approximations, they are usually numerical based analysis and have limited application 

for designing complicated holograms.  
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A different set of analysis based on Born approximation is used to find the 

diffraction from holograms with small modulation depth (weak hologram) [11]. In the 

Born approximation the depletion of the reading beam, caused by the coupling between 

the reading beam and the diffracted beam, is ignored. While this approximation is valid 

for limited number of applications, it provides closed form solutions for most of the 

cases. Therefore, a better insight to the problem is obtained specially for designing 

applications.  

Modeling the formation of the holographic inside the material is as important as the 

analysis of the diffraction from the holograms. The mechanism of the holographic 

recording is different in different materials. In general, the holographic materials can be 

divided into two major groups of read-only and rewritable materials. The holographic 

recording in read-only material is usually followed by a development process for 

revealing and permanently storing the hologram. After that, reading the hologram would 

not affect or change it. Also, the hologram cannot be easily erased and cannot be 

rerecorded in these materials. Examples of these materials are dichromated gelatin [12] 

and photopolymers [13]. On the other hand, in rewritable holographic materials, a 

hologram can be recorded, erased, and rerecorded. The best example of rewritable 

materials is the photorefractive crystals. Among the photorefractive crystals, lithium 

niobate (LiNbO3) has been most extensively investigated [14, 16]. Conventional 

holographic recording experiments were performed in singly doped LiNbO3 crystals, 

especially in LiNbO3:Fe [14,16] and LiNbO3:Cu [17-18]. In these materials, the reading 

process is similar to recording a uniform intensity pattern; therefore, the original 

holograms will be erased during the readout (destructive readout). This is the main 
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drawback of holographic recording in photorefractive crystals. Several methods, like 

thermal fixing [19-20], electrical fixing [21-22], readout with wave-vector spectra [23-

24], two-step recording [25-28], and two-center recording [29-30], have been proposed 

for persistent holographic recording. Fixing techniques extends the lifetime of the 

holograms considerably while still the whole process is reversible; the holograms can be 

erased, and a new hologram can be recorded.  

Among different fixing methods, two-step recording and two-center recording are 

all-optical processes and require no specific preprocessing (such as pre-distortion in 

readout with wave-vector spectra) or post-processing (such as fixing in thermal and 

electrical fixing). The reference and the signal beam record a hologram inside the 

material in the presence of a sensitizing or a gating beam. During the readout the gating 

beam is not present and the hologram is persistent. For erasure and recording of the 

hologram, the gating beam should be present. The two-step recording is a sophisticated 

technique requiring high power pulsed laser for sensitizing the material.  While the two 

schemes have some similarities, the two-step recording has lower performance compared 

to two-center recording and requires sensitizing and recording beams with much higher 

intensities [31].  

The use of accurate analysis and modeling for volume holographic recording is 

important for different applications. While the concept of volume holography remains the 

same, each specific application could be analyzed and modeled more efficiently if the 

physics of the problem was considered. To improve the performance of volume 

holography, we develop the analytic tools and models needed for modeling different 

groups of applications. For this purpose, the modeling of the volume holography is 
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categorized into two different groups of applications. In the first group, the design of the 

hologram is well known and the main challenge is to improve the performance of the 

material used for recording the hologram. Examples of the applications in this groups are 

holographic data storage and holographic correlators [6, 32].For this group of 

applications, the main focus is on the material optimization for read/write recording. As 

explained before, two-center recording in doubly doped lithium niobate is the best 

candidate to record holograms for these applications. To obtain the best performance in 

these applications, we investigate and perform a global optimization of the persistent 

holographic recording in this thesis. Also, new ideas for further improvement of the 

material performance for specific applications are presented. 

In the second group of applications, the main challenge is the design of the hologram 

rather than the material used for the recording process. The holographic devices IN this 

group are usually called holographic optical elements (HOEs) that are parts of general 

optical systems. Holographic lenses used in imaging systems and volume holograms used 

as dispersive components for spectroscopy are examples of HOEs [7-8]. In this group of 

applications, a holographic element is recorded once and used several times. The material 

that is used for these holographic elements should last for a long time and should not be 

erased under the light illumination. Therefore, read only holographic materials, such 

photopolymers, are the best candidates for these applications. While the optimization of 

these materials is still an active research topic, the performance of the photopolymer 

materials is adequate for most of the applications. The efficient and accurate modeling of 

the holographic elements is the main concern for this group of applications. For this 

purpose, a complete model for diffraction calculation from a general hologram is 
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developed that could be used for optimization of different holographic devices. Our new 

method (multi-grating method) for the analysis of a complicated hologram is based on the 

representation of the hologram as the superposition of several plane wave gratings. In 

particular, the dispersive properties of spherical beam volume holograms (SBVHs) are 

analyzed based on the multi-grating method. A SBVH is a volume hologram recorded 

using a spherical beam and a plane wave. Based on the analysis of these devices, we 

present a new class of compact and easy to use spectrometers that are suitable for potable 

applications in biological and environmental sensing. The complete design and analysis 

of such spectrometer are presented in this work. 

After this introduction and in Chapter 2, a complete analysis of the two-center 

holographic recording is presented. The model is used to find the optimum performance 

for persistent holographic recording in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. In Chapter 3, a software based 

stabilizer system for holographic recording is introduced that is essential in material 

characterization in two-center recording. The system is used to characterize the material 

designed based on the optimization approach in Chapter 2. The two-center recording in 

highly doped lithium niobate crystals is investigated in Chapter 4. The two-center 

recording model is extended to consider the effect of high dopant concentration. In 

Chapter 5, the effect of high temperature on the tow-center recording is investigated in 

detail. The experimental data as well as theoretical analysis of the thermal fixing in two-

center recording is presented in this chapter. In Chapter 6, a new method for modeling 

diffraction from complicated holograms is introduced. Particularly, this method is used 

for analysis of a spherical beam volume hologram. A new class of slitless spectrometers 

based on spherical beam volume holograms is introduced and analyzed in Chapter 7. The 
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performance of the spectrometers based on spherical beam volume hologram is compared 

with the conventional spectrometers in this chapter. The extension of the analytic model 

for any arbitrary hologram is introduced in Chapter 8 and it is used for analysis of 

lensless spectrometer based on spherical beam volume hologram. The conclusions and 

future works are summarized in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2  

Analysis and Optimization of Two-center Holographic 

Recording  

 

2.1    Introduction 
 
Two-center holographic recording proposed recently attracted attention for recording 

persistence holograms. This method is based on using two different dopants to provide 

shallower and deeper traps in photorefractive crystals [29]. The interference pattern of 

two lower-frequency (longer wavelength) beams (reference and signal beams) is recorded 

in the presence of a higher-frequency (shorter wavelength) beam (sensitizing beam). 

During the recording phase, the sensitizing beam brings electrons from the deeper traps to 

the shallower traps via the conduction band, providing enough electron concentration in 

the shallower traps for holographic recording. The hologram will be recorded in both the 

shallower and the deeper traps. The readout by the reference beam partially erases the 

hologram by exciting electrons from the shallower traps. Eventually, all electrons in the 

shallower traps will be transferred to the deeper traps. The remaining hologram in the 

deeper traps persists against further readout. 

Three important performance measures in holographic storage are the dynamic range 

(M/#) (which relates to the available room for multiplexing different holograms), 

sensitivity (S) or recording speed (which indicates how fast we can record a hologram 

with a fixed intensity and a fixed material thickness), and persistence (which indicates 
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how many times we can read the stored information before data refreshing is required). 

The parameters that affect these measures in two-center recording are dopant 

concentrations, annealing (or oxidation/reduction) state, and recording and sensitizing 

intensities and wavelengths.  

Several aspects of two-center recording were recently investigated [33-45]. Although 

most of the reported results were obtained using LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals, other crystals 

like LiNbO3:Cu:Ce [39], LiNbO3:Tb:Fe [41] and LiNbO3:Ce:Mn [42] were also 

investigated. However, there are a few efforts on the optimization of the method. Liu et 

al. presented the optimization for M/# in two-center recording with UV (the sensitizing 

beam) and red (the recording beams) and in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn [36, 40]. They considered the 

variation of only one parameter at a time. They used approximate formulas for readout 

phase and the UV absorption was ignored in their analysis. The bulk photovoltaic effect 

of the Mn traps at the sensitizing wavelength was ignored. Also, the same recombination 

coefficient was used for electron recombination from the conduction band to either Mn or 

Fe traps. Adibi et al. preformed optimization on LiNbO3:Fe:Mn with UV and red beams 

for sensitizing and recording, respectively [33]. They used a reliable set of material 

parameters and considered the absorption of the sensitizing beam in their simulations. 

Using the numeric method supported by experimental results, they investigated the 

variation of the M/# with only one parameter at a time while all other parameters were 

fixed. None of the previous efforts [33, 36, and 40] considered the optimization of the 

sensitivity or its dependence on the design parameters. The absorption of the recording 

beams was neglected in all the reports. A complete and accurate optimization of the two-

center holographic recording is still needed to obtain the best performance. 
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  In this Chapter we present the global optimization of both the M/# and sensitivity 

for two-center recording. Accurate analytic formulas as well as complete numerical 

simulations will be used. We will also consider the absorption inside the crystal for both 

recording and sensitizing beams. A main feature of this work is that the simultaneous 

variation of all design parameters is considered in the optimization process. The 

theoretical limit of the performance for two-center recording in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn is also 

presented.  

In Section 2.2 we discuss the two-center model we used for the analysis of two-

center recording. Performance measures are evaluated in Section 2.3. The procedure for 

optimization and also the effect of the different design parameters on M/# and sensitivity 

are discussed in Section 2.4. Optimum results are presented in Section 2.5. Final 

conclusions are made in Section 2.6. 

 

2.2    Two-center model 
 
In general, the two-center holographic recording can be described by the modified 

Kukhtarev’s equations for doubly doped crystals [33, 46]. The system of non-linear 

partial differential equations consists of two rate equations for shallower and deeper 

traps, the current continuity equation, the current equation, and the Poisson equation for 

the space-charge field. These equations are summarized in the following:  
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with all variables and parameters defined in Table 2.1. By assuming the sinusoidal 

variation of the recording intensity, i.e., IL=IL0[1+mcos(Kx)], and considering the first 

two terms in the spatial Fourier series of all variables, i.e. ( )iKxNNN DDD −+= −− exp10 , 

we can find two sets of zeroth and first order equations as the following [33]: 
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Note that in deriving these equations, the derivative with respect to space variable (∂/∂x) 

is replaces by –iK. Further assumptions can simplify these equations. The variation of the 

electron concentration in the conduction band (n) is assumed to be instantaneous 

compared to the variation of the other variables (adiabatic approximation). We also 

assume that the electron concentration in the conduction band is negligible compared to 

the electron concentrations in the shallower and the deeper traps. The DC electric field 

(E0) has also been neglected in the above equations [33].  

The above eight equations should be solved simultaneously to find the space-charge 

field in the crystal. The space-charge field is then used to calculate hologram strength, 

M/#, and sensitivity. The hologram strength is defined by A = πn3rE1d / [2λrcos(Θ)], 

where all the parameters are defined in Table 2.1. The relation between diffraction 
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efficiency (η) and hologram strength is given by Kogelnik’s formula [9] [i.e. η = 

sin2(A)]. 

Table  2.1. Description of the parameters used in the equations. 

 
Notation 
 

Description 

qX,Y sX,Y Absorption cross section for absorbing a photon of beam Y and 
exciting an electron from trap X 

κX,Y sX,Y Bulk photovoltaic coefficient of trap X at the wavelength of beam Y 
−

lXN ,  Concentration of ionized dopant X 

NX Total concentration of a dopant X 
NA Concentration of positive compensator charge 
nl Electron concentration 
IY Total intensity of beam Y 
E Electron charge 
jl Current density 
kB Boltzmann constant 
γX Recombination rate of the electrons to trap X 
ρ Total charge density 
K Magnitude of grating vector 
µ Electron mobility in the conduction band 
m Modulation depth 
T Crystal temperature 
t Time  
εε0 Permittivity of the crystal 
λr Recording wavelength 
Θ Half the angle between the recording beams in the medium 
n Refractive index 
R Electro-optic coefficient 
d Crystal thickness 
Note l is an integer and can be 1 referring to the first order terms and 0 referring to 
the zeroth order terms.  
X, Y are variables and can get different indices as following: 
X=S: Shallower traps 
X=D: Deeper traps 
Y=L: Lower frequency (longer wavelength) beam 
Y=H: Higher frequency (shorter wavelength) beam 
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2.3    Derivation of the performance measures 

In general, two-center holographic recording consists of three phases: sensitizing, 

recording, and readout. For a complete two-center recording process, the crystal is first 

sensitized with the sensitizing beam. In the recording phase the hologram is recorded by 

the use of signal and reference beams (two coherent longer wavelength beams) with the 

sensitizing beam (a shorter wavelength beam) illuminating the crystal. During the readout 

phase, the reference beam reads the hologram, and no other beam is present.  

There are three measures that are used widely to describe the holographic recording 

process. The dynamic range, or the M/#, is a measure of the total refractive index 

modulation that can be achieved for multiplexed holograms. If M holograms are 

multiplexed appropriately [47], the diffraction efficiency of each hologram is 

η=[(M/#)/M]2. For recording weak holograms, an approximate measure for the M/# is the 

square root of the saturation diffraction efficiency [33]. The sensitivity (S) is a measure of 

the speed of recording and is defined as: 

 
0

1

=

×=
tL dt

d
dI

S
η

,    (2.14) 

where IL and d represent the total recording intensity and the crystal thickness, 

respectively. The persistence, or R/#, is a measure of the number of times a hologram can 

be read with acceptable diffraction efficiency [48]. During the readout in two-center 

recording, the hologram strength drops rapidly and then saturates at a nearly fixed value 

(Figure  2.1). We refer to this value as the final hologram strength (AF). The ratio of AF to 
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the saturation value of the hologram strength during recording (A0) is denoted by β in this 

article. In the absence of an external electric field, β is between zero and one. 

The definition of common performance measures for normal (single-center) 

holographic recording should be slightly modified to describe the two-center holographic 

recording. For example M/# and S calculated using recording dynamics should be 

multiplied by β for the two-center recording to account for the partial erasure during 

readout. 
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Figure  2.1. A typical recording readout curve for two-center holographic recording. During the 
readout, the hologram is partially erased. The remaining hologram persists against further readout. 

 

2.3.1 Analytic solution for the recording phase 

In the recording phase, we should solve the differential Equations (2.6)-(2.13) while the 

sensitizing and the recording intensities are not zero. The M/# is proportional to the 

saturation space-charge field, and the sensitivity is proportional to the slope of the space-

charge field at the beginning of recording. Therefore, if we find a complete solution for 
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the variation of the space-charge field with time, we can easily calculate M/# and S. This 

solution can be found by approximating the recording curve by a mono-exponential 

function of time. Therefore, the space-charge field is expressed by 

 ( ))exp(11 rSC tEE τ−−≈ ,    (2.15) 

where ESC (saturation space-charge field during recording) and τr (recording time 

constant) are derived in Appendix A (Equations (A1) and (A10), respectively). Knowing 

ESC, we can find M/# by 

 β
λ
π

SC
r

EdrnM
)cos(2

#
3

Θ
= ,    (2.16) 

where all the parameters are defined in Table  2.1. The value of β can be found from the 

analysis of readout phase (Section 2.3.2). A typical recording curve for hologram strength 

obtained from the analytic formula of space-charge field and the accurate curve resulting 

from the numerical simulation for LiNbO3:Fe:Mn with 365 nm sensitizing wavelength 

and 633 nm recording wavelength are shown in Figure  2.2. In the case, when the Fe 

concentration is much larger than the Mn concentration and the sensitizing intensity is 

one order of magnitude less than the recording intensities, the expression for ESC and τr 

can be simplified to Equations (A13) and (A15), respectively (shown bellow for 

simplicity).  

 CFmI
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Figure  2.2. Hologram strength versus time for a typical recording in a 1 mm thick LiNbO3 crystal 
doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.002 wt. % MnO using transmission geometry with Θ=27˚. 
Initially, 80% of the Mn traps are filled with the electrons. Sensitizing and recording intensities are 
20 mW/cm2 and 250 mW/cm2, respectively. The absorption of both recording and sensitizing beams 
is neglected in this simulation. The polarization of the recording beams is ordinary. 

 
The recording curve obtained from this approximation is also shown in Figure  2.2. 

The expression for the saturation field (ECS) is the same as the approximate expression for 

saturation field in the normal holographic recording [16, 49] in singly doped LiNbO3 

except that a correction factor (CF) is multiplied to include the effect of two-center 

recording. The recording time constant (τr) given in Equation (A15) is the sum of the 

time constants for the normal recording with an additional term because of two-center 

effects. Since the additional term is always positive, it is concluded that the time constant 

for two-center recording is always larger than that for normal recording under similar 

conditions. 
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A straightforward method to find sensitivity (S) is to calculate the initial recording 

slope using the approximate formula for the hologram strength as a function of time. But, 

as is seen in Figure  2.3, this is not a good approximation for the sensitivity in two-center 

recording. The reason is that the actual two-center recording dynamics is not optimally 

represented by a mono-exponential function of time. Therefore, we should use the initial 

differential equations and find the derivative of the space-charge field at the beginning of 

the recording (t=0). Finding the derivative with respect to time of both sides of Equation 

(2.13), then using Equations (2.11) and (2.12) and also noting that −
1FeN , −

1MnN , n1, and 

Esc are zero at t=0, we find: 

 ( ) βκκ
λ

π
εε

mNNrnS
tSLStDLD

r
00,00,

3

0 )cos(2
1

=

−

=

− +
Θ

= ,    (2.17) 

where −
0DN  and −

0SN  are average electron concentrations in deeper and shallower traps, 

respectively (and are derived in Appendix A), and the other parameters are defined in 

Table  2.1. Again, β will be found in Section 2.3.2. Note that −
0SN  and −

0DN  are at steady-

state when the sensitizing beam and recording beams are present. The intensities of the 

beams must be equal to the average sensitizing and recording intensities during the 

recording phase, respectively. In hologram multiplexing, each hologram (except the first 

hologram) is recorded after the material is illuminated long enough by sensitizing and 

recording beams (during the recording of previous holograms) to reach the steady-state 

values of −
0SN  and −

0DN . In the definition of sensitivity in two-center recording, β is used 

to account for the partial erasure of the hologram at the beginning of readout. The 

sensitivity calculated from Equation (2.16) agrees very well with the numerical analysis. 
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Since the values of −
0DN  and −

0SN  are almost independent of the bulk photovoltaic 

coefficients of the shallower and the deeper traps, it is seen that having dopants with 

higher photovoltaic constants results in higher sensitivity. It is exactly in accordance with 

the experimental results reported in [37].  Considering the expressions for M/# and S 

[Equations (2.16) and (2.17)] we have all the analytic results for the recording phase 
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Figure  2.3. Hologram strength at the beginning of recording used to show the difference between 
mono exponential approximation and the accurate numerical solution. Sensitivity, by definition, is 
the initial slope of each curve. The parameters of recording are the same as those in the caption of 
Figure  2.2. 

 

2.3.2 Analysis of the readout phase 

During readout, only the reference beam is present. The reference beam excites the 

electrons from the shallower traps to the conduction band. All electrons will be 

eventually re-trapped in the deeper traps since the sensitizing beam is not present during 

readout, and the reading beam cannot excite electrons from the deeper traps to the 

conduction band. Therefore, the final persistent hologram will be stored in the deeper 
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traps. Finding an analytic solution for this phase is very difficult since the average 

electron concentrations in the two traps ( −
0DN  and −

0SN ) are considerably varying with 

time. Numerical analysis for this phase shows that the intensity of the reference beam 

during readout has no effect on the final value of the space-charge field or hologram 

strength (Figure  2.4). Note that modifying the dynamics of readout intensity modifies the 

dynamics of readout, but the final hologram strength (and therefore, β) remains the same. 

Since the performance measures depend on β and not on the readout dynamics, we can 

choose an appropriate variation of the readout intensity with time to simplify the 

calculation of β (and other performance measures). The detail of our method is 

summarized in Appendix B. The result is a second order differential equation for the 

space-charge field: 

 0E)W(R
dW
dE)W(Q

dW
Ed)W(P 1

1
2
1

2

=++ ,    (2.18) 

where 

 )t(NNNW 0SAD
−+−= ,    (2.19) 

and P(W), Q(W) and R(W) are given in Appendix B for the case of LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 

crystals. The final value of the space-charge field is found by solving Equation (2.18) at 

W=ND-NA (or 00 =−
SN ), which corresponds to the case that all the shallower traps are 

empty. Although this equation must be solved numerically, it is much easier and faster to 

solve this equation rather than a set of five nonlinear differential equations that provides 

almost the same result for the final space-charge field. It is also easier to find the final 

value of E1 (E1,Final) since this value is calculated at finite W (W=ND-NA) instead of at 
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t=∞. This reduces the computation time since the numerical solution at infinity is not 

needed. After finding the final value of the space-charge field, we can calculate β= 

E1,Final/ESC, which will be used in finding the overall M/# and S [Equations (2.16) and 

(2.17)]. 
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Figure  2.4. Effect of readout intensity on the hologram strength during the readout phase. The 
hologram is recorded in a 1 mm thick LiNbO3 crystal doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.01 wt. % 
MnO. Initially, 90% of the Mn traps are filled with the electrons. Sensitizing and recording 
intensities are 20 mW/cm2 and 500 mW/cm2, respectively. Recording dynamics is the same in all 
cases. The three curves correspond to the readout intensities of 150 mW/cm2 (constant with time), 25 
mW/cm2 (constant with time), and 12.5×{1-cos[(t-500)/16]} mW/cm2 where t represents time in 
minutes. 

 

2.3.3 Effect of the absorption of sensitizing and recording beams 

In most applications, the crystal used for two-center recording exhibits a high absorption 

at the sensitizing wavelength. The absorption is stronger when the energy of the 

sensitizing photons is close to the energy band gap of the crystal or when the total 

electron concentration in the traps is large. In such cases, we should consider the 

absorption of the sensitizing beam as it goes through the crystal. Furthermore, when the 
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electron concentration in the shallower traps becomes high during recording we should 

also consider the absorption of the recording beam inside the crystal. To include these 

absorptions in the calculation of M/#, we first divide the crystal into several thin slices of 

thickness ∆z (typically 50-100 slices for a 1 mm thick crystal). Assuming constant 

sensitizing and recording intensities within each slice, we solve for the (M/#)i in each 

slice ∆z. Then, we calculate the total M/# using the following sum: 

 ( ) ∑=
iall

itotal MM )/#(/# ,    (2.20) 

Equation (2.20) simply states that the total M/# of the crystal is the sum of the M/#’s of 

the thin portions of the crystal with different sensitizing and recording beams. The idea of 

analyzing the thin slices is also applied to find the sensitivity when the absorption of both 

sensitizing and recording intensities are taking into account. Therefore, the total 

sensitivity is found using 

 ∑∆
=

iall
itotal S

d
zS .    (2.21) 

 

2.4    Optimization procedure 

In this section we consider the role of each design parameter in the variation of M/# and 

S. In the simulations, we use congruently melting LiNbO3:Fe:Mn with different doping 

concentrations as the recording material. The sensitizing beam is a 365 nm UV beam 

with an intensity-absorption coefficient in the order of 9 mm-1 [33]. Two coherent 

recording beams with equal intensities are used at 633 nm (red) wavelength. These 
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wavelengths are chosen since a reliable set of all material parameters exists for 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn at 365 nm and 633 nm [33]. The hologram is recorded in a 1 mm thick 

sample using symmetric transmission geometry. The angle between two recording beams 

is 43.5º. We assume ordinary polarization for recording and reading beams. The resulting 

grating vector is parallel to the c-axis of the crystal.  

 Since the numerical solution for the readout phase is a time consuming process, we 

consider the practical range for the design parameters and make a table of β for each set 

of parameters. Using the expressions found in the previous section for the recording 

phase [i.e. Equations (2.16), (2.17) and (A1)] and also the complete table of β, we 

consider the behavior of the holographic measures as the design parameters vary. The 

variation of M/# with single design parameters (while other parameters are fixed at non-

optimal values) have been reported previously [33, 36]. Here we show the variation of 

M/# with individual design parameters around its global optimum. We also explain these 

variations based on some simple approximate formulas. To the best of our knowledge, 

the variation of S with the design parameters around its global optimum is presented here 

for the first time. To study the variation of M/# (or S) with a single design parameter, we 

fix all other design parameters at their global optimum values which result in a global 

maximum for M/# (or S). The details of the global optimization are discussed in Section 

2.5. 

 

2.4.1 Role of Fe concentration 

In normal recording in a singly-doped LiNbO3 crystal, both M/# and sensitivity grow 

with increasing trap concentration. In two-center recording, also, both M/# and sensitivity 
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increase with increasing shallower trap concentration (Fe concentration). Figure  2.5 

shows the variation of M/# and sensitivity with Fe concentration for a 1 mm thick 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. Figure  2.5 shows that to achieve the maximum M/# and 

sensitivity, we must use the highest possible Fe concentration. We know that the 

maximum value for Fe concentration in normal recording in LiNbO3:Fe is about 0.05 wt. 

% [50]. For higher Fe concentrations, electron tunneling between iron traps prevents 

recording stronger holograms [50]. However, for two-center recording, we choose the 

maximum concentration of 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3 (NFe=5×1025 m-3). In normal recording this 

concentration has the potential to show the tunneling effect, but in a doubly doped crystal 

we accept such a concentration for two reasons. First, the final hologram will be stored in 

the Mn traps, and all Fe traps will eventually be empty. Therefore, electron tunneling 

between Fe traps is not important. The second reason is that the tunneling between Fe 

traps during recording and readout tends to increase the hologram strength. The total 

space-charge field is due to two strong and almost 180° out of phase charge patterns in Fe 

and Mn traps [33]. Erasing one of the charge patterns by tunneling, results in increasing 

the total electric field. Such an increase in the space-charge field will increase the barrier 

against tunneling to avoid further increase in the field. Therefore, the Fe concentration is 

not limited by tunneling in two-center recording. Knowing that electron tunneling 

between Mn traps is harder than that between Fe traps [51], we assume NMn=3.7×1025 m-3 

(which approximately corresponds to 0.1 wt. % MnO) as the maximum practical Mn 

concentration. 
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(b) 

Figure  2.5. Variation of (a) M/# and (b) sensitivity with Fe concentration in a 1 mm thick 
LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. The Mn concentration is fixed at 3.8×1024 m-3. Initially, 90% of the Mn traps 
are filled with the electrons. 365 nm (UV) and 633 nm (red) are sensitizing and recording 
wavelengths, respectively. The intensity ratio (IR/IUV) is 25 for both cases. 
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2.4.2 Role of sensitizing and recording intensities 

Careful consideration of the expressions for the M/# and sensitivity in the recording 

phase shows that both of them are functions of intensity ratio (IR/IUV) and not the absolute 

intensities [Equations (2.16) and (2.17)]. Also noting that β is independent of the 

intensities yields that the M/# and sensitivity for two-center recording depend only on the 

intensity ratio (IR/IUV) and not on the absolute intensities. The dependence of the M/# on 

the intensity ratio was theoretically proposed and experimentally shown in [33], but there 

has been no previous report on the dependence of sensitivity on the intensity ratio. To our 

best knowledge, this is the first time the dependence of the sensitivity on the intensity 

ratio is reported. Figure  2.6 shows this dependency more clearly. To explain this variation 

of S, we can use the energy band diagram in Figure  2.7. Sensitivity depends mainly on 

the bulk photovoltaic current density in the conduction band, which is proportional to 

average electron concentration in the Fe traps ( −
0FeN ). This concentration depends on the 

excitation and recombination rates shown in Figure  2.7. Excitation of the electrons from 

Fe traps tends to reduce −
0FeN  while excitation from the Mn traps tends to populate Fe 

traps (via the conduction band) and increase −
0FeN . When we increase both intensities by 

the same factor (so that IR/IUV is fixed), all excitation rates (proportional to light 

intensities) are increased in the same way. However, the relative strengths of these 

excitations remain intact. Thus, the average electron concentrations in both Fe and Mn 

traps depend on the intensity ratio only and not on the absolute intensities. This intuitive 

point can be theoretically verified by Equations (A6) and (A7) derived in Appendix A. 
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Figure  2.6. Variation of sensitivity with sensitizing intensity for a 1 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal 
doped with 0.075 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.01 wt. % MnO. Initially, 90% of the Mn traps are filled with 
electrons. 365 nm (UV) and 633 nm (red) are sensitizing and recording wavelengths, respectively. 
The intensity ratio is fixed and both the sensitizing and recording intensities are varying. 
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Figure  2.7. Energy band diagram for a typical LiNbO3 crystal doped with Fe and Mn. CB and VB 
are conduction band and valence band, respectively. 

 
The dependence of both M/# and S on the intensity ratio reduces one independent 

parameter (the design parameter is IR/IUV instead of both IR and IUV). With NFe already 
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selected, three remaining parameters for optimization are Mn concentration (NMn), 

oxidization/reduction state (NA) and the intensity ratio (IR/IUV). 

 
2.4.3 Role of Mn concentration 

Figure  2.8 shows the variation of M/# and sensitivity with the Mn concentration while Fe 

concentration and intensity ratio are fixed. For the calculation of M/# we assume 85% of 

the Mn traps are initially filled with electrons, since the M/# reaches its global maximum 

when NA = 0.85 NMn. On the other hand, the maximum of S occurs when about 90% of the 

Mn traps are initially filled with electrons. As Figure  2.8 shows, M/# reaches the global 

maximum when the Mn concentration is much lower than the Fe concentration, and then 

decreases as the Mn concentration increases further. On the other hand, S increases by 

increasing Mn concentration in the practical range of concentrations used for the 

simulations. The results shown in Figure  2.8 can be understood by using the formulas 

(2.16) and (2.17).  
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(b) 

Figure  2.8. Variation of (a) M/# and (b) sensitivity with Mn concentration for a 1 mm thick 
LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3. 365 nm (UV) and 633 nm (red) are sensitizing 
and recording wavelengths, respectively. For M/# in (a) the intensity ratio (IR/IUV) is 1 and initially 
85% of the Mn traps are filled with electrons. For sensitivity in (b) the intensity ratio (IR/IUV) is 0.01 
and initially 90% of the Mn traps are filled with electrons. These parameter values are selected to 
include the optimum M/# and S in the figures. 
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With NMn≈0 no hologram can be recorded since all Fe traps are initially empty. 

Therefore, by increasing NMn, hologram strength (and M/#) is quickly increased. For 

small NMn, space-charge limitation occurs and the approximate formulas are not useful. 

At larger values of NMn, we can use approximate Equation (A13) for ESC to substitute in 

Equation (2.16) for M/#. Therefore:  

 CF
n

N
/#M

0

0Fe
−

∝     (2.22) 

where CF varies slowly with NMn. Increasing NMn results in increasing both −
0FeN  and n0. 

However, the increase in n0 is stronger than that in −
0FeN , for values of NMn above the 

optimal value. Therefore M/# decreases as NMn is increased. The actual position of the 

peak depends strongly on the intensity ratio. 

For sensitivity, since the photovoltaic constant of the Mn traps at the recording 

wavelength (κD,L) is negligible, we can assume that −− =∝ 00 FeS NNS . By increasing the 

Mn concentration (with 90% of them filled), we increase the excitation rate of electrons 

from the Mn traps to the conduction band (proportional to NMn). Increasing the 

concentration of the Mn traps will increase the recombination rate of electrons from the 

conduction band (proportional to NMn; note that 10% of the Mn traps are empty). The 

combination of these two competing effects results in variation of S with NMn as: 

 
ξ+

∝∝ −

Mn

Mn
Fe N

N
NS 0  ,   (2.23) 

where ξ is a constant representing the recombination rate for the Fe traps. The plot of 

Equation (2.23) with NMn is the same as Figure  2.8(b). It is obvious from Figure  2.8 that 
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the maximum values for M/# and S cannot be achieved simultaneously. Therefore, There 

is a trade-off between M/# and S. 

 
2.4.4 Role of oxidization/reduction state 

The variations of M/# and sensitivity with the initial electron concentration in the Mn 

traps (i.e. NA) are shown in Figure  2.9, while other parameters are fixed. The initial 

electron concentration in Mn traps (NA) can be varied by annealing (or 

oxidation/reduction). Figure  2.9 shows that both M/# and S reach their maximum values 

when NA ≈ (0.8-0.9)×NMn. The optimum values of NA for maximizing M/# and S depend 

on the actual doping concentrations and on the intensity ratio. With NA=0, all traps (Mn 

and Fe) are empty and no hologram can be recorded. With NA= NMn, all the Mn traps are 

initially filled with electrons. Although a strong hologram can be recorded in this case, 

readout process is destructive (i.e. β=0). All electrons will eventually be trapped in the 

Mn sites with no empty Mn traps remaining to hold the final hologram [34]. Therefore, 

there must be an optimum value of NA at 0<NA< NMn that results in maximum M/# or 

maximum S. The maximum for M/# and S usually do not occur at the same NA, but the 

optimum values of NA in the two cases are close.   
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Figure  2.9. Variation of (a) M/# and (b) sensitivity with initial oxidization/reduction state for a 1 mm 
thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3. 365 nm (UV) and 633 nm (red) are 
sensitizing and recording wavelengths, respectively. For M/# in (a) the intensity ratio and the Mn 
concentration are 1 and 8.8×1023 m-3, respectively. For sensitivity in (b) the intensity ratio and the Mn 
concentration are 0.01 and 3.7×1025 m-3, respectively. The parameter values are chosen to include the 
optimum M/# and S in the figures. 
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2.4.5 Role of intensity ratio (IR/IUV) 

For any crystal, there is an optimum value for the intensity ratio (IR/IUV) that results in the 

best performance. A typical variation of M/# and S versus the intensity ratio is shown in 

Figure  2.10. Figure  2.10 shows that the maximum sensitivity can be achieved with high 

sensitizing intensity, while the maximum M/# is obtained when the sensitizing and 

recording intensities are of the same order. Note that NMn and NA/NMn in Figure  2.10(a) 

and Figure  2.10(b) are chosen to result in the global optima. Therefore, the global 

maxima of M/# and sensitivity occur at different values of the intensity ratio. The 

variation of M/# with intensity ratio, when other parameters are fixed at non-optimal 

values, has been already reported and explained [36, 33]. We can simply understand this 

variation by using Equation (2.22). Both −
0FeN  and n0 depend on IR and IUV. Too strong 

IUV results in an acceptable −
0FeN  (IUV excites electrons from both Fe and Mn) and a very 

strong n0 (n0 ∝ IUV). Too weak IUV (compared to IR) cannot populate the Fe traps since 

strong IR tends to depopulate them. Therefore, M/# is maximum at an intermediate IR/IUV. 

The actual optimum intensity ratio depends on NFe, NMn, and NA. The variation of S with 

the intensity ratio [Figure  2.10(b)] reported here completely agrees with the experimental 

results of the variation of sensitivity with sensitizing and recording intensities reported in 

Ref. [52] for LiNbO3:Cu:Ce crystals. It can be easily understood by using Equation (2.17) 

(i.e., S∝ −
0FeN ). The role of IUV is to excite electrons from the Mn traps (and from the Fe 

traps). Its overall role is to populate the Fe traps to some degree. On the other hand, the 

role of IR is only to depopulate the Fe traps. Therefore, −
0FeN  becomes larger at smaller 
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IR/IUV and larger −
0FeN  results in larger S. So, maximum S is obtained at small IR/IUV (or 

large IUV/IR). 
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Figure  2.10. Variation of (a) M/# and (b) sensitivity with intensity ratio for a 1 mm thick 
LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3. 365 nm (UV) and 633 nm (red) are sensitizing 
and recording wavelengths, respectively. For M/# in (a) the Mn concentration and acceptor 
concentration (NA) are 8.8×1023 m-3 and 7.5×1023 m-3, respectively. For sensitivity in (b) the Mn 
concentration and acceptor concentration (NA) are 3.7×1025 m-3 and 3.3×1025 m-3, respectively. The 
parameter values are chosen to include the optimum M/# and S in the figures. 
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2.5    Global optima 

In Section 2.4 we observed the effect of the variation of the individual design parameters 

on M/# and S. The optimum obtained for each individual parameter (i.e., NA) depends on 

the other design parameters. In general, the treatment of Section 2.4 cannot yield the set 

of parameters for the global maximum M/# (or maximum S). A global optimization 

scheme is required in which all design parameters are allowed to vary simultaneously.  

In this optimization procedure, we use the accurate analytic formulas we derived for 

the recording phase [Equations (2.16), (2.17) and (A1)] along with the table of β versus 

the design parameters calculated by numerical simulation of the readout phase. The 

absorption of sensitizing and recording beams is considered in our calculation as 

explained in Section 2.3.3. We let all the parameters (NMn, NA and IR/IUV) vary and find 

the maximum M/# and S. The value of NFe is chosen at NFe=5×1025 m-3 which 

corresponds to 0.15 wt. % of Fe2O3. 

In these simulations we used a 1 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. Sensitization and 

recording wavelengths are 365 nm and 633 nm, respectively. Ordinary polarization is 

used for recording and reading beams. We also calculated the optima for the more 

recently proposed set of wavelengths (404 nm for sensitization and 514 nm for recording) 

[37]. For these wavelengths, the set of material parameters can be estimated from the 

literature [33, 53-54]. The estimated parameters we used are summarized in Table  2.2. 

Table  2.3 summarizes the optimum design parameters needed for maximizing M/# 

and S. It is obvious that the sensitivity and M/# reach their maxima at different values of 

the design parameters, so there is always a trade-off in finding the best set of parameters. 
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Table  2.2. Crystal parameters for LiNbO3 at 514 nm and 404 nm wavelengths. 

 
Notation 
 

Description Value 

qFe,404 sFe,404 (m2/J) Absorption cross section for absorbing a photon 
at wavelength 404 and exciting an electron from 
Fe traps to the conduction band 

3.3×10-5 

qFe,514 sFe,514 (m2/J) Absorption cross section for absorbing a photon 
at wavelength 514 and exciting an electron from 
Fe traps to the conduction band 

1×10-5 

qMn,404 sMn,404 (m2/J) Absorption cross section for absorbing a photon 
at wavelength 404 and exciting an electron from 
Mn traps to the conduction band 

1.25×10-5 

qMn,514 sMn,514 (m2/J) Absorption cross section for absorbing a photon 
at wavelength 514 and exciting an electron from 
Mn traps to the conduction band 

1×10-8 

-κFe,404 (m3/V) Bulk photovoltaic coefficient for Fe at 404 nm 13×10-33 
-κFe,514 (m3/V) Bulk photovoltaic coefficient for Fe at 514 nm 3.8×10-33 
-κMn,404 (m3/V) Bulk photovoltaic coefficient for Mn at 404 nm 2.9×10-33 
-κMn,514 (m3/V) Bulk photovoltaic coefficient for Mn at 514 nm 5×10-36 
Α (mm-1) Absorption coefficient at 404 nm ≈1 

 

Table  2.3. Optimum design parameters and optimum M/# and sensitivity for LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. The 
hologram is recorded in transmission geometry. The crystal thickness is 1 mm. The polarization of 
recording beams is ordinary. 

Measure Recording 
WL 

Sensitizing 
WL 

NFe  
(m-3) 

NMn   
(m-3) 

NA  
(m-3) IR/IUV M/#  

S 
(cm/J) 

Optimum 
M/# 633 nm 365 nm 5×1025 8.8×1023 7.5×1023 1 0.76 0.016 

Optimum 
M/# 514 nm 404 nm 5×1025 2.2×1024 1.9×1024 10 2.13 0.13 

Optimum 
S 633 nm 365 nm 5×1025 3.7×1025 3.3×1025 0.01 0.17 0.17 

Optimum 
S 514 nm 404 nm 5×1025 2.0×1025 1.7×1025 0.01 0.01 0.43 

 

For sensitizing beam at 365 nm, the crystal has a significant absorption coefficient in 

the order of 9 mm-1. Therefore, for a thick crystal, the intensity of the sensitizing beam 

drops dramatically as it passes through the crystal, and the intensity ratio deviates far 
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from the optimum. If the absorption is decreased, a larger portion of the crystal will 

experience the intensity ratio close to the optimum value, and both M/# and S will 

increase. Therefore, using a longer sensitizing wavelength (which has lower absorption) 

can result in higher sensitivity and M/#. In addition, Fe traps are more sensitive to 514 nm 

than 633 nm, i.e., the bulk photovoltaic coefficient of the Fe traps is larger at 514 nm 

[37]. Therefore, recording with 514 nm results in higher M/# and S. The main 

disadvantage of using 514 nm is that the reading beam can slightly excite electrons from 

Mn traps. Therefore, a hologram recorded with recording beams at 514 nm will have a 

smaller value of R/# [37]. 

To our best knowledge, the maximum experimental values for M/# and S in a 1 mm 

thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal, with 365 nm sensitizing and 633 nm recording with 

ordinary polarization in transmission geometry, are 0.25/mm and 0.003 cm/J [33]. From 

Table 2.3 it is seen that for 633 nm and 365 nm beams, the maximum values of M/# = 

0.76/mm and S = 0.17 cm/J can be achieved by using the optimum design parameters. By 

changing the recording and sensitizing beams to the new set of 514 nm and 404 nm, 

further improvement is obtained. Note that by using extraordinary polarization for 

recording beams, both M/# and S can be further improved by a factor of 3 because of the 

larger electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO3 for extraordinary polarization. 

Table 2.3 also represents the theoretical limit for M/# and S in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn due to 

material specification. These limits are M/# = 2.13/mm and S = 0.43 cm/J both obtained 

with sensitization at 404 nm and recording at 514 nm. With extraordinary polarization, 

M/# = 6.4/mm and S = 1.3 cm/J can be obtained. Further improvements might be 
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obtained by application of a strong electric field [42] or by finding more appropriate 

dopants. 

As explained earlier, the strong trade-off between M/# and S must be considered in 

designing doubly doped crystals. For example, the maximum S is obtained when IR/IUV 

=0.01, NMn = 3.7×1025, and NA/NMn = 0.9. For this set of parameters, M/# is low. The 

large IUV compared to IR does not allow strong holograms to build up. On the other hand, 

optimum M/# is obtained when S is very low. For practical applications where very low 

M/# or S is undesirable, the design parameters should be selected appropriately to result 

in a desired set of M/# and S. 

 

2.6    Conclusion 

We presented a global optimization scheme for two-center holographic recording in 

doubly-doped crystals. Our method is based on a combination of analytic formulas 

derived here with numerical simulations. We considered both M/# and sensitivity in our 

method. The global optimum set of design parameters was found by varying all 

parameters simultaneously. We implemented the method for LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals and 

found the optimum set of parameters for maximizing M/# and S at different reading and 

sensitizing wavelengths.  

Our results show that the best M/# and S that can be obtained in two-center recording 

in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals are 2.13/mm and 0.43 cm/J, respectively, using ordinary 

polarization. With extraordinary polarization for recording and reading beams, M/# = 

6.4/mm and S = 1.3 cm/J can be achieved. These results are obtained when sensitizing 

and recording wavelengths are 404 nm and 514 nm, respectively. The maximum of M/# 
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can be achieved when NFe is as large as possible, when NMn is more than one order of 

magnitude smaller than NFe, when about 85% of Mn traps are initially filled, and when 

the recording and sensitizing intensities are of the same order. On the other hand, the 

optimum value of S is obtained when both the NFe and NMn are as large as possible, when 

about the 90% of the Mn traps are initially occupied by electron, and when the sensitizing 

intensity is about 100 times larger than the recording intensity. Note that the optimum set 

of parameters for maximizing M/# and S are different. The maximum values of M/# and S 

cannot be achieved simultaneously and a trade-off exists.  

We also presented here for the first time the complete dependence of sensitivity on the 

different design parameters. We theoretically showed that S is a function of the ratio 

between recording and sensitizing intensities (IR/IUV), and not the absolute intensities.  
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Chapter 3  

 
Software Based Stabilized Holographic Recording System 

 

 
3.1    Introduction 
 
For fully characterizing the material, reliable recording for long period of time is needed. 

Successful recording of holograms strongly depends on the stability of the recording 

setup. Outside influences such as mechanical vibrations, temperature variation, or 

perturbations due to airflow will cause movement in the optical beam path that modifies 

directly affects the recording of the hologram.  This limitation becomes more evident 

when attempting long holographic exposures; therefore, an active stabilizer is an integral 

factor in accurate characterization of the material.   

The basic operation of an active stabilizer is to monitor any movement in the fringe 

pattern during a holographic recording session and compensate that movement by 

changing the phase of one of the recording beams.  It is evident that the stability is in 

proportion to the preciseness of the measurement and the accuracy of the compensation; 

as such, eliminating background noise is a key factor for stabilization. Two such 

hardware components that satisfy the mentioned requirements are a lock-in amplifier 

(LIA) and a piezo-shifting mirror (PZM) [55-56]. A lock-in amplifier takes a periodic 

reference signal covered in a noisy input and uses a phase-sensitive detection to extract 

only that part of the output signal whose frequency and phase match the reference [57]. A 

piezo mirror-shifter is used for ultra-fine axial positioning with sub-micron resolution to 
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change the phase of the beam. It can be also used for modulating the phase of the beam at 

high resonance frequencies for lock-in detection [58]. The combination of these two 

components (LIA and PZM) into an interferometric setup allows for the ability to 

modulate a fringe pattern with minute amplitude, negligible to the recording session, and 

through beam coupling, extract the developing diffracted beam to stabilize the setup [59]. 

Disadvantages to this implementation are the experiment specific properties and the high 

costs of hardware components such as: PZM, LIA, function generator, and integrator.   

In this Section, we present a simple and cost-effective approach to active 

stabilization that provides results comparable to those found in conventional hardware-

based setups. The primary advantage of the proposed software-based technique is the 

replacement of the functionality of the previously mentioned hardware devices with the 

signal processing capabilities in the LabVIEW software [60-61] that is available in 

almost all optics labs. The software-based stabilizer system is used to perform several 

holographic experiments as explained in this chapter. Also with minimal modifications, 

the system is used for other experiments that are presented in the following chapters. 

The concept of the stabilizer system is explained in Section 3.2. The experimental 

results from the software based stabilizer setup are discussed in Section 3.3. The setup is 

used to characterize a doubly doped lithium niobate crystal that is designed based on the 

theoretical optimization presented in Chapter 2. In particular, the results of the sensitivity 

variation in two-center recording in the designed crystal are presented in Section 3.4. The 

conclusion remarks are made in Section 3.5. 
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3.2 Software-based stabilizer setup 
 
Figure  3.1 shows the setup for the stabilized system. The setup consists of two parts. The 

first part that is based on Mach-Zender Interferometry is primarily used for stabilization 

[56, 59]. The other part is used for recording the holograms in transmission geometry 

independent of the recording material. Note that these two parts are implemented using 

the same beams by placing the recording material (i.e. crystal) on top of the non-

polarizing beam splitter (NPBS) as shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure  3.1. A Mach-Zender based interferometer stabilized by monitoring the movement of the 
interference pattern with a photodetector.  The movement of the interference pattern is interpreted 
as a voltage and is sent through a DAQ card into a computer as a process variable (PV) which is then 
processed in software and returned as an error-compensation (EC) value through a DAQ card to the 
PZM through a high voltage amplifier.  Note that the holographic recording material (shown by 
crystal) is mounted on top of the beam splitter (NPBS). 
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A continuous-wave solid-state laser generates light at λ = 532 nm. The beam is 

spatially filtered, expanded, collimated, and split into two beams. If the cross sections of 

the split beams are not large enough to encompass both the crystal and the beam splitter 

(NPBS), extra lenses (not shown in Figure  3.1) should be used to expand the beams. The 

lower portion of the signal beam is partially reflected by the non-polarizing beam splitter 

and overlaps with the partially transmitted reference beam. Since these two beams are 

collinear, large fringes can be formed at the photodetector, PDdiff, (Figure  3.2). The 

crystal is placed on the top of the beam splitter as shown in the inset of Figure  3.1. The 

upper portions of the reference and the signal beams overlap and form an interference 

pattern inside the crystal to record the hologram.  

A PZM is placed in the path of the signal beam. Irises are used for alignment and to 

adjust the size of the beams that reach the crystal. The shutters, controlled in LabVIEW, 

are used for holographic recording and read out only.  A photodetector, PDdiff, is placed 

in the signal beam path aligned with the height of the crystal to measure the intensity of 

the diffracted light, during read-out. The photodetector, PDstab, placed in the reference 

beam path, is aligned below the crystal but in line with the beam splitter to monitor fringe 

movement.  

Figure  3.2 shows the interference pattern observed in the location of PDstab. An 

extra lens might be used in front of PDstab to magnify the image of the fringes on the 

detector. A black cardboard having a very small pinhole in the middle covers the 

photodetector. The size of the pinhole with respect to the fringe spacing should be small 

enough to measure fringe movement of λ/50.  The fringe spacing depends on the 

alignment of the two beams after the NPBS, which can be adjusted by varying the 
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position of the beam splitter.   It should be noted that the performance of the stabilizer 

depends on the accurate detection of the fringe movement that is in part a function of the 

diameter of the pinhole, the resolution of the detector, and the noise power at the detector. 

If the small change in the detected power corresponding to the fringe movement is less 

than the resolution of the detector or is comparable to the power of the noise, the fringe 

movement will not be detected correctly and the stability of the system will be less.   

Setpoint

I

x
Wavelength

Photodetector
Pinhole

 

Figure  3.2. Illustration of a photodetector, with a pinhole, placed in the path of a magnified 
interference pattern.  The reading from the photodetector is the process variable.  The intensity (I) 
vs. distance (x) graph illustrates the quantitative position of the set point in relation to the intensity 
pattern. 

 
To obtain a large contrast for the fringes and a high modulation depth for 

holographic recording, the intensity of the two beams should be the same. The first half 

wave-plate (WP1) is used to adjust the relative intensity of the reference and the signal 

beams. The second half wave plate (WP2) is used to rotate the polarization of the signal 

beam and make it the same as that of the reference beam. 

The stabilization principle of this setup is rather straightforward: an arbitrary set 

point, corresponding to an arbitrary phase between the interfering beams is chosen 

(Figure  3.2). The fringe movement monitored by PDstab is sent into a power meter whose 
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analog output was acquired by the computer via a data acquisition card (DAQ). The 

reading value from PDstab photodetector is subtracted from the set point to produce an 

error signal, which is passed into two PID (proportional, integral, and derivative) 

controllers that are in series to compensate for the poles and zeroes of the unstable system 

and to make a closed loop stable one. The processed error is then passed to the PZM, 

which is used to compensate the phase perturbation in the fringe pattern. The PID gains 

are carefully set to obtain a good stability. The software part of the system is completely 

implemented using LabVIEW. Using this system, we were able to achieve the stability 

better than λ/25 (at recording wavelength λ = 532 nm) for intervals of at least two hours. 

 

3.3 Stabilized holographic recording 
 
Figure  3.3 shows the output of the photodetector (PDstab) for two measurements. In the 

first measurement, Figure  3.3(a), the stabilizer system is off. The measured power is the 

actual fluctuation in the fringe pattern of the system. Reasons for such erratic behavior 

may be attributed to vibration from laser cooling fans, shutters, motors, thermal gradients, 

air motion (both convective and random), ambient temperature changes, humidity 

changes, and aging optics. In the second measurement, Figure  3.3(b), the stabilizer 

system is active and keeps the system stable around the set point corresponding to 10 

mW/cm2. Comparing these two figures clearly shows the importance of the active 

stabilizer system.  
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Figure  3.3. Intensity monitored by stabilizer photodetector (PDstab) over 50 minutes interval for two 
cases, (a) without active stabilizer and (b) with active stabilizer. 

 
 To show the importance of using the stabilizer system for holographic recording, we 

performed two similar experiments with and without the operation of the stabilizer. For 

two-center holographic recording, a 2 mm thick congruent LiNbO3 crystal doped with 
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0.15 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt. % MnO is first oxidized at 1070 ºC for 48 hours in an 

oxygen environment and then placed into the setup with recording intensities of the 

signal beam, Isig = 43 mW/cm2, and the reference beam, Iref = 43 mW/cm2. The two 

beams have ordinary polarization (i.e., the electric field is perpendicular to the plane of 

incident) and the grating is formed in the direction of the c-axis of the crystal. During the 

recording, the crystal is sensitized by a blue laser at wavelength λ = 404 nm (not shown 

in Figure  3.1). The intensity of the sensitizing beam is 38 mW/cm2. Figure  3.4 shows the 

development of the diffraction efficiency (with time) under stabilized and non-stabilized 

conditions.   

Under non-stabilized conditions, Figure  3.4(a), the hologram exhibits patterns of 

erasure and re-recording, which is the indication of the instability of the recording fringe 

pattern. In contrast, Figure  3.4(b) illustrates continuous recording of the volume 

hologram to its saturation level, which is an indication of excellent fringe stability 

provided by the stabilizer. Figure  3.4 suggests that without the stabilizer, the holographic 

recording setup would not provide reliable measurements for accurate characterization of 

doubly doped crystals for two-center recording. 
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Figure  3.4. Development of the grating as illustrated by the diffraction efficiency versus the 
recording time for a two-center hologram recoded in a 2 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal (a) under 
non-stabilized conditions, and (b) under stabilized conditions. Total recording beam intensity and the 
sensitizing intensity were 86 mW/cm2 and 38 mW/cm2, respectively, and sensitization and recording 
wavelengths are 532 nm and 404 nm, respectively. 
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3.4 Sensitivity variation in two-center recording 
 
Despite extensive research on the properties and improvement of the M/# in two-center 

recording, there have been only a few reports (especially experimental) on the properties 

of the sensitivity in this technique [37, 52]. In this section, we report for the first time, a 

detailed experimental study of the role of recording and sensitizing intensities in the 

sensitivity in two-center recording. All experiments reported in this section were 

performed using a modified stabilized recording system shown in Figure 3.5.  

 

Figure  3.5. Experimental setup for sensitivity measurement based on software-based stabilized setup. 
DAQ, data acquisition card; HV, high voltage amplifier; I, iris; L, lens; M, mirror; NPBS, non-
polarizing beam splitter; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; PD, power detector; PM, piezo-driven 
mirror; S, shutter; SF, spatial filter; WP: half waveplate. 
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The crystal used for the experiments is a 2 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped 

with 0.15 wt.% Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt.% MnO. The crystal is oxidized at 1070 ºC for 48 

hours in an oxygen environment. The absorption spectrum of the crystal is measured in 

two different cases; after sensitizing the crystal and after bleaching the crystal. For the 

sensitizing experiment, the crystal is sensitized using a beam from a blue laser with a 

wavelength of 404 nm and a power of 5 W for an hour. In the bleaching experiment, the 

crystal is bleached using a 20 W He-Ne laser (wavelength 633 nm) for 45 minutes. The 

absorption spectrums in both cases are shown in Figure 3.6. When the crystal is bleached, 

all the electrons are trapped in the Mn traps and the Fe traps are empty. Therefore, the 

absorption of the crystal at the wavelength of 470 nm and up is very small. After 

sensitizing the crystal, the Fe traps are partially filled and, therefore, the absorption in the 

longer wavelength of the spectrum is increased.  
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Figure  3.6. Absorption spectrum for sensitized and bleached crystal. The crystal is a 2 mm thick 
LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.15 wt.% Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt.% MnO. 
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To study the variation of the sensitivity in two-center recording, different holograms 

were recorded using different sets of recording and sensitizing intensities. Before any 

experiment, the crystal was illuminated with the UV beam to erase the existing 

holograms. Then, a two-center hologram is recorded to saturation for a long time (1 hour 

or more) using two beams (shown by the dashed lines in Figure 3.5), which are Bragg-

mismatched with the reference and signal beams of the desired hologram. This process is 

added to obtain a steady state electron concentration in the Fe and the Mn traps before 

recording the desired hologram in order to have a reliable measurement of the sensitivity. 

Then, the desired hologram is recorded using the reference and signal beams as shown in 

Figure 3.5 for at least 3 minutes and the diffraction efficiency is monitored in 30 seconds 

intervals. After each recording, the hologram was illuminated by the two Bragg-

mismatched beams (shown by dashed lines in Figure 3.5) and the sensitizing beam for at 

least 30 minutes to erase the previous hologram before recording the next desired 

hologram while the average electron concentrations in the two traps were kept at their 

steady-state value during recording. For each set of recording and sensitizing intensities, 

the same experiment was repeated at least four times and the recording time in the forth 

experiment was chosen long enough to make sure the hologram reached the saturation. 

The hologram was then illuminated using one of the Bragg-mismatched beams to 

partially erase the hologram and to find the persistent diffraction efficiency. Figure 3.7 

shows a typical reading and readout curve with total recording intensity Irec = 50 mW/cm2 

and sensitizing intensity Isen = 18 mW/cm2. The hologram was recorded for 20 minutes. 

Then, the hologram was under the illumination of a Bragg-mismatched beam with 25 
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mW/cm2 intensity for 80 minutes. The erasure rate of the hologram is very small after 80 

minutes and the persistent diffraction efficiency is shown by η2 in this figure.   
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Figure  3.7. A typical reading and readout curve for the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal described in the text 
with Irec = 50 mW/cm2 and Isen = 18 mW/cm2. The hologram was recorded for 20 minutes. Then, the 
hologram was under the illumination of a Bragg-mismatched beam with 25 mW/cm2 intensity for 80 
minutes. 

 
The sensitivity (S) is calculated using Equation (2.14). The persistent sensitivity in 

two-center recording is defined as  

 
0=

×==′
trec dt

d
LI

SS
ηββ , (3.1) 

where β is the persistent ratio and defined earlier. The values of S and S′ were calculated 

for all four experiments and then averaged to find the sensitivity for each set of 

intensities. 

Figure  3.8 shows the variation of S with the recording intensity when the ratio of the 

recording and sensitizing intensities is kept constant at Irec/Isen = 3.1. As it is seen in 
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Figure  3.8, the sensitivity is almost constant for a fixed intensity ratio. It should be noted 

that only S is shown in Figure  3.8. We know that the saturated and the persistent 

hologram strengths are functions of the intensity ratio (Irec/Isen) (from the analysis in 

Chapter 2). Therefore, the persistent factor β and the persistent sensitivity (S′) are 

function of Irec/Isen and not the absolute intensities. This is exactly in agreement with the 

theoretical results obtained in Chapter 2. Therefore, to obtain the complete variation of 

sensitivity with respect to recording and sensitizing intensities, we only need to find S (or 

S′) as a function of Irec/Isen. 
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Figure  3.8. Sensitivity (S) in two-center recording as a function of total recording intensity (Irec) while 
the recording to sensitizing intensity ratio is fixed at Irec/Isen = 3.1. The properties of the recording 
material are described in the text. 

 
The variation of sensitivity (S) with Irec/Isen is shown in Figure  3.9. From Figure  3.9 it 

is clear that S decreases as the intensity ratio increases. Similar variation for S was seen 

using the theoretical analysis. Another important result is that the maximum sensitivity 

(S), which is 0.15 cm/J, is obtained with the intensity ratio of Irec/Isen = 0.54. This 

suggests that for achieving high sensitivity, we need to use a sensitizing beam with higher 
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intensity compared to the recording intensities. At Irec/Isen = 0.54 (which results in highest 

value of S = 0.15 cm/J), we measured M/# = 0.08 mm-1. As known from the theoretical 

analysis, maximum value of S and maximum value of M/# cannot be obtained in the same 

crystal as the design conditions for the two maxima are considerably different. 

The variation of persistent sensitivity (S′) with Irec/Isen is also shown in Figure  3.9. As 

it is clear in this figure, the persistent (S′) reaches its maximum value of S′ = 0.08 cm/J 

around the intensity ratio of 0.54. Further decrease of the intensity ratio will result in the 

reduction of S′. On the other hand, for high intensity ratios, the difference between S and 

S′ becomes smaller because of larger values of β at higher Irec/Isen. The variation of S′ 

with the Irec/Isen is also in good agreement with the theoretical results in Chapter 2. Note 

that, the thickness of the crystal used in our experiments was 2 mm. Because of high 

absorption of the crystal (we measured α = 15 cm-1 at λ = 404 nm), the sensitizing beam 

intensity has a strong variation over the crystal thickness. Thus, the contributions of 

different slices of the crystal to the sensitivity are different and only a small portion of the 

crystal can observe the optimum value of Irec/Isen. Using a thinner crystal or sensitizing 

from both sides of the crystal, we can obtain higher values for sensitivity (S ≈ 0.3 cm/J). 

Nevertheless, S = 0.15 cm/J is the highest sensitivity that has reported to date for a 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. 
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Figure  3.9. Sensitivity (S) and persistent sensitivity (S′) in two-center recording as functions of the 
ratio of recording to sensitizing intensities (Irec/Isen) with Isen = 36 mW/cm2 for the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 
crystal described in the text. The persistent sensitivity (S′) is equal to β⋅S. 

 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
Problems such as random air motion and fluctuations in the ambient temperature result in 

changes in the optical path length that severely affect the recording of the holograms. 

Since disturbance in the optical path length can be detected in the form of the phase 

variation and the interference phenomenon, monitoring the phase variations of the 

interference pattern provides an accurate method to stabilize the holographic setup. We 

reported here, the implementation of this by a simple technique in software using 

LabVIEW. The software-basis of this design greatly reduces the cost of the stabilized 

holographic recording setup at minimal compromise in system stability. Our setup 

provides an overall stability of λ/25 for periods of up to six hours, at a significantly 

reduced cost when compared to conventional hardware-based setups. The only elements 

needed in our design are: computer, LabVIEW software, piezo shifting mirror, 
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photodetector, and data acquisition card with A/D and D/A conversion. It should be 

mentioned that these elements, apart from the piezo mirror, are available in almost all 

optical laboratories. Based on these relatively standard requirements and the ease of 

replication with software, it is conceivable that a software-based stabilizer may be placed 

in every lab that requires long time holographic exposures with excellent stability at 

minimal cost. 

We used the stabilized system to experimentally investigate the sensitivity variation in 

two-center recording. We showed the complete experimental variation of sensitivity in 

two-center recording as a function of recording and sensitizing intensities. The results are 

in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Our results show that the sensitivity in 

two-center recording is a function of the ratio of the recording to sensitizing intensities 

and not the absolute intensities. Also, in recording at 532 nm wavelength and sensitizing 

at 404 nm wavelength, using high intensity UV sources is a key element for fast 

recording in doubly doped crystals.     
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Chapter 4  

 
Two-Center Holographic Recording in Highly Doped 

LiNbO3 Crystals  

 

4.1    Introduction 
 
In Chapter 2, we investigated the complete variation of dynamic range and sensitivity in 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals. We showed that increasing the Fe concentration would result in 

an increase in the diffraction efficiency. This is similar to what had been reported for 

singly doped LiNbO3:Fe crystals. However, the maximum concentration for Fe is limited 

in the singly doped crystals since the hologram will be erased, even in dark, because of 

the tunneling between adjacent Fe sites [50].  

As mentioned in Chapter 2, high Fe concentrations in doubly doped crystal would 

not necessarily result in the erasure of the stored hologram. In two-center recording, the 

hologram is eventually stored in the deeper trap (Mn trap). The electron tunneling 

between Fe traps will not affect the final hologram that is stored in Mn traps. 

Furthermore, the tunneling between Fe traps during recording and at the beginning of the 

readout may result in an increase of the diffraction efficiency of the hologram. From the 

analysis in Chapter 2, we know that In two-center recording, the modulated electron 

concentrations in Fe and Mn traps are almost equal with 180º-phase shift. Therefore, the 

two concentrations almost cancel each other except for a small net electron concentration 

that stores as the hologram. In this case, partial erasure of the electron concentration in Fe 
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due to tunneling will result in an increase in net electron concentration and, therefore, 

strengthens the hologram. 

In this chapter, we investigate two-center recording in highly doped LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. 

In Section 4.2, we present the experimental evidence of tunneling in a LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 

crystal doped with high Fe concentration. We present the experimental results for both 

enhancement and erasure of the hologram after the recording and in the absence of any 

external excitation. We believe this effect is because of the electron tunneling between 

the traps. We develop a theoretical model for tunneling in two-center recording based on 

the two-center model in Section 4.3. Also, the theoretical results are presented and 

discussed in this section. Final conclusions are made in Section 4.4.     

 

4.2 Electron tunneling in highly doped LiNbO3:Fe:Mn    
 
In LiNbO3:Fe crystals, the tunneling effect has been observed for Fe concentrations 

above 0.05 wt.% Fe2O3 [50]. The tunneling effect is also observed in LiNbO3 crystals 

doped with Mn for dopant level of more than 0.5 wt.% MnCO3 [62]. In LiNbO3:Mn the 

tunneling effect occurs at higher dopant concentrations compared to that in LiNbO3:Fe. 

The Mn dopant provides a deeper trap compared to Fe dopant, thus, the electrons are 

confined by a larger barrier in Mn traps and the probability of tunneling is lower [62]. To 

the best of our knowledge, there is no report on the observation of the electron tunneling 

in doubly doped LiNbO3. 

To investigate the evidence of tunneling in two-center recording, we used a 

congruently grown LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal with 0.15 wt.% Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt.% MnO. 

The Fe concentration in this crystal is more than the threshold concentration for electron 
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tunneling in LiNbO3:Fe. Since the hologram is eventually stored in Mn traps, the Mn 

concentration is selected to be lower than the concentration needed for observing electron 

tunneling. A sample with the size of 10 mm × 10 mm × 2 mm was cut so that the c-axis 

lies in the larger face and is parallel to one of the edges. Initially, the sample was 

oxidized in oxygen atmosphere at 1070º C for 48 hours.  

The sample was used in the stabilized recording system of Figure 3.1. Two green 

beams at the wavelength of 532 nm and with equal intensities were used to record the 

holograms in symmetric transmission geometry. A beam at the wavelength of 404 nm 

from a CW diode laser was used as the sensitizing beam. The diffraction efficiency is 

defined as the ratio of the diffracted beam intensity to the reading beam intensity and was 

measured using the reference beam. The polarization of the recording beams was TE (i.e. 

electric field perpendicular to the plane of incident).  

Figure 4.1 shows the diffraction efficiency for a hologram recorded for 30 minutes 

and immediately read for 3 hours. Total recording intensity and the sensitizing intensity 

were 23 mW/cm2 and 10 mW/cm2, respectively. Before the recording phase, the 

hologram was sensitized with the sensitizing beam for 1 hour. After recording, the 

hologram was illuminated by a Bragg mismatched beam at 532 nm with an intensity 

equal to the intensity of each of the recording beams. The diffraction efficiency of the 

hologram was monitored every minute using the reference beam. As seen in Figure 4.1, 

the dynamic of the recording phase is similar to two-center recording we observed in the 

previous chapters. However, the readout portion of the curve shows a new behavior not 

being observed before. The diffraction efficiency does not decrease at the beginning of 

the readout (corresponding to the partial erasure of the hologram). Instead, the diffraction 
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efficiency increases first and then decreases. To reduce the possible experimental 

uncertainty, the experiment was repeated several times and the same behavior was 

observed in all the attempts. Note that the hologram was illuminated with a Bragg 

mismatched beam during the readout, therefore, this effect is not because of two-wave 

coupling that is responsible for self-enhancement of the diffraction efficiency during the 

Bragg-matched readout in some applications [63]. 
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Figure  4.1. Recording-readout curve for LiNbO3:Fe:Mn doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt. % 
MnO. A 2 mm thick sample is used. The sensitizing and recording wavelengths are 404 nm and 532 
nm, respectively. Sensitizing intensity and the total recording intensity are 10 mW/cm2 and 23 
mW/cm2, respectively. The polarization of the recording beams is ordinary. Readout is performed 
while the crystal is illuminated using a Bragg mismatched green (λ = 532 nm) beam with an intensity 
of 10 mW/cm2. The total angle between the recording beams outside the crystal is 90º in transmission 
geometry. Recording time is 30 minutes. 

 
To investigate the increase in diffraction efficiency after recording, another 

experiment was performed, in which, after the recording, the hologram was kept in the 

dark and the diffraction efficiency was monitored from time to time using a weak reading 

beam. Total exposure of the reading beam was kept small to minimize the possible 
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affects on the hologram. After reading in the dark, the hologram was read in the presence 

of Bragg-mismatched beam, similar to the one used in the previous experiment, to 

observe the partial erasure of the hologram. Figure 4.2 shows the experimental results for 

recoding the hologram for 30 minutes followed by dark monitoring for 145 minutes. The 

readout in the presence of Bragg-mismatched illumination was performed after the dark 

monitoring phase for another 150 minutes. As it is seen in Figure 4.2, the diffraction 

efficiency keeps increasing after the recording while being in the dark without any 

external excitation. This is the first observation of enhancement in the diffraction 

efficiency of a hologram recorded in LiNbO3 crystals without the presence of any 

illumination or heating. As we will explain in the following sections, this effect is an 

indication of electron tunneling in our sample. 
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Figure  4.2. Dynamics of the diffraction efficiency for Recording, dark monitoring, and readout for 
LiNbO3:Fe:Mn doped with 0.15 wt. % Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt. % MnO. After the recording phase the 
crystal is kept in the dark while the diffraction efficiency is monitored from time to time. All other 
parameters are the same as those in the caption of Figure 4.1. 
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To investigate the effect of the recording conditions, we perform a similar 

experiment using recording beams at the wavelength of 633 nm. As before, the 

experimental setup is based on Figure 3.1 while the half wave plates (WP’s) are replaced 

with the ones operating at the wavelength of 633 nm. The variation of the diffraction 

efficiency as a function of time is shown in Figure 4.3. First, the hologram is recorded 

using two red beams with total recording intensity of 200 mW/cm2 and a sensitizing 

beam with intensity of 18 mW/cm2. The hologram was recorded for 30 minutes. 

Immediately after the recording, the intensity of the reference beam was reduced to 5.1 

mW/cm2. The diffraction efficiency was then monitored for 110 minutes using the low 

intensity reference beam when the crystal was kept in dark. The low intensity beam 

shined the hologram for at most 1.5 seconds for every 2 minutes; therefore, the effect of 

monitoring on the diffraction efficiency is minimal. It is clear from Figure 4.3 that the 

diffraction efficiency decreases in the dark without any external excitation. This effect is 

similar to the dark erasure observed for singly doped LiNbO3:Fe that is because of 

electron tunneling [50]. We expect that the dark erasure, observed in Figure 4.3, is also 

from the electron tunneling in the Fe traps. However, the effect observed for recording 

the hologram using the red beams is totally different from that for recording using green 

beams. When the hologram was recorded with the green beams, the diffraction efficiency 

was enhanced in the dark. However, recording with red beams caused the erasure of the 

hologram in the dark. We have repeated the experiments for several sets of recording and 

sensitizing intensities. In all the experiment using the green recording beams, after 

recording the hologram, the diffraction efficiency was enhanced or remained unchanged 
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in dark. For recording with the red beams, we always observed the erasure of the 

hologram in dark. 
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Figure  4.3. Dynamics of the diffraction efficiency for Recording, dark monitoring, and readout for a 
hologram recorded using two red beams. The sensitizing and recording wavelengths are 404 nm and 
633 nm, respectively. Sensitizing intensity and the total recording intensity are 18 mW/cm2 and 200 
mW/cm2, respectively.  The intensity of the reading beam during the dark monitoring is 5.1 mW/cm2. 
During the readout, the hologram is under the illumination of a Bragg-mismatched beam with the 
intensity of 100 mW/cm2. All the other parameters are the same as those in the caption of Figure 4.1. 

 
For the electron tunneling in LiNbO3:Fe, it is easy to understand the physics of the 

process. The electrons tunnel between Fe sites and try to redistribute uniformly. The 

hologram is gradually erased in this process till it is completely vanished when the 

electrons are uniformly distributed. However, the tunneling process in two-center 

recording is more complicated. In the next section, we develop a model for the electron 

tunneling in two-center recording. Based on the model, we explain the different 

observations of the variations of the diffraction efficiency monitored in dark for recording 

with red and green beams.   
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4.3 Modeling of electron tunneling in two-center recording 
 
The electron tunneling between the dopant sites for holographic recording in LiNbO3 

crystals is a complicated process. Previous reports provide only the experimental 

evidences of the tunneling in LiNbO3:Fe and LiNbO3:Mn [50, 62]. Because of the 

difficulty of the accurate modeling of the electron tunneling, no theoretical analysis is 

available in the literature. In this section we develop a model for the overall effect of the 

tunneling in two-center recording.  

We start by investigating the possibility of existence of the electron tunneling in our 

sample. The concentration of Fe in the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with 0.15 wt.% 

Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt.% MnO is 5.0×1025 m-3. Therefore, the average distance between the 

Fe sites in this crystal is about 2.7 nm. The probability of electron tunneling (p) through a 

barrier with the width w, and the height V is [62] 

 ( )
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π−−
= EVm

h
w

V
EVE

p 24exp
)(16

2
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where, h is the Plank’s constant, and m and E are the mass and the energy of the electron, 

respectively. It is clear that the probability of the electron tunneling increases 

exponentially when the width of the barrier (w) decreases. The average distance between 

the Fe sites in our sample is small enough to have significant probability for electron 

tunneling. Also, the electron tunneling from Fe traps to Mn traps is possible in this 

crystal. The Fe traps form a three-dimensional grid with an average distance of 2.7 nm in 

each direction. Therefore, for any empty Mn site there might be a filled Fe site at an 
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average distance of 2.7 nm or less. The tunneling from the Fe sites to the Mn sites is an 

indirect tunneling since the energy of the electron is changed during this process. This 

tunneling requires exchanging energy with the structure using phonons. However, the 

tunneling from Mn sites to Fe sites is highly unlikely. The Mn traps are deeper in the 

band diagram of the crystal compared to Fe traps, therefore, the potential barrier is larger 

for electrons trapped in Mn sites. Also, electron tunneling from deeper Mn sites to 

shallower Fe sites requires absorption of energy from phonons, which is unlikely to 

happen. We can conclude that the electron tunneling can happen between the Fe sites and 

also from Fe sites to Mn sites. The electron has a probability for tunneling if the adjacent 

site (the Fe site or the Mn site) is empty and it is not already occupied by another 

electron.     

When the hologram is recorded inside the crystal, the space-charge electric field is 

built up, which produces an electric potential. This electric potential modifies the electron 

energy levels and affects the tunneling process. To understand this better, the energy 

levels of the conduction band (CB), the valence band (VB), and the Fe dopants for a 

typical hologram recorded in the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal are shown in Figure 4.4(a). The 

variation of the energy levels is shown in the direction of the grating vector. The grating 

period (Λ) is calculated for a hologram recorded using two green beams in the 

arrangement of Figure 3.1. The energy level corresponding to Mn traps has a similar 

variation as Fe traps and is not shown in this figure. For the modified energy levels, the 

electron tunneling would have a higher probability when the tunneling is from a dopant 

site at higher energy to a site at lower energy. On average, electrons tend to occupy the 

lower energy states. However, as the electrons, on average, go to lower energy levels by 
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tunneling, they change the charge distribution and modify the space-charge electric field. 

As a result, the energy levels in the direction of the grating vector are changed. Figure 

4.4(b) shows the modulated electron concentration in Fe and Mn traps in the direction of 

the grating vector in a hologram recorded with two plane waves at the wavelength of 532 

nm. All the parameters are the same as those used in the experiment corresponding to 

Figure 4.1. The numerical simulation for the recording is obtained based on the two-

center model presented in Chapter 2 without considering the tunneling effect. The data is 

for a hologram recorded for 30 minutes. It is seen in Figure 4.4(b) that the modulated 

electron concentrations in Fe and Mn have a phase shift of about 180º with respect to 

each other. The electric potential has a phase shift (about -90º) with respect to the Fe 

concentration. Therefore, the overall effect of tunneling in the Fe sites would be to shift 

the modulated Fe concentration in a way to occupy the lowest energy states. Also, in the 

tunneling process, the amplitude of the modulated electron concentration in Fe might 

change since the electrons in regions with higher concentration tend to go to the region 

with lower concentration. Considering these two changes in the modulated electron 

concentration in Fe, we can relate the large-scale effect of the electron tunneling as drift 

and diffusion currents in Fe traps only.  
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Figure  4.4. (a) The energy levels of the conduction band (CB), the valence band (VB), and the Fe 
dopants in the presence of the space-charge electric field and (b) the modulated electron 
concentration in Fe and Mn traps in the direction of the grating vector for a hologram recorded in 
the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. The numerical simulation for the recording is obtained based on the two-
center model presented in Chapter 2 without considering the tunneling effect. All the parameters are 
the same as those used in the experiment corresponding to Figure 4.1. The data is for a hologram 
recorded for 30 minutes. 

 
The effect of the tunneling from Fe sites to Mn sites is more complicated, but it has 

significantly lower probability compared to the tunneling between Fe sites as we will be 

discussed later in this chapter. The electron tunneling from Fe sites to Mn sites can also 
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result in the movement of the electrons to lower states of the energy. We expect a higher 

probability of tunneling at the regions where we have more electrons in Fe traps. At the 

regions with more electrons in Fe traps, the electron concentration in Mn is lower. 

Therefore, the electron tunneling from Fe sites to Mn sites has an overall effect similar to 

that for the tunneling between Fe sites and we can use the same model to represent both 

effects. However, we assume a lower rate for the tunneling from Fe site to the Mn sites 

compare to that between Fe sites.  

In both of the tunneling processes, the vacancy of the neighboring states in the 

probability of the tunneling should be considered. For example, for electron tunneling 

between Fe traps, this dependency can be simply included in the tunneling probability as 

a factor proportional to the ratio of concentration of empty Fe sites to the total Fe 

concentration.  

We now modify the model for two-center holographic recording using the 

assumptions we have made so far to include the effect of tunneling. We consider the 

electron tunneling to change the modulated electron concentrations in the traps and do 

not affect the average concentration of electrons in Fe and Mn traps. The tunneling would 

change the modulated electron concentrations that are very small compared to the 

average concentration of electrons in both traps. The change in the average electron 

concentration in Mn and Fe traps is negligible since the probability of electron tunneling 

from the Fe sites to the Mn sites is very small. Also, electron tunneling between the Fe 

sites does not change the average electron concentration in Fe. 

Similar to the approach used in Section 2, we assume a sinusoidal variation of the 

recording intensity, i.e. IL=IL0[1+mcos(Kx)], and consider the first two terms in the 
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spatial Fourier series of all variables, i.e. ( )iKxNNN DDD −+= −− exp10 . We can find two 

sets of zeroth and first order equations based on the two-center model as 
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where all the parameters are defined in Table 2.1 with shallower and deeper traps 

referring to Fe and Mn traps, respectively. We have modified Equation (4.5) and 
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Equation (4.6) from their original form in two-center recording by adding two terms to 

each equation corresponding to the electron tunneling effect. For example in Equation 

(4.6), the first term added ( −ζ− 1SS N ) represents the redistribution of the electrons from 

the regions with higher concentration to the regions with lower concentration. This term 

models the large-scale effect of the tunneling as an extra diffusion term in Equation (4.6). 

The second term [ )( 11
−− +ζ′− DSS NN ] in Equation (4.6) represents the redistribution of the 

electron concentration in Fe traps by the means of electron tunneling in the presence of 

an electrical potential. This corresponds to the large-scale drift effect of the tunneling in 

the presence of the electric field. The space-charge electric field is proportional to the 

summation of the electron concentrations in the two traps [Equation (4.8)]. Therefore, the 

electric potential is also proportional to the total electron concentration as represented in 

Equation (4.6). The proper sign is considered to model the movement of the electrons to a 

lower energy states. The constants Sζ  and Sζ′  are proportional to the tunneling 

probability of electrons in the Fe traps. For the crystals with lower Fe concentrations, the 

probability of tunneling is negligible, and therefore, these constants are zero. Also, these 

constants can be functions of recording parameter. For example, the effect of the 

existence of vacant neighboring sites for tunneling can be considered as a proportional 

factor of ( 01 /S FeN N−− ) in Sζ  and Sζ′ , where NFe is the total Fe concentration.  

The two terms added to Equation (4.5) are similar to those added to Equation (4.6) 

and they represent the diffusion and the drift effects of the electron tunneling from the Fe 

traps to the Mn traps. Different constants ( Dζ  and Dζ′ ) are used for these terms since the 

probability of tunneling from Fe sites to Mn sites is lower than that for tunneling between 

Fe sites. We assume the relation between the tunneling constants for the two traps to be 
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where NMn is the total Mn concentration. In the Equations (4.10) and (4.11) we simply 

assume the probability of tunneling is proportional to the vacant neighboring sites as 

mentioned before. 

We now solve the set differential equations using numerical method in Mathematica 

with the initial conditions of ( )0 0 / 2D MnN t N− = = , ( ) 000 ==− tNS , ( ) 001 ==− tN D , and 

( ) 001 ==− tNS . Half of the Mn traps are assumed to be filled with electrons at the 

beginning of the recording while all the Fe traps are empty. We assume the variation of 

the electron concentration in the conduction band (n) is instantaneous compared to the 

variation of the other variables (adiabatic approximation). We also assume that the 

electron concentration in the conduction band is negligible compared to the electron 

concentrations in Fe and Mn traps. Figure 4.5 shows the diffraction efficiency as a 

function of time when we solve the equations for the experimental condition used to 

obtain Figure 4.1. The values used for Sζ  and Sζ′  are 2.5×10-4 sec-1 and 2.1×10-3 sec-1, 

respectively, and are obtained by parameter fitting to match the experimental data. As it 

is seen in the figure, the diffraction efficiency increases after the recording when the 

hologram is kept in dark. This increase is in agreement with the experimental results 

observed in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure  4.5. Simulation results for the dynamics of the diffraction efficiency during recording and 
monitoring in dark when the hologram is recorded using the green beams. The model used in the 
simulation is explained in the text. All the parameters for the simulation are chosen from 
experimental parameters used to obtain of Figure 4.1. 

 
Figure 4.6 shows the results when the hologram is recorded using two red beams. All 

the other parameters are the same as those used to obtain the experimental results of 

Figure 4.3. In this case the diffraction efficiency of the hologram is reduced after the 

recording when it is kept in the dark. For this simulation we used the values 2×10-5 sec-1 

and 1×10-4 sec-1 for Sζ  and Sζ′ , respectively. In this case the tunneling effect tends to 

reduce the diffraction efficiency after the recording. It should be noted that exact 

simulation of the results presented in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 is not pursued here. Instead, we 

have developed a model that can predict different phenomena we observed in the 

experiments with reasonable assumptions.  

The different behaviors observed for recording with green and red beams are caused 

by the difference between the tunneling processes in these two cases. The space-charge 

field that is built up during the recording and the average concentration of the vacant 
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neighboring sites are different in these two cases, so is the probability of electron 

tunneling. This change results in an increase or a decrease in the diffraction efficiency of 

the hologram when it is monitored in dark after the recording. The exact change of the 

tunneling probability for recording at different wavelengths is very complicated and 

cannot be modeled easily. We have considered this effect as the change in the constants 

Dζ  and Dζ′  in our model.  
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Figure  4.6. Simulation results for the dynamics of the diffraction efficiency during recording and 
monitoring in dark when the hologram is recorded using the red beams. The model used in the 
simulation is explained in the text. All the parameters for the simulation are chosen from 
experimental parameters used to obtain of Figure 4.1. 

 
It should be mentioned that the effect of the tunneling in two-center recording is 

completely different from that in one-center recording. The space-charge field in two-

center recording is built up from the electron concentration in the two traps ( −
1SN  and 

−
1DN ). The tunneling effect redistributes the modulated electron concentration in the Fe 

traps ( −
1SN ) in a way that the electrons move to the lower energy states. During this 
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process, the modulated electron concentration in Mn traps ( −
1DN ) is almost unchanged. 

As the −
1SN  changes, the total space-charge field and the electric potential change in a 

way that the electrons in Fe traps are redistributed to occupy the lower energy state. In 

this movement the relative phase shift between −
1SN  and the electric potential reaches 

180º, at which the probability of tunneling reduces considerably. However in one-center 

recording, the space-charge field is built up only by the modulate electron concentration 

in the Fe traps. As the tunneling effect redistributes the electrons, the modulated electron 

concentration changes but its phase shift relative to the phase to the space-charge electric 

field and the electric potential remains unchanged. Therefore, the tunneling process 

continues to eventually erase the hologram completely. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 
 
The two-center holographic recording in highly doped LiNbO3:Fe:Mn was investigated in 

detail in this section. The evidence of electron tunneling in a LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal 

doped with high Fe concentration was presented for the first time. We experimentally 

showed that the electron concentration in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn can increase the diffraction 

efficiency even when the hologram is kept in dark. This effect has not been reported to 

date for any hologram recorded in lithium niobate crystals. Based on the physical 

phenomena involved in the process, we modeled the electron tunneling in two-center 

recording. The set of Kukhtarev’s equations for two-center recording was modified to 

include the electron tunneling. In this model, we consider the electron tunneling between 

the Fe sites and from Fe sites to Mn sites, while the latter has a smaller probability. The 

large-scale effect of the tunneling is represented as drift and diffusion terms in the two-
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center model that mostly modifies the electron distribution in Fe traps. This effect can 

result in either an increase in the diffraction efficiency or a decrease when we change the 

tunneling probabilities for recording at different wavelengths. We also observed different 

tunneling behavior in the experiments when we used red beams and green beams to 

record the hologram. The exact variation of the tunneling probability with different 

recording condition is difficult to obtain and can be a topic of further research in this 

area.     

While the electron tunneling in one-center recording always causes the dark erasure 

of the holograms, as we mentioned, the effect in two-center recording can either erase or 

enhance the hologram after the recording without any external illumination. In one-center 

recording the space charge electric field is built up only from the electron distribution in 

Fe. When the tunneling changes this distribution, the electric field is also changed 

accordingly and the hologram is erased completely. However, in two-center recording, 

the space-charge electric field is a function of the electron distribution in both Fe and Mn 

traps. During the tunneling, the electron distribution in Fe traps is changed while the 

electron distribution in Mn is almost fixed. Therefore, the relative phase between the 

modulated electron concentration in Fe and the electric potential can have a completely 

different variation in two-center recording compared to that in one-center recording. This 

is the main reason that electron tunneling can result in an increase in the diffraction 

efficiency in two-center recording.  This unique feature of the tunneling effect in two-

center recording might be found useful for some applications of photorefractive material.  
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Chapter 5  

 
Thermal Fixing in Two-Center Holographic Recording  

 

5.1    Introduction 

Thermal fixing is a well-known fixing process that can be used for extending the dark 

storage time of holograms recorded in photorefractive crystals [16, 18-20]. In general, the 

complete thermal fixing process consists of two main steps: fixing and developing. 

Fixing is accomplished during or after the holographic recording by heating the crystal to 

a higher temperature (usually above 100 °C for LiNbO3:Fe). The mobility of positive 

ions (usually H+) in the photorefractive crystals is a function of temperature and by 

raising the temperature the ionic mobility increases. Thus, the ions move to compensate 

the electron distribution at high temperature. In the developing phase, the crystal is 

cooled down to room temperature and then illuminated with a uniform developing beam. 

At room temperature, the mobility of protons (H+) decreases by several orders of 

magnitude compare to that at high temperature. Therefore, the ionic pattern remains fixed 

at room temperature. During the development, homogenous illumination excites the 

modulated concentration of electrons and generates modulated currents [16, 18-20]. The 

modulated electronic pattern is reduced and, therefore, the space charge field is built up. 

We refer to this process as low-high-low thermal fixing or simply L-H-L process. Figure 

5.1 shows temporal variation of the space-charge field during a typical L-H-L thermal 

fixing in a singly doped LiNbO3:Fe. The hologram is first recorded for t1 second. Then, 

the hologram is kept at high temperature to let the protons move and compensate the 
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distribution of electronic grating. At last, the temperature is reduced and the hologram is 

developed using a beam with uniform intensity. Developing ratio is defined as the ratio of 

the electric field at the end of the developing phase to that value at the end of the 

recording phase (E1/E2).    
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Figure  5.1. Temporal behavior of the space-charge field during a typical L-H-L thermal fixing in a 
singly doped LiNbO3:Fe crystal. At low temperature the hologram is recorded until the space charge 
field reaches the value E1. The hologram is then heated in dark and the protons compensate the 
electron distribution resulting in a very small space-charge electric field. The hologram is then 
illuminated with a beam with uniform intensity at low temperature to reveal the hologram stored by 
the proton distribution. The developing ratio is defined as E1/E2. 

 
The thermal fixing is based on the idea that the proton migration occurs at high 

temperatures, while the protons are not mobile at low temperature. On the other hand, the 

electron grating can be recorded at either low or high temperature [16, 64]. In LiNbO3:Fe 

the dominant recording mechanism is the bulk photovoltaic effect that moves electrons in 

the conduction band to redistribute the electronic pattern. As soon as the modulated 

electronic concentration is formed in the crystal, an electric field builds up that induces a 

drift current. The drift current is in the opposite direction compared to the bulk 
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photovoltaic current. Therefore, the space-charge field tends to reduce the effective 

recording current in the conduction band. If the recording is performed at high 

temperature, the protons migrate to compensate the electronic charge pattern during the 

recording. As a result, the space-charge field will be reduced. Therefore, the preventing 

force will decrease and the hologram can be recorded up to a higher strength. When the 

crystal is cooled to the room temperature, the illumination with a beam with uniform 

intensity (developing beam) reveals a fixed hologram formed by the protons, which can 

have high diffraction efficiency. We refer to this process as High-Low thermal fixing or 

in the short from H-L process. The success of the H-L thermal fixing depends on stability 

of the recording process at high temperature, successful compensation of the electron 

charge distribution by protons at high temperature, and efficient developing process at 

low temperature.    

Although the L-H-L thermal fixing process provides a longer dark decay for the 

recorded holograms, it is not very interesting for two-center recording. Two-center 

recording, by itself, provides persistent storage of the holograms. We only use the L-H-L 

process to investigate the properties of the fixing and the developing phases of thermal 

fixing in two-center recording. The results will be used for designing the parameters in 

the H-L thermal fixing, which can potentially improve the dynamic range of the material, 

especially for applications requiring fixed (non-erasable) holograms. Examples of these 

applications are holographic add-drop filters and diffractive optical elements. The reason 

that we use the H-L process with the two-center recording and not with the one-center 

recording is that particular applications can be achieved only using two-center recording. 

For example, the localized recording that has applications in holographic storage and 
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pattern recognition [35, 65] can be only realized in two-center recording. Therefore, the 

H-L thermal fixing is potentially useful for such applications. 

We use the two-center model of Chapter 2 and modify it to theoretically investigate 

the thermal fixing process in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we present the 

theoretical results and discuss the possible improvement obtained using H-L process. In 

Section 5.4 we introduce our experimental setup to perform thermal fixing in 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. Some experimental results are also presented and discussed in this 

section. The concluding remarks are made in Section 5.5. 

 

5.2 Theoretical model for thermal fixing in two-center recording    
 
We use the two-center model in Section 2 and modify it to include the effect of 

movement of the protons. The effect of temperature and the contribution of proton 

migration are added to the set of two-center equations similar to the method used from 

one-center recording in Ref. [16]. Again, we assume a sinusoidal variation of the 

recording intensity, i.e. IL=IL0[1+mcos(Kx)], and consider the first two terms in the 

spatial Fourier series of all variables, i.e. ( )iKxNNN DDD −+= −− exp10 . We can write the 

two sets of zeroth and first order equations as 

  ( ) ( )−−
−

−γ+β++−= 000,,0,,
0

DDDDDHHDHDLLDLD
D NNnNIsqIsq

dt
dN

 (5.1) 

 ( ) ( )−−
−

−γ+β++−= 000,,0,,
0

SSSSSHHSHSLLSLS
S NNnNIsqIsq

dt
dN

 (5.2) 

 00000 iASD nNnNN −−++= −−  (5.3) 
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where ni is the total concentration of protons (or ions) and has an average of ni0 and a 

modulated component of ni1, iµ  is the mobility of the protons, Dβ  and Sβ  are thermal 

excitation rates for electron excitation from deeper and shallower traps, respectively, and 

all the parameters are defined in Table 2.1.  

The changes that we made in the original set of two-center equation are as follows. 

Thermal excitation of the electrons from the deeper and the shallower traps is considered 

in Equations (5.1), (5,2), (5.4) and (5.5). Equation (5.6) is added to include the drift and 

the diffusion currents for protons. The Poisson equations [Equation (5.3) and (5.9)] are 

modified to also include the contribution of protons. The other equations are not changed 
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from their original forms. We can solve the set differential equations using numerical 

method in Mathematica with a set of initial conditions of ( ) AD NtN ==− 00 , 

( ) 000 ==− tNS , ( ) 001 ==− tN D , ( ) 001 ==− tNS , and 01 =in . 

 

5.3 Analysis of thermal fixing in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn  
 
For thermal fixing in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn, we use the model we developed in the last section, 

while the mobility of the protons and electrons is assumed to be a function of 

temperature. The values for the mobility at different temperatures are found from the 

literature [64, 66]. We only include the thermal excitation terms at high temperature and 

use the values from Ref. [64]. Before doing the analysis of thermal fixing in two-center 

recording, we verify the model by putting the concentration of the Mn dopants equal to 

zero and compare the results with thermal fixing in one-center holographic recording [16, 

66]. After testing the model, we use it to find the variation of the developing ratio with 

different parameters of the model. Also we use the model to investigate the improvement 

we can expect in the dynamic range when we use H-L thermal fixing.  

In two-center recording, we consider two different cases for the developing phase. In 

the first case, the developing beam is one of the recording beams and can excite electrons 

mainly from the shallower trap (e.g. red beam). In the second case, the developing beam 

is the sensitizing beam and can excite electrons from both shallower and deeper traps 

(e.g. UV beam). We also assume that the developing beam is at a single frequency to 

simplify the analysis. We found that the developing intensity affects the speed of the 

developing process and does not affect the developing ratio in both the cases. Also, for 

the practical range of the parameters, we found that a high developing ratio can be 
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achieved by using a beam that can excite from both traps (e.g. UV intensity). However, 

for an actual set of parameters, the developing ratio might be small and it would be more 

efficient if we use the beam that excites from the shallower traps only. Figure 5.2 shows 

the variation of the developing ratio with the ratio of the electron concentration to the Mn 

concentration (NA/NMn) for UV and red developing beams. It is seen in this figure that for 

the small values of NA/NMn we can achieve developing ratios more than 50%. However, 

for the practical cases, the value of NA/NMn is usually more than 0.5 and using the red 

developing beam results in a larger developing ratio.   
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Figure  5.2. Variation of developing ratio with the total electron concentration normalized to Mn 
concentration. The concentration of Fe and Mn dopant are 2.5×1025 m-3 and 3.8×1024 m-3, 
respectively. The developing ratio is for developing beams at UV and red.   

 
We can find an analytic formula for developing ratio for the case that the developing 

beam can excite from both traps (e.g. UV beam) based on the model for thermal fixing. 

We assume that the beam is at wavelength λ, and the total electron concentration (NA) 
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and Mn concentration (NMn) are much less than Fe concentration. The developing ratio 

would be 
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where κFe is bulk photovoltaic coefficient for Fe at UV, IUV is the total intensity of the 

developing beam, NA is the total electron concentration, e is the electron charge, µ is the 

electron mobility, n0 is the average electron concentration in the conduction band, εε0 is 

the primitivity of the material, K is the grating vector, and E1 and E2 are the space charge 

fields before the fixing phase and after the developing phase, respectively. Since n0 is 

proportional to IUV, the developing efficiency is independent of the intensity of the 

developing beam as we mentioned before. Also, n0 is proportional to the total electron 

concentration (NA). Decreasing NA will decrease n0, and therefore, increase the 

developing ratio. This is in agreement with the result of the simulation for UV developing 

beam shown in Figure 5.2. Also, from Equation (5.10) it is found that the wavelength of 

the developing beam should be selected in a way that the photovoltaic constant of Fe 

(κFe) becomes as large as possible. 

Figure 5.3 shows the L-H-L thermal fixing dynamics in two-center recording. The 

concentration of Mn and Fe are 5.0×1025 m-3 and 6.5×1023 m-3, respectively. Initially, 

80% of the Mn traps are filled with electrons and all the Fe traps are empty. The total 

concentration of ions is assumed to be 1024 m-3. The total intensity of the recording beams 

is the same as the intensity of the sensitizing beam (IRed/IUV = 1). The thickness of the 
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crystal is 1 mm. The polarization of the recording beams is ordinary. Since the 

developing efficiency is about 0.27, the final efficiency is below the value that can be 

achieved without thermal fixing (also shown in this figure). From Figure 5.3, it is clear 

that in general diffraction efficiency in two-center recording does not gain from L-H-L 

thermal fixing, as it is also the case in one-center recording. 
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Figure  5.3. Diffraction efficiency with and without L-H-L thermal fixing in two-center recording. 
The recording is for a 1 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. Fe and Mn concentrations are  
5.0×1025 m-3 and 6.5×1023 m-3, respectively. Initially 80% of the Mn traps are field. The ratio of the 
total recording intensity to the sensitizing intensity is one. Thermally fixed hologram is developed 
using UV 365 nm beam. 

 
We repeat the same simulation for the H-L thermal fixing. All the parameters are the 

same as described above for the L-H-L case. The result is shown in Figure 5.4. During 

the recording, protons compensate the electronic pattern and the net space charge field 

would be almost zero. Therefore, there would be no effective hologram in this phase. 

During the developing phase, the space charge field is built up by uniformly 

redistributing the electron concentration. The final space-charge field would be more than 
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what can be achieved in recording at low temperature as shown in Figure 5.4. Therefore, 

there is a good potential of getting higher diffraction efficiency by recording the 

hologram at high temperature.  
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Figure  5.4. Diffraction efficiency with and without H-L thermal fixing in two-center recording. All 
the parameters are the same as described in the caption of Figure 5.3. 

 
To find the improvement in the dynamic range (M/#) that can be gained by recording 

at high temperature we find the maximum value of the M/# using H-L thermal fixing and 

compare it with that value for ordinary two-center recording. We consider three sets of 

wavelengths for recording and sensitizing beams: recording at 633 nm and sensitizing at 

365 nm; recording at 633 nm and sensitizing at 404 nm; and recording at 532 nm and 

sensitizing at 404 nm. In each case we develop the crystal at low temperature using a 

beam with the same wavelength as that of the sensitizing beam. The results are 

summarized in Table 5.1. The improvement factors of 1.4 or more are gained in all the 

cases. 
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Table  5.1. The improvement in dynamic range (M/#) using H-L thermal fixing.  

Maximum M/# 
(mm-1) 

Red (633 nm) 
and 

UV (365 nm) 

Red (633 nm) 
and 

Blue (404 nm) 

Green (514 nm) 
and 

Blue (404 nm) 
Without Thermal Fixing 0.76 0.89 2.14 
High-Low Thermal Fixing 1.4 1.87 2.9 
Improvement Factor 1.8 2.1 1.4 
 

It should be noted that for the results in Table 5.1, the sensitizing beam is used as the 

developing beam for H-L thermal fixing process. The optimum parameters for getting a 

high developing ratio are different than that for getting high hologram strength. 

Therefore, since we can choose the developing beam independent of the recording 

process, we can find a proper condition for the developing beam to get a high developing 

ratio for strong holograms. Simple calculations show that by using a developing beam at 

a proper wavelength, there would be at least a factor of two further improvement in M/# 

for high temperature recording. All these results suggest that recording at high 

temperature would increase the M/# in two-center recording while we get the advantage 

of storing a hologram formed by proton distribution and has a long dark decay. 

 

5.4 Experiment 
 
In this section we explain the experiments for thermal fixing in two-center recording. The 

thermal fixing setup is based on the setup of Figure 3.1, while the non-polarizing beam 

splitter (NPBS) and the crystal are placed inside a vacuum chamber (cryostat) as shown 

in Figure 5.5. The cryostat is an Optistat DNV from Oxford Instruments and is used to 

keep the crystal in a very low-pressure (less than 10 mbar) atmosphere when it is heated 

to high temperature. The low-pressure atmosphere suppresses the change in the beam 
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phase from the air convection around the crystal. Four glass windows around the cryostat 

provide access to the crystal.  

 

Figure  5.5. The stabilized recording setup used for thermal fixing experiments.  The non-polarizing 
beam splitter (NPBS) and the crystal are placed inside a vacuum chamber (cryostat). The crystal is 
heated from the top using an electrode inside the cryostat. All the other parameters are the same as 
those explained in the caption of Figure 3.1. 

 

The crystal is heated from the top using an electrode inside the cryostat. The crystal 

is completely attached to the electrode using thermal conducting compound (Arctic Silver 

5). The beam splitter is separated from the crystal by isolating paper. This provides a firm 

connection between the two elements needed for stabilizer system while they are 

thermally isolated. The temperature of the crystal is controlled using an ITC 502 

temperature controller from Oxford Instrument. Using this controller, the temperature can 

be set from 45 K to 495 K with a tolerance of less than 0.1 K. However, for low 
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temperature the cryostat should be connected to a liquid nitrogen source, which is not of 

interest in the context of this article.    

Figure 5.6 shows the H-L-H thermal fixing using the 2 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 

crystal doped with 0.15 wt.% Fe2O3 and 0.02 wt.% MnO. Before the experiment, the 

crystal was oxidized in oxygen atmosphere at 1070º C for 48 hours. The wavelength of 

the recording beams was 532 nm. The blue sensitizing beam was at the wavelength of 

404 nm. The total intensity of the recording beams and the sensitizing beam were 12 

mW/cm2 and 10 mW/cm2, respectively. The hologram was recorded for 30 minutes and 

then was read at room temperature. After about 24 minutes the heating process was 

started while the hologram was still in Bragg condition. The maximum temperature was 

130º C and the hologram was monitored during this process as shown in the figure. After 

that the crystal was cooled down to room temperature (22º C) and monitored in dark to 

make sure the Bragg condition is met. After 30 minutes the hologram was illuminated 

with the blue beam with the intensity of 10 mW/cm2 for 60 minutes. As it is seen in the 

beginning of the developing phase, all the electrons in the heating process were not 

completely compensated; therefore, the blue beam erases the rest of hologram with a 

relatively fast rate. However, no hologram is developed as we kept illuminating the 

crystal with the blue beam.  
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Figure  5.6. The H-L-H thermal fixing process in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. The wavelength of the 
recording beams was 532 nm. The blue sensitizing beam was at the wavelength of 404 nm. The total 
intensity of the recording beams and the sensitizing beam were 12 mW/cm2 and 10 mW/cm2. The 
high temperature was 130º C. The hologram is developed at room temperature (22ºC) using the 
sensitizing blue beam. 

 
The experiment was repeated using recording beams with the total intensity of 17 

mW/cm2. In this experiment, one of the recording beams (green beam) is used to develop 

the hologram. The result is shown in Figure 5.7. Again, the hologram was recorded for 30 

minutes and then heated to 130º C after monitoring in dark for 10 minutes. The hologram 

was at high temperature for about 90 minutes. The crystal was then cooled down to room 

temperature and developed with the green beam for 80 minutes. Again, no significant 

developing ratio was observed in this experiment.  
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Figure  5.7. The H-L-H thermal fixing process in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal in the case that one of the 
recording beams is used to develop the hologram.  The total intensity of the recording beam was 17 
mW/cm2. All the other parameters are the same as those in the caption of Figure 5.6. 

 
We repeated the experiments several times and the same result for developing ratio 

was obtained. In another set of experiments, we performed H-L thermal fixing in the 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn sample. Again, no significant developing ratio was observed. We 

repeated both H-L-H and H-L thermal fixing using recording beams at the wavelength of 

633 nm. We used both the blue beam and the red recording beam for developing the 

hologram. In these cases, we did not observe any significant development either. All the 

experiments, at different recording wavelengths, were repeated in another LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 

sample. This sample was a 0.86 mm thick LiNbO3:Fe:Mn doped with 0.075 wt.% Fe2O3 

and 0.02 wt.% MnO with no oxidization treatment. Again, no significant value for 

developing ratio was obtained.  

Based on all these experiments we conclude that some unknown effect might be 

present during the thermal fixing in the LiNbO3:Fe:Mn that does not allow efficient 

developing at the end of the process. It should be mentioned a recent work on the thermal 
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fixing in LiNbO3:Mn shows that the H-L-H process cannot be successfully performed on 

this material since the developing ratio is very small [62]. The developing ratio measured 

for thermal fixing in LiNbO3:Mn in that work is 0.01. We believe the poor developing 

ratio we observed in our experiment and also in LiNbO3:Mn is from the unknown 

properties of the Mn dopant. One possible effect can be the excitation of holes from the 

Mn traps to the valence band at high temperature. In this case, the hologram is erased 

before the protons have the chance to compensate it and there would be no hologram to 

be developed in the developing phase. The investigation of the actual cause of low 

developing ratio in the crystals having Mn dopant can be considered as a separate project 

and is explained in the future work in Chapter 9.   

 

5.5 Conclusion 
 
The idea of thermal fixing in two-center recording is investigated in this chapter. We 

developed the model for thermal fixing in two-center recording that can be used for 

theoretical investigation. We showed theoretically that recording at high temperature and 

then developing at low temperature can result in an improvement in the dynamic range of 

the material. During the recording at high temperature, the protons migrate to compensate 

the electronic charge pattern. Therefore, the space-charge field is reduced and the 

preventing force is decreased. As a result, the modulated electron concentration can be 

recorded with larger amplitude that results in a higher dynamic range for the hologram 

after the development. We found that a factor 1.4 or more improvement can be obtained 

in M/# using the high temperature recording in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. 
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Several thermal fixing experiments were performed in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. Two different 

samples were used. Also, different experiments were performed using recording beams at 

different wavelengths (532 nm and 633 nm). The developing phase was also investigated 

using the sensitizing beam and one of the recording beams for each experiment. In all the 

cases, very small developing ratio is observed. Also, the thermal fixing in LiNbO3:Mn is 

reposted with very small developing ratio in literature [62]. The observation of inefficient 

developing phase in these cases cannot be explained based on the available models for 

thermal fixing. It might be related to an unknown property of the Mn dopant. Although 

the thermal experiment in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn is not successful, the idea of high temperature 

recording and the model are general and can be used for other doubly doped crystal. 
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Chapter 6  

 
Multi-Grating Method for Analysis and Design of Volume 

Holographic Elements 

 

6.1    Introduction 

In this Chapter, we describe an efficient model for the design and analysis of general 

volume holograms. This method is based on Born approximation and the plane wave 

expansion of a complicated recording beam. The method can be used to analyze and 

design a wide range of holographic elements and provides and in depth understanding of 

the properties of these components. While the numerical simulation can be easily 

implemented based on this method, closed form solution can be obtained in particular 

cases. The closed from solution further reduces the design time and effort and improves 

the understanding of the problem. Complex problems that cannot be analyzed 

numerically can be solved with the closed form solution.   

In particular, we use the multi-grating method for designing holographic dispersive 

elements as spectral diversity filters (SDFs) in this chapter. A SDF maps a homogeneous 

but diffuse spectral source onto a spatially encoded pattern. Measuring the output light 

intensity over the output plane by a detector array (for example a CCD camera) and 

inverting the spectral-spatial mapping enables spectral estimation [67]. In contrast with 

conventional spectroscopy, however, throughput losses using SDFs may be independent 

of spectral resolution. We show the initial results for the design of the SDF based on a 
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spherical beam volume hologram (SBVH). The dispersion properties of the SBVH are 

derived based on our method and compared with the experimental results. 

We first describe, in Section 6.2, multi-grating method for modeling volume 

holograms and their diffraction properties. While the method can be used for a hologram 

recorded with a plane wave and an arbitrary beam, we develop and explain it based on 

the SBVH as a practical case. Using the multi-grating method, we analyze the major 

properties of a new class of holographic SDFs in Section 6.3 and compare those results 

with experimental data in Section 6.4. Further discussions of the method and the 

holographic SDFs are presented in Section 6.5, and final conclusions are made in Section 

6.6.  

 

6.2 Analysis of volume holograms using multi-grating method 
 
In general, the multi-grating method can be used for any hologram recorded by the 

interference pattern of an arbitrary coherent beam and a plane wave or even two arbitrary 

beams. This approach can be used for finding the diffracted beam from the hologram 

when read by a plane wave at any wavelength. The model can be further extended to 

analyze the case for an arbitrary reading beam. To understand and implement the method 

for a practical application, we explain it for diffraction analysis of a SBVH. The proof of 

this approach is presented in the Appendix C for a hologram recorded using a plane wave 

and an arbitrary coherent beam.  

The interference pattern of a plane wave and a spherical beam (from a point source) 

records a SBVH as shown in Figure 6.1(a).  
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Figure  6.1. (a) Recording geometry for a spherical beam volume hologram. The point source is at 
distance d from the center of the crystal. The reference beam incident angle is θr. A line from the 
coordinate origin to the point source makes angle θs with the z-axis. (b) Reading configuration. A 
collimated beam reads the hologram with θ′s incident angle. Note that the direction of the reading 
beam corresponds to the direction of the signal beam in recording configuration. The diffracted 
beam propagates in a direction that makes angle θ′r with the z-axis. The thickness of the holographic 
material is L in both cases. 

 
The recording medium has a thickness of L in the z-direction. It is assumed that the 

transverse dimensions of the recording material are very large compare to L. The point 

source located at r0 = (-a, 0, -d) is formed using a lens with high numerical aperture 
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(NA). The vector r0 makes an angle θs with the z-axis. Therefore, a is equal to d⋅sin(θs) in 

Figure 6.1(a). The reference beam is a plane wave with an incident angle θr with respect 

to z-axis. Both recording beams are at wavelength λ with TE polarization (i.e. electric 

field normal to the incident x-z plane). 

To analyze the SBVH recorded in the medium, we first expand the spherical beam at 

distance r = ( x, y, z) from the point source at r0 = ( -a, 0, -d) as a set of plane waves [68]:  

  ∫∫ ++−

π
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where kx, ky, and kz are the x-, y-, and the z-components of the wave vector k, 

respectively. The magnitude of the wave vector is shown by k. In the expansion of 

Equation (6.1), each component is a plane wave propagating in the direction of unit 

vector âp given by 
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k
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k
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where, in general, û indicates the unit vector in the u-direction. The constant amplitude 

and phase of each plane wave component are given by 
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2222
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Note that in Equation (6.1), the integrations are, in general, over all the possible values of 

kx and ky. However, for the values of |kx| > k or |ky| > k, the z-component of the 

propagating vector becomes imaginary, which represents an evanescent wave. The 
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evanescent wave whose amplitude decades rapidly with z can be neglected in the 

estimation of the integral. Thus, the integrals in Equation (6.1) essentially take the same 

values whether they are performed over a circle of radius k (i.e., kx
2 + ky

2 ≤ k2) or over the 

entire kx-ky plane (i.e. from -∞ to +∞). Therefore, we omit the range of the integrals 

through this chapter. 

The interference of each plane wave component (traveling in the direction âp) with 

the reference plane wave records a hologram inside the medium. If we represent the wave 

vector components of the spherical beam with (kx, ky, kz) and the incident plane wave with 

(krx, 0, krz) = (k sin(θr), 0, k cos(θr)), the effect of the interference pattern on the dielectric 

constant of the medium can be represented as  

 ( ) c.c.),(0 +ε∆+ε=ε
⋅rK gj

yx ekkr ,  (6.4) 

where the grating vector zyxK ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)( zrzyxrxg kkkkk −+−+−= . 

The modulation term, ∆ε, is proportional to the amplitudes of the two recording 

plane waves (the reference beam and a plane wave component of the signal beam) and, 

therefore, it is proportional to A(kx, ky). Note that in this analysis, we assume that the 

absorption of the recording and the reading beam is weak. Figure 6.1(b) shows the 

reading geometry that is used for holographic SDFs. Note that the reading beam replaces 

the spherical beam (and not the plane wave reference beam). We assume that during 

readout the hologram is illuminated with an approximately collimated beam at 

wavelength λ′. The direction of propagation of the reading beam makes an angle θ′s with 

the z-axis as shown in Figure 6.1(b). The main direction of the propagation of the 

diffracted beam makes an angle θ′r with the z-axis. In case λ = λ′ and θs = θ′s (i.e., Bragg-
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matched readout) the diffracted beam is in the direction of the reference beam as shown 

in Figure 6.1(b), i.e., θ′r = θr.  

To find the diffracted beam from a SBVH, we have to add the diffracted beams from 

all different gratings. Since the wavelength of the reading beam is, in general, different 

from the recording wavelength, the dual wavelength method [24] can used to analyze the 

diffraction from each grating. The k-space representations of the recording and reading 

configurations are shown in Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b), respectively.  
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Figure  6.2. (a) Recording configuration represented in the k-domain. The major angular extent of the 
spherical beam is indicated by ∆θ in the k-domain. (b) Reading configuration in the k-domain. In 
general, the reading wavelength is different from the recording one. ∆k′z is a measure of partial Brag-
matched condition. All other parameters are the same as those in Figure 6. 1. 

 

The amplitude of each diffracted beam component is found using Born’s 

approximation as in Ref. [69] with reading wavelength (in general) different from the 
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recording wavelength. The validity of Born’s approximation for these calculations is 

justified since each plane wave component causes a low index modulation. Also, we do 

not expect large and abrupt change in the index modulation in the space domain. 

Different components of the diffracted beam will be added to find the total output beam. 

Using Born approximation, the electric field of the diffracted beam from each hologram 

component is [69]  

 ( ) ( )
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where the propagation vector of the reading beam is assumed to be (k′sx, k′sy, k′sz) with 

magnitude k′, and sinc(u) ≡ sin(πu)/(πu). In the configuration shown in Figure 6.2(b), the 

reading beam has a propagation vector of (k′sin(θ′s), 0, k′cos(θ′s). Note that in general k′ 

= 2π/λ′ is different from k = 2π/λ, where λ and λ′ are recording and reading wavelengths, 

respectively. The z-component of the diffracted beam, k′dz, can be found from 

 222 )()( sygysxgxdz kKkKkk ′+−′+−′=′ , (6.6) 

while substituting for Kgx results in 

 222 )()( ysyxsxrxdz kkkkkkk −′−−′+−′=′ . (6.7) 

Note that each holographic grating is represented by one set of (kx, ky) in the plane-wave 

expansion of the recording signal beam. Combining all the diffraction beam components, 

the output (diffracted beam) is given by 
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then the integral in Equation (6.8) can be represented as the inverse Fourier transform of 

E′d(kx, ky, z) as: 
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or 
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where F  -1 represents the inverse Fourier operation. 

 

6.3 Analysis of spherical beam volume holograms as SDFs 
 
When a SBVH is read by a collimated beam with angle θ′s with respect to the z-axis, the 

diffracted beam can be found by combining Equations (6.9) and (6.11). Note that the 

recorded hologram is represented by the change in the dielectric constant, ∆ε. We 

substitute ∆ε for the SBVH in Equation (6.9) and expand kz and k′dz in term of small x- 

and y-components of k and kd using binomial expansion (paraxial approximation). We 
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also assume z << d and neglect the small variations for the amplitude because of 1/k′dz 

term in Equation (6.9). All these assumptions are valid for practical implementation of 

SDFs using SBVHs. Using these approximations, the output-diffracted beam can be 

simplified as 
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where C1 is a complex constant that includes all terms independent of kx, ky, x, or y. The 

phase factor outside the integral in Equation (6.12) (the phase of C1) does not affect the 

spatial intensity distribution of the diffracted beam right after the hologram. Thus, we do 

not explicitly consider it in the rest of our derivation (they are still included in C1). This 

closed form inverse Fourier transform can be found approximately by using the 

properties of Fresnel transform [70]. For simplicity we show the approach for the case 

that the reading beam is normal to the hologram (i.e., θ′s = 0 or k′sx = k′sy = 0). For more 

general case, the approach is the same but more algebraic manipulations are needed. 

Rewriting Equation (6.12) in terms of the inverse Fourier transform integral and 

representing every parameter in terms of kx and ky, we find: 
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where C2 is another complex constant. The integral in Equation (6.13) is the Fresnel 

transform with parameter α = kd/2 [70]. For α with very large absolute value (i.e.,  

|α| → ∞), the Fresnel transform of a function becomes the function itself with proper 

change of variable. In Equation (6.13), the integrand has a non-zero value for |kx/k| ≤ 1 

and |ky/k| ≤ 1 and rapidly goes to zero for |kx/k| > 1 or |ky/k| > 1 as we discussed before. 

Therefore, α is very large [typically d >> λ in Figure 6.1(a)] compare to the integration 

variables. Therefore, as an approximate solution, the result of the integral in Equation 

(6.13) is the sinc function with integration variables kx/k and ky/k replaced by (x - a)/d and 

y/d, respectively, i.e., 
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where again C3 is another complex constant and the function f(u, v) is 
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For the simple case of λ = λ′, and for u << 1 and v << 1 we have 
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Note that in Equation (6.16), we have used krx = k sin(θr) and krz = k cos(θr). 
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It is clear from Equation (6.14) that the diffracted beam intensity is maximum when 

the argument of the sinc function [and thus, f(u,v)] is zero. The minimum intensity is zero 

and it occurs when f(u,v) = 2πm/L, with m being a non-zero integer. 

From the definition of the function f(u, v), given by Equation (6.15), it is clear that 

the loci of the points with a constant diffracted intensity (for example maximum or zero) 

is a circle. If we only consider the diffracted signal in the main lobe of the sinc function 

in Equation (6.14), the diffracted beam will resemble an annulus whose intensity is 

maximum at the center and goes to zero at the edges at which f(u,v) = 2πm/L for m = ±1.  

Figure 6.3(a) shows the theoretical calculations of the pattern of the diffracted beam 

(at the back face of the hologram) of a spherical beam hologram recorded using the setup 

in Figure 6.1 with d = 1.6 cm, λ = 532 nm. The holographic material is assumed to have 

a refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness of 100 µm. The angles θr and θs are chosen to be 

45º and 0º, respectively. For these calculations, we assumed the dimensions of the 

holograms in x and y directions to be 1.5 cm and 1.5 cm, respectively. A normal incident-

beam at 700 nm wavelength reads the hologram. The coordinate origin is shown by O in 

Figure 6.3. Dashed lines represent corresponding output region for a hologram with 

practical dimensions of 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm. The diffracted pattern from this smaller size 

SBVH is shown in Figure 6.3(b). It is clear that because of the smaller size of the 

hologram, only a portion of the diffracted annulus (which we call a crescent) appears in 

the output.  
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Figure  6.3. (a) Theoretical calculations of the pattern of the diffracted beam of a spherical beam 
volume hologram recorded using the set up in Figure 6.1 with d = 1.6 cm and λ = 532 nm. The angles 
θr and θs are chosen to be 45º and 0º, respectively. The holographic material is assumed to have a 
refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness of 100 µm. For these calculations, we assumed the dimensions 
of the holograms in x and y directions to be 1.5 cm and 1.5 cm, respectively. The hologram is read 
using a beam with normal incident (i.e. propagation along z-axis) at wavelength 700 nm. The origin 
of the coordinate system is shown by O. (b) The diffracted beam pattern of the same spherical beam 
volume hologram as in (a) but with lateral dimensions of 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm. The corresponding 
hologram is shown by dashed line in (a). 
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Using Equations (6.14) we can determine several properties of the diffracted 

crescent. For example, the width of the crescent can be calculating by putting y = 0 and 

finding the distance between the zeros of the main lobe of the sinc function in Equation 

(6.14). For the case of identical recording and reading wavelengths, the result is   

 ( )rL
dw θ

λ
= cot2 . (6.17) 

If we consider the refractive index of the holographic recording material to be n, we can 

write the width of the crescent as 
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where subscript a means the parameter measured in the air. The reference angle (θr) 

should be measured inside the material for Equation (6.18). 

The location of the center of the crescent (maximum intensity) also depends on the 

reading wavelength, λ′. For example, at y = 0 plane, the crescent is located at  
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Note that k′ and k′r are functions of reading wavelength, λ′. This wavelength 

dependence of the location of the crescent is the main factor in SBVHs for making SDFs. 

Figure 6.4 shows the diffracted crescent calculated using different reading wavelengths of 

532, 630, and 700nm with normal incident angle. All other parameters are the same as 
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those used for Figure 6.3. The wavelength dependency of the location of the crescent is 

clearly seen in Figure 6.4. The transmitted beam field pattern (Et) can be also calculated 

by subtracting the diffracted field pattern (Ed) from the incident beam pattern (Es′), i.e., 

dst EEE −= ′ . 
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Figure  6.4. Different crescents for reading with different wavelengths of 532, 630, and 700nm. All 
other parameters are the same as those described in the caption of Figure 6.3(b). 

 
In order to calculate the exact value of the field, we can find the inverse Fourier 

transform in Equation (6.11) numerically. We use two-dimensional inverse fast Fourier 

transform (IFFT) in MATLAB® with adequate sampling rate to verify the approximated 

approach. We found that the exact numerical results agree very well with the approximate 

results derived earlier. Even using the numerical computation, the method we use for 

estimating the diffraction is more efficient than the conventional Born approximation 

[71] from computational point of view. Our method gives the diffracted beam all over the 

desired output plane by getting only one integral that can be easily implemented using 

efficient inverse Fourier transform techniques such as IFFT. Also, in comparison to other 
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numerical approaches, the multi-grating method uses the minimal number of diffraction 

orders; therefore, large problems can be solved with reasonable memory requirement. 

Also, since the method is based on Born approximation (in contrast to coupled wave 

analysis [9]), the limited lateral size of the hologram can be taken into account in the 

calculation to obtain accurate results for holograms with small lateral size. 

 

6.4 Experimental results 
 
To investigate the properties of the SBVHs for spectroscopy and to check the validity of 

theoretical results obtained using the proposed method, we recorded several transmission 

geometry SBVHs using the setup in Figure 6.1(a). The recording material was Aprilis 

photopolymer [72]. The thicknesses of the samples used were 100 µm, 200 µm, or 300 

µm. The recording wavelength was 532 nm. The values of θs and θr were –9.6º and 44º, 

respectively. These angles were selected to allow the operation of the SDF with the 

normal incident angle at a reading wavelength around λ′ = 800 nm. The distance of the 

point source to the hologram (d) varied in the range from 1.6 cm to 12 cm for different 

holograms. The polarization of both recording beams was TE. 

 To investigate the performance of SBVHs as spectral diversity filters, we read 

each hologram with reading beams at different wavelengths, using the setup in Figure 

6.1(b). For each reading beam, we monitor both the diffracted beam (diffracted at an 

angle θ′r and focused on a screen) and the transmitted beam (at the back-face of the 

hologram using a zoomed CCD camera). The spectral diversity of the diffracted beam 

can be monitored by reading the hologram with white light. Figure 6.5(a) shows the 

diffracted beam from a SBVH that is illuminated by an approximately collimated white 
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light beam (from a regular 60 W lamp) from the direction of the spherical recording beam 

(i.e., θ′s ≅ -10º). The white screen is about 20 mm from the hologram. It is clear that 

different wavelength channels (or colors) of the incident beam are separated at this output 

plane.  

Figure 6.5(b) shows the transmitted beam through a SBVH when illuminated by a 

collimated beam at λ′ = 700 nm at normal incident angle (θ′s = 0º). The incident light is 

obtained by passing a white light beam through a monochromator with aperture size of 

0.45 mm. The full-width half-maximum of the output spectrum of the monochromator at 

700 nm wavelength is about 3 nm. The output beam of monochromator is collimated 

using a collimating lens. The dark crescent in the transmitted beam resembles the 

diffracted crescent discussed in Section 6.3. The shape of this dark crescent is defined by 

Bragg selectivity of the SBVH in the x-direction in Figure 6.1(b). The position of the 

crescent depends on the incident wavelength and on the incident angle. By reading the 

hologram with a collimated white light source, several color crescents appear in the 

transmitted beam. This is shown in Figure 6.6. The color of each crescent corresponds to 

the reduction of a diffracted crescent at a specific wavelength from the incident white 

light. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure  6.5. (a) The diffracted beam from a spherical beam volume hologram illuminated by an 
approximately collimated white light beam from the direction of the spherical recording beam. The 
white light is from a regular 60 W lamp. The white screen is about 20 mm from the hologram. The 
hologram is recorded using the set up in Figure 6.1 with d = 1.6 cm and λ = 532 nm. The holographic 
material is Aprilis photopolymer with refractive index of 1.5 and a thickness of 100 µm. The angles θs 
and θr in the recording setup are –9.6º and 44º, respectively. (b) The transmitted beam through the 
spherical beam volume hologram when illuminated by a collimated beam at λ = 700 nm at normal 
incident angle (θ′s = 0º). The reading light is obtained by passing a white light beam through a 
monochromator with output aperture size of 0.45 mm. The full-width half-maximum of the output 
spectrum of the monochromator at 700 nm wavelength is about 3 nm. The output of the 
monochromator is collimated using a collimating lens. The dark crescent in the transmitted beam is 
clearly seen. The dots in the figure correspond to the imperfection in the material. 
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Figure  6.6. The transmitted beam through the spherical beam volume hologram when read by an 
approximately collimated white light beam from the direction of the spherical recording beam. The 
hologram is the same as those described in the caption of Figure 6.5(a). 

 
For quantitative measurements, we define two measures for the dark crescent seen in 

the output. The first measure is the width of the crescent, which is defined as the distance 

between the edges of the dark crescent at the back face of the hologram in the x-direction 

at y = 0. This measure is directly related to the resolution of the spectrometer. The thinner 

the crescent, the finer the wavelength resolution of the spectrometer will be. The other 

measure is the curvature of the crescent. This measure helps us to characterize the 

expected shape of the detecting signal. It also gives us the information that is useful for 

designing rotation-multiplexed spherical beam holograms [8]. 

Figure 6.7(a) shows the variation of the crescent width with the distance between the 

point source and the recording material during recording (i.e., d). The experimental 

results were obtained by recording 5 holograms at λ = 532 nm for 5 different values of d 

and reading them at both λ′ = λ = 532 nm (squares) and λ′ = 830 nm (diamonds). The 
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variations associated with the measurements are also shown as the corresponding error-

bars. The error-bars represent the range of crescent widths measured at different heights 

of each crescent (i.e., different value of y in Figure 6.4) close to the crescent center (y = 

0). We have also shown in Figure 6.7(a), the theoretical variations of the crescent width 

with d, using our theoretical model. The difference between theory and experiment is less 

than 7%. The limited bandwidth of the reading incident beam (about 3 nm FWHM) is the 

main source of this error. Considering this bandwidth, the theoretical result will be 

increased about 8%, reducing the total difference between the theory and experiment to 

less than 5%. We used a lens to form the point source of the spherical recording beam. 

The size of the resulting beam at focus is finite (non-zero). This is an important reason 

for the difference between theoretical and experimental results in Figure 6.7(a). 
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Figure  6.7. (a) The variation of the crescent width with the distance between the point source and the 
recording material during recording (i.e., d in Figure 6.1(a)). Five different holograms are recorded 
at λ = 532 nm each with a different value of d. All other recording parameters are the same as those 
described in the caption of Figure 6.5(a). The hologram is read at both λ′ = 532 nm and λ′ = 830 nm. 
(b) Experimental and theoretical variation of the crescent width with hologram thickness for 100, 200 
and 300 µm thick samples. The recording point source is at a distance of d = 1.6 cm from the 
hologram for all the cases. All other recording parameters are the same as those described in the 
caption of Figure 6.5(a). In both plots squares and diamonds with the error bars show the 
experimental results for reading at 532 nm and 830 nm wavelengths, respectively. The solid lines 
show the corresponding theoretical results based on the model described in this paper. In both 
figures, the error-bars represent the range of crescent widths measured at different heights of each 
crescent (i.e., different value of y in Figure 6.4) close to the crescent center (y = 0). 
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 As it is clear in Figure 6.7(a), the dark crescent becomes wider as d increases. To 

understand this variation, we can use a ray-optics approach [73] to relate the coordinates 

of each point in the hologram to the incident k-vectors in the recording spherical beam 

that originate from the point source. By increasing d, the difference between the k-vectors 

of two fixed points in the hologram plane becomes smaller. On the other hand, Bragg 

condition of the hologram allows for a fixed range of ∆k of the original grating vectors to 

Bragg-match an incident collimated beam. Thus, by increasing d, the Bragg-matching 

region in the k-domain (i.e. ∆k) corresponds to a larger range in the space-domain, 

resulting in a wider crescent. In the extreme case as d → ∞, the spherical beam becomes a 

plane wave and the Bragg-matched diffracted beam becomes a plane-wave as well, 

resulting in an infinitely wide dark crescent in the transmitted beam for 100% diffraction 

efficiency.  

Figure 6.7(b) shows the variation of the crescent width with hologram thickness. 

Again, the experimental results for reading at λ′ = 532 nm and λ′ = 830 nm are shown 

with squares and diamonds, respectively, for three different thicknesses. The 

corresponding error-bars as well as the theoretical variations of the width of the crescent 

as a function of the hologram thickness for reading at 532 nm and 830 nm wavelengths 

are also shown in this figure. As in Figure 6.7(a), the error-bars represent the range of 

crescent widths measured at different heights of each crescent close to the crescent center 

(y = 0). The finite bandwidth (about 3 nm) of the reading beam is taken into account for 

these calculations. The agreement between theory and experiment is good and in average, 

the theoretical results are within 10% of the experimental ones. More accurate results can 

be obtained using numerical inverse Fourier transformation as described before. Again, 
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the finite size of the experimental point source mainly contributes to the difference 

between theoretical and experimental results. Figure 6.7(b) shows that thicker holograms 

result in narrower crescents (i.e., better spectral diversity) with all other parameters fixed. 

This is explained by noting that thicker holograms have better wavelength and angular 

selectivity. Thus, the range of grating vectors (i.e. ∆k) that diffract the incident collimated 

beam becomes smaller as the hologram becomes thicker resulting in a smaller diffracted 

crescent.  

The theoretical and experimental shape of the dark crescent read at λ′ = 532 nm and 

λ′ = 830 nm are depicted in Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b), respectively. The reading beam 

incident angle is about 13º for λ′ = 532 nm. The hologram thickness is 300 µm. All other 

parameters are the same as those described in the caption of Figure 6.5. The agreement 

between theory and experiment in both cases is good. Note that we assumed a spherical 

beam originated from a true point source in our theoretical analysis, which is different 

from the actual experimental condition. Again, the finite size of the point source in the 

experiments is the main reason of the difference between theoretical and experimental 

results. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure  6.8. Theoretical (dashed white line) and experimental (dark crescent) shape of the dark 
crescent in the transmitted beam when the SBVH is read at (a) λ′ = 532 nm and (b) λ′ = 830 nm. All 
the parameters are the same as those described in the caption of Figure 6.5(a). 

 
 
6.5 Discussion 
 
The mapping of different wavelengths to different crescents by SBVHs (as shown in 

Figures 6.4) is useful for designing compact spectrometers. For these SBVHs, the output 

signal can be detected at the back face of the hologram, which allows for compact 

designs. A main limitation of such holographic spectrometers for using with incoherent 

light is caused by the ambiguity between the wavelength and the angle of the incident 

beam in Bragg condition [8]. For example, the size of the crescent in Figure 6.5(b) 

becomes larger when the divergence angle of the incident beam increases since the 

crescents corresponding to different reading plane waves of the same wavelength but 

different angles of incident occur at different (but close to each other) locations. The 

λ′ = 532 nm 

λ′ = 830 nm 
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same behavior is observed if we keep the incident angle constant but increase the 

wavelength range of the reading beam. It was shown in Ref. [74] that the acceptable 

divergence angle for a SBVH spectrometer that can still resolve a dark crescent is 45º in 

transmission geometry and 14º in reflection geometry. One interesting feature of the 

SBVH is the Fresnel transform relation between k-domain and space domain in these 

holograms. In conventional plane wave holograms used in spectroscopy, this relation (k-

domain to space domain) is governed by a Fourier transformation. Thus, decreasing the 

size of the diffracted beam in one domain results in increasing the size of that in the other 

domain. In Fresnel transform, on the other hand, the quadratic phase factor caused by 

spherical recording beam allows for similar variations of size in the two domains. The 

limitation on this relation is imposed by the distance of the point source to the hologram 

(d) and the plane that the dark crescent is observed [L in Figure 6.1(a)]. 

We believe that optimal holographic spectral diversity filters (SDF) must be 

designed by using a more complicated spatial profile for the recording beam (compared 

to a spherical beam). Such a hologram can be recorded by interfering a plane wave and a 

modulated beam obtained by passing another plane wave through a spatial light 

modulator (SLM). Having a reliable and efficient simulation tool is essential for the 

optimization of such holograms. We believe the method we presented in this paper can 

efficiently be used for such optimization. In analyzing a hologram recorded by a plane 

wave and a beam from a SLM, we treat each pixel of the SLM as a point source and 

combine the output crescents corresponding to all these point sources. Since the analysis 

of the point source (i.e. pixel) can be done using analytic formulation, we can combine 
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this technique with sophisticated optimization schemes like stimulated annealing [75] to 

find the optimal SLM pattern. 

 
 
6.6 Conclusion 
 
We presented here a simple and efficient technique for the analysis of diffraction from 

spherical beam volume holograms (SBVHs). We showed that the output of a SBVH read 

by a collimated monochromatic plane wave could be found using a Fresnel transform. In 

special circumstances (which happen in most practical applications) the Fresnel transform 

can be simplified to an identity transformation by proper change of variables.  

The method presented here can be extended to analyze more complicated holograms 

when read by plane waves. Although we used the proposed method to analyze 

holographic spectral diversity filters (SDFs), the method is quite general and can be used 

for any other application of SBVHs and even more complicated volume holograms. This 

method will be useful in optimizing volume holograms for several applications including 

spectroscopy.  

We used the method for the analysis of SBVH spectral diversity filters and showed that 

the method can predict the experimental results with good accuracy. In particular, we 

showed that the diffraction of such a SBVH read by a monochromatic plane wave is a 

circular pattern for a large-size hologram and a crescent-shape pattern for smaller 

(practical) holograms. The dependence of the position of this crescent on reading 

wavelength both in the diffracted beam and in the transmitted beam allows for using 

these holograms for spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 7   

 

Analysis of Slitless Holographic Spectrometers 

Implemented by Spherical Beam Volume Holograms 

 
 
7.1    Introduction 
 
In this chapter, we present a practical technique for implementing slitless spectrometers 

that is based on spherical beam volume holograms (SBVHs). We show that a compact 

and low-cost spectrometer can be designed by using a SBVH, thus making it a good 

candidate as a portable device for environmental and biological applications. In the 

previous section, we proposed the idea of using a SBVH as a diffractive element for 

spectroscopy. We showed when the SBVH is read with a collimated beam, a dark 

crescent forms in the back face of the hologram. The position of the dark crescent is a 

function of the reading wavelength. Using this method, the spectral contents of a 

collimated reading beam can be measured based on the location and the intensity of the 

dark crescents. Besides using the dark crescent, we also mentioned that the diffracted 

crescent could be used for spectroscopic applications. The diffracted crescents 

corresponding to different incident wavelengths propagate in different directions and 

focus in different locations. The main limitation imposed on the performance of a simple 

SBVH spectrometer based on these two approaches is the ambiguity between the reading 

incident angle and wavelength. Any change in the incident angle of the reading beam at a 

fixed wavelength also changes the location of the dark crescent and the location where 
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the diffracted beam is focused. Therefore, neither the dark crescent nor the diffracted 

crescent can be used directly to resolve the spectrum when the hologram is read with a 

non-collimated or a spatially incoherent beam. Although using a SBVH recorded in 

reflection geometry can reduce this ambiguity, it cannot eliminate it completely [74].  

The analysis of the SBVH, presented in Chapter 6, suggests that although the dark 

crescents corresponding to different direction of the input are formed at different 

locations on the back face of the hologram. As we will show in this chapter, different 

diffracted crescents from different locations on the hologram propagate in the same 

direction for a monochromatic input beam. The direction of the propagation of these 

diffracted crescents changes with the wavelength. Therefore, using a Fourier-

transforming lens after the SBVH, we can separate the diffracted crescents corresponding 

to different input wavelength at the focal plane of the lens. In this implementation, the 

effect of the incident angle of the reading beam on the locations of the output crescent is 

minimal. Different wavelength components are separated in different locations at the 

Fourier plane of the lens even when the input beam is spatially incoherent. As a result, 

there is no need to use a slit in the input plane of the spectrometer. This is the reason we 

refer to this spectrometer as a slitless volume holographic spectrometer.  

In this chapter we focus on the exact analysis of these slitless spectrometers. We also 

provide the analysis of the conventional spectrometers and use the results to compare the 

slitless spectrometers with the conventional spectrometers. This analysis is important for 

understanding the main features and limitations of the slitless spectrometers. 

Furthermore, it is also useful for designing and optimizing these spectrometers both for 

general spectroscopy and for specific applications. In Section 7.2, we derive the transfer 
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function of the slitless volume holographic spectrometer. For later comparison, the 

transfer function of a conventional (slit-based) spectrometer, having a simple plane wave 

hologram as a diffractive element, is derived in Section 7.3. The theoretical evaluations 

are compared with the experimental results in Section 7.4 for both cases. In Section 7.5, 

we compare the performance of the proposed slitless spectrometer with the slit-based 

holographic spectrometer. Final conclusions are made in Section 7.6. 

 

7.2 Transfer function of the slitless spectrometer 
 
The slitless volume holographic spectrometer is based on a SBVH as a diffractive 

element. The SBVH is recorded in a holographic medium with thickness L using a point 

source and a plane wave as shown in Figure 7.1(a). The hologram thickness (L), the 

incident angle of the plane wave (θr), the location of the point source (-a, 0, -d), and the 

wavelength of the recording beams (λ) are the design parameters for the recording. The 

hologram is recorded in the transmission geometry as shown in Figure 7.1(a). This 

recording arrangement is the same as the one used in Section 6.2.  

The hologram is then used in the spectrometer arrangement shown in Figure 7.1(b). 

The reading beam illuminates the hologram primarily in the direction of the recording 

spherical beam. Therefore, the diffracted beam, for the desired range of wavelength, 

diffracts mainly in the direction of the recording plane wave as indicated in Figure 7.1(b). 

The Fourier transforming lens is placed in the main direction of the diffracted beam and 

the output is captured in the focal (or Fourier) plane of the lens using a CCD camera. The 

focal length of the lens (f) is another design parameter of the spectrometer. The SBVH in 

this arrangement can be directly read with non-collimated beam and there is no need to 
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use a slit in the input of the spectrometer as we show in the following. Therefore, the 

SBVH is positioned at the very beginning of the system. 
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(b) 

Figure  7.1. (a) Recording geometry of a spherical beam volume hologram. The point source is located 
at (-a, 0, -d). The reference beam (plane wave) incident angle is θr. A line from the coordinate origin 
to the point source makes an angle θs with the z-axis. The thickness of the holographic material is L. 
(b) Slitless spectrometer configuration. The reading beam is the input to the spectrometer having the 
incident angle of θ′si. The focal length of the lens is f. The CCD is located at the back focal plane of 
the lens. 
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To analyze the slitless spectrometer, we first find the optical transfer function of the 

system shown in Figure 7.1(b). The transfer function is defined as the output of the 

system [at the CCD plane in Figure 7.1(b)] to an arbitrary input plane wave (with 

arbitrary propagation direction) at an arbitrary wavelength λ′ [73]. In general, any input 

beam at wavelength λ′ can be represented as a summation of several plane waves at that 

wavelength. Therefore, using the transfer function, the output of the system to an 

arbitrary beam can be found at any wavelength. As a result, the output corresponding to 

any input beam can be found by the analysis of different wavelength components of the 

beam.  

In Chapter 6, we presented the complete analysis of a SBVH when read by a 

collimated beam from the direction of the point source at an arbitrary wavelength. In that 

analysis, the spherical beam was decomposed into several plane wave components. Each 

plane wave was assumed to form a hologram with the reference beam. To estimate the 

diffracted beam, the superposition of the diffracted plane waves was found from the 

corresponding holograms when read by a collimated beam at wavelength λ′. All the 

diffraction components were calculated using Born approximation. We can use the same 

approach to study the properties of the slitless volume holographic spectrometer, under 

diffuse light illumination at wavelength λ′. To calculate the output, we first find the 

transfer function (i.e., the output from a specific input plane wave at wavelength λ′) and 

then add the output components corresponding to different plane wave components of the 

input beam incoherently. We assume that the reading beam consists of several plane 

waves propagating in different directions and with independent random phases with 

uniform probability distribution. Throughout the analysis, we also assume both recording 
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and reading beams have TE polarization [i.e. electric field normal to the incident x-z 

plane in Figure 7.1(a)]. Calculation for the TM polarization (i.e. magnetic field normal to 

the incident x-z plane) can be found in a similar way. 

To find the transfer function, assume that the electric field of a reading plane wave 

propagating in the direction k′i = k′ix âx + k′iy ây + k′iz âz with amplitude Ai and the phase 

ϕi, is represented by 

 ( ) iiziyix zkykxkj
iiziyixi eAkkkE ϕ+′+′+′

=′′′ ),,( .  (7.1) 

From the analysis of Chapter 6, the electric field of the diffracted beam (Eid) from a 

SBVH can be written as 
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where krx represent the x-component of the recording plane wave in Figure 7.1(a) and the 

diffracted field in the spatial-spectral domain [i.e., ),,(~ zkkE yxid ] is represented by 
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In Equation (7.3), ε is the permittivity of the holographic recording material, ∆ε is the 

amplitude of the modulated permittivity, k′ is the wave number at wavelength λ′, and Kgz 

and kidz are given by 

 222
yxrzgz kkkkK −−−=  (7.4) 
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 222 )()( iygyixgxidz kKkKkk ′+−′+−′=′ . (7.5) 

with k being the wave number at wavelength λ, Kgx = Krx – kx, Kgy = - ky, and  

kr = krx âx + krz âz being the propagation vector of the recording plane wave. 

Now we assume that the Fourier transforming lens is located at a distance f from the 

hologram as shown in Figure 7.1(b). Although this is not a necessary assumption for the 

operation of the spectrometer (i.e., the Fourier transform can be obtained by other 

arrangements of the lens), it simplifies the calculations by eliminating the quadratic phase 

term resulted from the Fourier transform operation of the lens [73]. In this configuration, 

the CCD is located exactly at the back focal plane (or Fourier plane) of the lens. 

Assuming the lens is very large compare to the size of the hologram and using the 

paraxial approximation, the electric field of the output beam in the Fourier plane of the 

lens can be written as [73] 
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where u and v are the output coordinates in the focal plane, fx and fy are the frequency 

variables of the two-dimensional Fourier transform operator F{·} defined as [73] 
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From Equation (7.2) it is clear that the diffracted beam (Eid) can be also represented as a 

Fourier transform. Therefore, Equation (7.6) can be written as 
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Substituting ( )zkkE yxid ,,~  from Equation (7.3) and replacing kx and ky by the its 

corresponding arguments according to Equation (7.8), the transfer function (the output 

electric field) can be written as  
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As seen from Equation (7.9), the amplitude of the transfer function (the electric field in 

the output, Eio) is a function of output coordinate (u, v). Note that the maximum of H 

occurs at the output coordinates for which the argument of the sinc function in Equation 

(7.9) is zero. The locus of the maximum electric field is also a function of the reading 

beam direction represented by k′ix and k′iy in Equation (7.9). However, the effect of the 

direction of the reading beam on the location of the diffracted beam in the output is 

minimal for the practical range of angles, as we will examine below. 
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To find the output to an incoherent beam, we should add the output intensity of all of 

the input plane wave components (each one is a plane wave in Equation (7.1) with a 

random phase). Therefore, the total output intensity is  

 ( ) ( )∫∫ ′′=′′λ′=′′= yxioyxiyixo kdkdfvuEkdkdfzvuHkkAfvuI
i

222 2,,,2,,),()2,,( , (7.10) 

where the integration is over all the spatial frequency components (k′ix and k′iy) of the 

input reading beam.  

Figure 7.2 shows the intensity distribution in the output for the region corresponding 

to the CCD area (6.9 mm × 4.6 mm) when a typical hologram is read with a spatially 

incoherent beam. In this calculation, the reading beam is modeled as a series of plane 

wave components with equal amplitudes and independent random phases for the incident 

angles in the range from –θ′s to θ′s with 2θ′s being the actual divergence angle of the 

input beam in the actual experiments in both x- and y-direction. The hologram is assumed 

to be recorded using the set up in Figure 7.1(a) with d = 4 cm, L = 300 µm, θr = 46º, and 

θs = -9º. The reading wavelength is λ′ = 532 nm and is equal to the recording wavelength 

(λ). The refractive index of the recording material is assumed to be 1.5. The results in 

Figure 7.2 are calculated using θ′s = 5º. As it is seen from Figure 7.2, the output is a 

single crescent, which is very similar to the output when a single collimated beam reads 

the hologram [for example see Figure 6.5(a)]. Therefore, the outputs of different plane 

wave components (or directions) of the reading beam at a single wavelength almost 

overlap at the same location in the output plane. 
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Figure  7.2. Theoretical intensity distribution in the output of the slitless holographic spectrometer 
estimated for the region corresponding to the CCD area when the hologram is read with a spatially 
incoherent reading beam. The incident angle of the reading beam is assumed to be from –5º to 5º 
measured in the air in both x- and y-direction. The hologram is assumed to be recorded using the set 
up in Figure 7.1(a) with d = 4 cm, L = 300 µm, θr = 46º and θs = -9º. The reading wavelength is 532 
nm, which is equal to the recording wavelength. The refractive index of the recording material is 
assumed to be 1.5. 

 
Note that for the experimental measurements, the Fourier transforming lens is 

mounted perpendicular to the direction of the diffracted beam as shown in Figure 7.3. 

Compared to the arrangement shown in Figure 7.1(b), the experimental configuration is 

rotated and also shifted in the space domain. The rotation of the lens is equivalent to the 

rotation (or a phase shift) of the incident beam in paraxial approximation. Therefore, the 

effect is equivalent to a shift in the Fourier domain or a shift in the position of the 

diffracted crescent in the Fourier plane of the lens. Also, the shifts in the lens coordinate, 

as it is seen in Figure 7.3 compared to Figure 7.1(b), results in a shift in the Fourier 

coordinates. Therefore, the difference in the theoretical configuration with the 

experimental setup is a shift in the Fourier plane and can be compensated with a constant 
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shift. The theoretical configuration reduces complicated conversions between rotated 

coordinates and is easier to analyze. On the other hand, the main benefit of mounting the 

lens in the direction of the diffracted beam in the experimental setup is to reduce the 

vignetting effect caused by the limited size of the lens. Also, the aberration introduced by 

the lens is minimal in this configuration [73]. 
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Figure  7.3. The experimental arrangement of the slitless spectrometer. All the parameters are the 
same as those in the caption of Figure 7.1(b). 

 
7.3 Transfer function of a conventional spectrometer  
 
To better understand the properties of the slitless volume holographic spectrometer, we 

compare it with a spectrometer based on a conventional implementation shown in Figure 

7.4. This spectrometer consists of a 4-f like system that images the input to the output at 

each wavelength. The hologram crosses the Fourier plane of the first lens and contains its 

focal point as shown in Figure 7.4.  
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Figure  7.4. A basic arrangement of a spectrometer using a plane wave hologram as the diffractive 
element. The hologram dimensions are shown in the figure. The hologram height (the dimension in 
the y-direction) is assumed to be L2 (not shown in the figure). The focal length of both lenses is f. The 
input object is usually a slit in the yi-direction. 

 
The angle between the hologram and the input plane (α) in the spectrometer setup is 

determined by the desired wavelength range of operation and the hologram recording 

parameters (i.e., the direction and the period of the grating). The hologram is recorded 

with two interfering plane waves at wavelength λ using transmission geometry. The total 

angle between the recording beams in the air is 2θ and the beams have equal incident 

angles (measured between each beam and the normal to the hologram surface). 

Therefore, the grating vector (Kg) is parallel to the hologram larger surface (parallel to x-

axis in Figure 7.4) and its magnitude is 4π⋅sin(θ)/λ. Using Born approximation [71], the 

output corresponding to a monochromatic input point source at wavelength λ′ located at 

(xi, yi) (i.e. the point spread function) can be written as 
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where (xo, yo) represent the output coordinates, f is the focal length of the lenses, n is the 

index of refraction of the holographic material, Kg is the magnitude of the grating vector, 

and L1, L2, and L3 are the hologram dimensions in x, y, and z directions, respectively. The 

amplitude factor C is a function of the diffraction efficiency of the hologram and can be 

estimated from Born approximation when the amplitude modulation of the permittivity 

(or the modulated refractive index) of the hologram is given. Since the throughput of the 

spectrometer is an important design factor, the hologram should have high diffraction 

efficiency. The ideal case would be a hologram with 100% diffraction efficiency. 

Therefore, Born approximation is not accurate for estimating such diffraction efficiencies 

and more accurate models like Kogelnik method [9] or rigorous coupled wave analysis 

(RCWA) [10] must be used. The RCWA method considers all the reflected and 

transmitted orders for diffraction and yields to accurate numerical estimation in most of 

the cases [10]. In the Kogelnik method, which provides the closed-form solution, only the 

zeroth and first order diffraction for the transmitted beam is considered and might not 
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result in very accurate estimation when the reflection at the boundaries are significant. It 

should be noted that the results from the Kogelnik approach and the RCWA are exactly 

the same if we consider no reflection from faces of the hologram due to change in the 

refractive index from air to material and the hologram is a Bragg grating (only zeroth and 

first order diffraction).  

In the both accurate approaches (RCWA and Kogelnik) the hologram is assumed to 

have infinite transverse dimensions. While Born approximation is a valid assumption for 

weak holograms, as it is illustrated in Equation (7.11), it provides a closed-from solution 

and can also be used for a hologram with finite lateral dimensions. When the hologram 

becomes strong the depletion of the reading beam should be taken into account for Born 

approximation. Comparing Born approximation with Kogelnik’s method, we expect that 

the depletion of the reading beam results in the variation of the diffraction efficiency as a 

sin2 of the constant C in Equation (7.11). It means that we can simply use the “sin” of the 

point spread function in Equation (7.11) and the results would be similar to those we can 

get from the Kogelnik method for all the practical purposes. We refer to this method as 

modified Born approximation and we calculate the diffraction efficiency (ηMB) as 

( )BornMB η=η 2sin , where ηBorn is the diffraction efficiency calculated using Born 

approximation. 

Figure 7.5(a) shows the diffraction efficiency of a typical strong hologram as a 

function of normalized modulated permittivity (∆ε/ε) when it is calculated using Born 

approximation, modified Born approximation, and Kogelnik method. The hologram is 

assumed to be recorded using two plane waves at 532 nm wavelength. Each plane wave 

has an incident angle of 35º in the air. The refractive index of the recording material is n 
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= 1.5.  The hologram is read with one of the beams to match the Bragg condition. The 

hologram thickness is assumed to be 100 µm. The polarization of the recording beams is 

TE. As it is seen in Figure 7.5(a), the maximum diffraction efficiency calculated using 

modified Born approximation and Kogelnik method are exactly the same. Note that using 

Born approximation for large permittivity modulations results in diffraction efficiencies 

greater than 100% that is meaningless. From Figure 7.5(a) it is clear that Born 

approximation is valid for diffraction efficiencies less than 10%. We have found similar 

behavior for TM polarization (i.e. magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of incident).  

Figure 7.5(b) shows the diffraction efficiency for the same hologram and for the 

maximum permittivity modulation ∆ε = 0.0062 ε when the incident angle of the reading 

beam is changed from 32º to 38º outside the crystal. The reading beam, at 532 nm 

wavelength, has the TE polarization. There is an excellent agreement between the 

modified Born approximation and Kogelnik method. Again, similar results were obtained 

for TM polarization. Therefore, the modified Born approximation can be used with good 

accuracy for the analysis of the strong grating while it provides analytic solution for 

holograms with finite lateral dimensions. Note that we have not yet developed a 

mathematical proof for the equivalence of the two techniques (Modified Born and 

Kogelnik), but all our observations suggest very good agreement between them.    
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Figure  7.5. Diffraction efficiency of a plane wave hologram (a) as a function of normalized modulated 
permittivity (∆ε/ε) for a Bragg-matched reading beam and (b) as a function of the incident angle of 
the reading beam for ∆ε/ε = 0.0062, calculated using Born approximation and Kogelnik method. The 
hologram is assumed to be recorded using two plane waves at 532 nm wavelength. Each recording 
plane wave has an incident angle of 35º in the air. The refractive index of the recording material is n 
= 1.5. The hologram thickness is assumed to be 100 µm. The polarization of the recording beams is 
TE. The diffraction efficiency in modified Born approximation (ηMB) is calculated as 

( )BornMB η=η 2sin , where ηBorn is the diffraction efficiency calculated using Born approximation 
as described in the text. 
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For finding the complete output of the spectrometer, we assume the input is a spatial 

incoherent source with uniform intensity Ii over a slit in the input plane. We also assume 

that the slit size in the x- and y- directions are sx and sy, respectively. Therefore, the 

output corresponding to this input can be found form the convolution of |h|2 [from 

Equation (7.11)] with the intensity distribution of Ii⋅rect(x/sx)⋅rect(y/sy), where the 

rectangle function [rect(u)] is defined as 

 




 <=

otherwise0
2
11)(rect uu . (15) 

When the diffraction efficiency of the hologram is high, we can use modified Born 

approximation by convolution of sin(|h|)2 with the intensity distribution of the input slit. 

 

7.4 Experimental measurements of the spectrometers 
 
In this section the theoretical results are compared with the experimental results for both 

the slitless volume holographic spectrometer and the conventional holographic 

spectrometer. For all the experiments, the holograms were recorded in Aprilis 

photopolymer [72] with a refractive index of 1.5. The recording wavelength was 532 nm. 

The polarization of the recording beams was TE and the holograms were recorded in 

transmission geometry.  

For the SBVH, the hologram was recorded using the setup in Figure 7.1(a) with d = 

4 cm, θr = 46º (in air), θs = 9º (in air), and L = 300 µm. For the conventional 

spectroscopy, we used a plane wave hologram recorded using two coherent plane waves 

at λ = 532 nm, each having an incident angle of θ = 35º in air with respect to the normal 
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to the surface of the recording material. The hologram dimensions were 1 cm, 1 cm, and 

100 µm corresponding to L1, L2, and L3 in Figure 7.4, respectively. The reason that a 

thinner hologram was used for this case was to obtain broader wavelength selectivity. 

The reading configuration for the SBVH is shown in Figure 7.3. A beam from a 

monochromator with output aperture size of 1 mm reads the SBVH after passing through 

a rotating diffuser. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the output of the 

monochromator was about 7.5 nm for the range of wavelength used in the experiment. 

The rotating diffuser is placed adjacent to the hologram (not shown in Figure 7.3) to 

generate a spatially incoherent reading beam that reads the hologram from almost every 

direction. The focal length (f) of the Fourier transform lens was 10 cm. The diffracted 

beam was monitored using a cooled CCD camera with 9 µm × 9 µm pixels mounted at 

the focal plane of the lens. The experimental result for the reading beam having three 

wavelength components at 492 nm, 532 nm and 562 nm is shown in Figure 7.6(a). The 

output corresponding to each wavelength was obtained separately and the results were 

added to obtain this figure. The theoretical results corresponding to the experimental ones 

are shown in Figure 7.6(b). The theoretical results were obtained from the analysis 

presented in Section 7.2 for the experimental parameters. Figure 7.6 shows good 

agreement between the theoretical and the experimental results. Note that the side lobes 

in the experimental results [Figure 7.6(b)] looks stronger that those in the theoretical 

results [Figure 7.6(a)], since the hologram is strong. The analysis of the strong SBVH is 

presented in Chapter 8.  
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Figure  7.6. The output of the slitless spectrometer for an input beam having wavelength components 
at 492 nm, 532 nm and 562 nm obtained from (a) experiment and (b) theory. The SBVH was 
recorded using in Figure 7.1(a) with d = 4 cm, θr = 46º (in air), θs = 9º (in air), L = 300 µm, and f = 10 
cm. The recording wavelength was 532 nm. The pixel size of the CCD camera was 9 µm × 9 µm. Note 
that the side lobes in the experimental results looks stronger that those in the theoretical results. 
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For the conventional plane wave holographic spectrometer (with slit present), the 

hologram was read by a beam obtained by passing white light through the 

monochromator described earlier with FWHM of 7.5 nm centered at 532 nm wavelength. 

The beam was collimated and passed through a square opening (or slit) of the size 140 

µm × 140 µm. The focal length of the lenses was 6.5 cm. The output was monitored 

using a commercial CCD camera with pixel size of 9.8 µm × 9.8 µm. Note that the CCD 

in this case is different from that used in the previous experiment; however, this does not 

affect our results. The intensity distribution along the x-axis in the output plane is shown 

in Figure 7.7(a). The intensity distribution was also found theoretically by taking into 

account the FWHM of the reading beam and shown in Figure 7.7(a). The same results for 

the y-axis in the output plane are shown in Figure 7.7(b). The main reason for the 

difference in the output along x- and y-direction is the finite line-width of the 

monochromator. Since the grating vector is perpendicular to the y-axis (Figure 7.4), the 

broadening is only observed in the x-direction. This effect is observed in both theoretical 

and experimental results. In the y-direction the output is almost identical to the input in 

both theory and experiment. As it is seen from these figures, there is a good agreement 

between theoretical and experimental results for the conventional spectrometer. 
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(b) 

Figure  7.7. The distribution of the output intensity of the conventional spectrometer shown in Figure 
7.4 obtained from both theory and experiment for (a) xo-direction and (b) yo-direction. The hologram 
dimensions were L1 = 1 cm, L2 = 1 cm, and L3 = 100 µm. The focal length of both lenses was 6.5 cm. 
The hologram was recorded at 532 nm using two plane waves each having an incident angle of 35º 
measured in the air. The hologram was read by a beam at 532 nm obtained by passing white-light 
through a monochromator. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the output spectrum of the 
monochromator at 532 nm wavelength was 7.5 nm. The beam was collimated and passed through a 
square opening of the size 140 µm × 140 µm (the object in Figure 7.4). The square shape was selected 
to show the difference in the output for different input directions. The output was monitored using a 
commercial CCD camera with pixel size of 9.8 µm × 9.8 µm. Note that only the range of CCD pixels 
corresponding to significant output signal is shown. 
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7.5 Comparison between slitless and conventional spectrometer 
 
In this section, we use the theoretical model we derived so far to qualitatively compare 

the performance of spectrometers implemented based on two methods. We start by 

finding the output of the conventional spectrometer to a monochromatic and incoherent 

input beam. We then find the response of the slitless spectrometer to the same input and 

show the similarities between the two systems. We then discuss the effect of different 

components on the performance of each system.  

We assume the input to the conventional spectrometer, shown in Figure 7.4, is an 

incoherent beam at wavelength λ′, consisting of several plane wave components with 

random relative phases. A slit of the width sw is placed in the object plane in Figure 7.4 

that allows a small portion of each plane wave component to enter the spectrometer. For 

each monochromatic plane wave, the conventional spectrometer is equal to a 4f imaging 

system with the point-spread function given by Equation (7.11). Therefore, the output is a 

slit with the width sw that is blurred with the point-spread function h. The effect of the 

change in the direction of the input plane wave does not change the location of the output 

since the 4f system images the input slit into the same output image at each wavelength. 

Therefore, the total output for the incoherent input is equal to the incoherent (or intensity) 

summation of the outputs of all plane wave components. Note that the performance of the 

4f system is precise in to the paraxial regime and is limited to vignetting effect of the first 

Fourier transforming lens (the lens before the hologram) [73].  

We derived the output of the slitless spectrometer to an incoherent input in Section 

7.2. We showed that the output was a portion of a ring (or a crescent) as shown in Figure 

7.2. We assumed that the monochromatic incoherent input beam is a summation of 
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several plane wave components with random phases. The output of each plane wave is a 

crescent in the output. The crescents for different plane wave components overlap in the 

output at a location that is a function of input wavelength. Therefore, the total output is 

the incoherent (or intensity) summation of the individual crescents at the output plane.   

Comparing the operating principles of the two spectrometers we find several 

similarities. The output corresponding to a monochromatic input plane wave does not 

change with the incident angle of the plane wave. Therefore, the output to a 

monochromatic incoherent beam can be found by adding the output intensities of 

individual plane wave components. Also, we found that the spatial intensity pattern of the 

spectrometer output is a function of the input wavelength in both cases. In the 

conventional spectrometer the output is a narrow slit while in slitless spectrometer it is a 

narrow crescent for each monochromatic input beam. Since the output of the 

conventional spectrometer is almost the image of the input slit, we can substitute the 

rectangular input slit with a crescent shape slit (a transparency function similar to the 

beam shape in Figure 7.2) and the results of the conventional spectrometer would be the 

same as that of the slitless spectrometer. It suggests that the two systems operate 

similarly. By comparing the configuration of the slitless spectrometer (Figure 7.3) with 

the conventional spectrometer (Figure 7.4), we conclude that the role of the spherical 

beam volume hologram is to implement three elements of the conventional spectrometer, 

i.e. the input slit, the input lens, and the diffractive element (plane wave hologram), into 

one element, i.e. the spherical beam volume hologram. To be more specific, in the slitless 

spectrometer the input lens is implemented with a grating formed by a spherical beam 
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and a plane wave. Also, the role of the slit in conventional spectrometer is implemented 

by the Bragg selectivity of the volume hologram. 

To further compare the two system, we must take into account some practical 

limitations such as the numerical aperture (NA) of the lenses. For example, the NA of the 

lens used to form the point source for recording the SBVH is the key parameter that 

specifies the range of the incident angle of the input beam of the spectrometer (reading 

beam), which by itself defines the throughput. Similarly, the NA of the first lens in the 

arrangement of the conventional implementation is the important parameter in finding the 

range of the incident angle of the input beam to the system. For example, if the input 

source is a fully incoherent source that emits light in all the directions, only a portion of 

the energy that is distributed over 4π steradian solid angle goes into the system. 

Therefore, a limitation exists on the acceptance input power due to limited NA of the 

practical lenses in both cases. Lenses with high NA are hard and costly to make. For 

conventional spectrometer the lens is a part of the actual system. However, in slitless 

spectrometer, the lens is used to record the hologram that is installed in the system. 

Therefore, the cost per device of the slitless spectrometer with a lens with high NA is 

much less than that of the conventional spectrometer with a similar input lens 

performance.   

For the dispersive element that should be used in each system, both the diffraction 

efficiency and the wavelength selectivity of the holograms are important. In the 

conventional spectrometer, the grating should be thin (thickness in the range of a few 

microns) to diffract a large range of wavelength with high diffraction efficiency. On the 

other hand, the diffraction efficiency of the hologram reduces by decreasing the material 
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thickness [9-10, 71]. The main challenge in fabricating the holograms for conventional 

spectrometers is maximizing the diffraction efficiency for the thin material. In slitless 

spectrometer, in contrast to the conventional spectrometer, the range of the diffracted 

wavelength is limited by the divergence angle of the recording point source. The wider 

the angle, the larger the wavelength range of the operation is. Therefore, there is not 

direct relation (or trade-off) between the operating range of wavelength and the thickness 

of the material. However, the hologram thickness defines the crescent thickness and, 

therefore, the wavelength resolution. The thicker the hologram, the narrower the crescent 

is and the higher the resolution. The role of the thickness of the crystal in slitless 

spectrometer is similar to the width of the slit in the conventional spectrometer. As we 

mentioned before, increasing the material thickness results in a higher dynamic range for 

holographic recording. In the slitless spectrometer, increasing the material thickness 

improves the peak diffraction efficiency of the crescent. Therefore, the peak diffraction 

efficiency and the wavelength resolution can be improved simultaneously by using a 

thicker hologram. This makes the fabrication of the SBVH very easy for the slitless 

spectrometer. Furthermore, we can multiplex more SBVHs to obtain multiple (thin) 

crescents for each wavelength to avoid loosing the throughput of the spectrometer. The 

detection parts of both devices are almost the same and we do not consider the effects of 

the CCD in our analysis.    

Implementing three different elements of the conventional spectrometer into one 

element in the proposed slitless spectrometer makes it more compact. Also, the Fourier 

transform lens can be placed very close to the hologram that further reduces the total size 

of the device. Since the slitless spectrometer uses fewer optical elements, it is less 
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sensitive to the alignment. It is also more robust to the changes in the alignment because 

of temperature change, vibration, and aging. Also, removing the input slit and lens 

reduces the total cost of the device. The SBVH is placed at the very beginning of the 

device and the coupling to the device is very easy. For the conventional spectrometer, 

usually an external lens is needed to provide efficient coupling of the light to the 

spectrometer. All these features make the proposed slitless spectrometer a very good 

candidate for low-cost portable spectrometers.  Furthermore, replacing the input slit and 

lens with a volume hologram provides us with more design flexibility, especially for 

application-specific spectrometers, through optimization of the volume hologram that we 

record. Some possibilities are multiplexing several SBVHs to develop more complex 

spatial-spectral pattern in the spectrometer output (compared to a simple crescent) to 

implement multimode-multiplex spectroscopy. Such complex (and in the ideal case, 

optimal) volume holograms in the slitless architecture would implement complex slits in 

conventional architecture that are more expensive and more alignment sensitive. Note 

that by using a more complex volume hologram, it is even possible to remove Fourier-

transform lens and develop an ultra-compact spectrometer, which is composed of only a 

volume hologram and a CCD camera (or a detector array). These are all the possible 

directions to improve the performance of the SBVH based spectrometer. 

 

7.6 Conclusion 
 
We presented in this chapter the complete analysis of the slitless spectrometer based on 

spherical beam volume hologram. The proposed spectrometer consists of a spherical 

beam volume hologram followed by a Fourier transform lens and a CCD. We derived the 
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transfer function of the slitless spectrometer and showed that the output is not sensitive to 

the incident angle of the input beam. We showed that the theoretical results agree well 

with the experimental data. Also, we found the transfer function of the conventional 

spectrometer that consists of an entrance slit, a collimating lens, a plane wave hologram, 

a collector lens, and a CCD. Again, the agreement between the theoretical and the 

experimental results was very good. Using the theoretical models, we showed that the 

slitless spectrometer is a compact implementation of the conventional spectrometer when 

the slit is implemented by the Bragg selectivity of the volume hologram, and the function 

of the collimating lens is included in the spherical beam volume hologram. Therefore, the 

proposed method enables making compact and low-cost spectrometer suitable for 

portable applications. Since the hologram is placed at the input of the spectrometer, light 

can easily couple into the device.  

We also showed that the slitless architecture has more design flexibility, as the 

dependency of the performance on the design parameters is different from that of the 

conventional spectrometer. Particularly, we showed that the wavelength range of 

operation depends on the recording parameters of the SBVH (basically, the divergence 

angle of the recording spherical beam) in the slitless spectrometer in contrast to that 

dependency on the thickness of the holographic material in the conventional 

spectrometer. We also showed that the resolution of the slitless spectrometer is a function 

of the hologram thickness, and it is possible to design optimal spectrometer by simply 

recording an optimal volume hologram, which does not add the hardware complexity of 

the spectrometer.    
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Chapter 8   

 

Generalization of Multi-Grating Method  

 

8.1    Introduction 

In chapter 6, we introduced the multi-grating method and used that for analysis of the 

spherical beam volume hologram (SBVH). We found the closed form solution of the 

diffraction from the SBVH when it is read by a plane wave at any wavelength. We 

showed that the experimental results are in good agreement with the results from the 

closed form solution. We further used the method in Chapter 7 to fully analyze the slitless 

spectrometer based on SBVHs. In all these cases, the SBVH was recorded using a 

spherical beam and a plane wave.  

In this Chapter, we generalize the multi-grating method that can be used to analyze 

any arbitrary hologram recorded by complicated reference and signal beams. We use the 

idea of multi-grating method to represent the hologram as a superposition of several 

sinusoidal gratings. When the reading beam reads the hologram, the diffracted beam is 

obtained by the superposition of the diffracted components from all the gratings.  

In the multi-grating method we assume that Born approximation is a valid 

assumption for analysis of each holographic grating. This is a valid assumption for many 

applications. However, for strong holograms (with large diffraction efficiency) a more 

accurate method is needed. In this chapter we also introduce a modified multi-grating 

method that can be used for the analysis of the strong hologram. We show that the 
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method is capable of explaining some experimental observations that are not clearly 

understood by the original multi-grating method.  

After this introduction and in Section 8.2, the generalized multi-grating method is 

introduced for the analysis of an arbitrary hologram. The method is then used in Section 

8.3 to analyze a hologram recorded using two point sources. The results from the analysis 

of the hologram recorded by two point sources are presented and compared with the 

experimental results in Section 8.4. In Section 8.5 the modified multi-gratin method 

based on coupled wave theory is explained that can be used to analyze strong holograms. 

The results of the analysis of a strong SBVH is also presented and explained. Final 

conclusions are made in Section 8.6. 

 

8.2 Analysis of a hologram recorded by two arbitrary beams  
 
In the multi-grating method of Chapter 6, the complicated signal beam was decomposed 

into its plane wave components. The gratings formed by the interference of these plane 

wave components with the reference plane wave were considered to find the diffraction 

from the hologram. For an arbitrary hologram, in addition to the signal beam, the 

reference beam is also a complicated beam. Using the idea of the multi-grating method, 

we can also decompose the reference beam to its plane wave components. The gratings 

formed by the interference of plane wave components of the signal and the reference 

beam can be used to obtain the diffraction from the hologram. Therefore, there is a 

potential for the multi-grating method to be extended for the analysis of a general 

hologram. It should be mentioned that this is a direct expansion of the method. However, 

as we develop the generalized multi-grating method, we explain how the idea can be 
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easily implemented by considering the expansion of the hologram itself (based on several 

grating components) rather than using all the gratings formed by plane wave components 

of the signal and reference beams. 

To mathematically describe the method, we use the same approach as explained in 

Appendix C. The perturbation in permittivity in the interference region is  

 c.c.)()()( *
1 +′′ε=′ε∆ rrr sr EE  (8.1)  

where Er and Es are the scalar electric fields of the reference and signal beams, 

respectively, r′ is the position vector, ε1 is a proportional constant, the elevated star (*) 

shows the complex conjugate operation, and c.c. means the complex conjugate of the 

preceding term. Suppose that we represent the signal beam (Es) in a plane parallel to x′y′ 

plane using its Fourier components as 
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where the integration is over all values of ksx and ksy. The prime coordinates refers to the 

region inside the material, x'-direction is parallel to the x-direction in Figure (8.1) and the 

direction of y' is outward the plane of Figure (8.1). Similarly, the electric field of the 

reference beam can be written as 
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The perturbation in permittivity can be written as 
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The relation in Equation (8.4) can be efficiently rewritten using the convolution property 

of Fourier transform. However, we keep the current format since the argument of the 

integral represents a sinusoidal grating and the diffraction from such a grating can be 

calculated in the closed form using Born approximation. Using the Born approximation 

(Appendix C), the electric field of the diffracted beam Ed at position r from the hologram 

read by a beam with an electric field of Ep and a wavelength of λ′ is  
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where the inner integral is over the volume V, ε0 is the average (unperturbed) permittivity 

of the medium, k′ is the wave number at wavelength λ′, and r′ = (x′, y′, z′) is a position 

vector in the volume V. Note that in Equation (8.5) we consider both terms of ∆ε. 

Depending on the direction and the spatial frequency content of the reading beam, either 

one of the terms in ∆ε or both of them can result in Bragg matched diffracted 

components. Equation (8.5) represents the general form of calculating the diffracted 

beam from an arbitrary hologram using the Born approximation. The integral over the 

volume V in Equation (8.5) represents the diffraction from a sinusoidal grating when it is 

read by a plane wave. This integration can be obtained in a closed form and, therefore, 

the total diffracted beam can be calculated using two inverse Fourier transforms as stated 
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in Equation (8.5). For numerical calculation of Equation (8.5), we can use two-

dimensional inverse Fourier transform techniques, such as IFFT in MATLAB, and no 

integration is needed.  

In the general multi-grating method explained above, we find different grating 

components by finding the interference between different plane wave components of the 

reference and signal beams. However, a complicated hologram can also be represented 

directly in the Fourier domain by obtaining the Fourier transform of ∆ε. In this case, a 

three-dimensional Fourier transform of the ∆ε provides the complex amplitude of 

sinusoidal gratings as 
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where the perturbation in the permittivity is represented by ∆Ε in the Fourier domain. 

Then the diffracted electric field of the hologram is  
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Again the inner integral over the volume V is the diffraction from a sinusoidal grating 

that is read with a plane wave and the closed form solution to this integral is 

straightforward. The three-dimensional Fourier transform can be obtained using IFFN 

function in MATLAB. Depending on the application, either of these two methods can be 

used. In our case of interest, the first method requires more computations since we 

consider the combination of all the plane wave components of the two recording beams. 
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Nevertheless, the first method is more useful for intuitive understanding of the properties 

of the complicated holograms, especially when it is considered in the k-domain. On the 

other hand, the second method is easier to implement and it is usually more efficient 

computationally. It can be also used to obtain closed form solutions for the analysis of 

particular holograms.  

 

8.3 Analysis of a hologram recorded by two point sources    
 
In this section we use the generalized multi-grating method to analyze the diffraction 

from a hologram recording using two point sources. We assume the hologram is recorded 

using a diverging spherical beam and a converging one as shown in Figure (8.1). 

Lds

θr
θs

dr

ds

θr
θs

dr

Ps Pr

x

z
 

Figure  8.1. The recording configuration for the hologram recorded using two point sources.  The 
signal beam is a diverging beam from a point source located at Ps. The reference beam is a spherical 
beam converges to the point Pr. The thickness of the holographic material is L.  

 
The signal beam is a diverging spherical beam originated from a point source (Ps) at 

(-ds, 0, -ds tan (θs) ) and the reference beam is a converging spherical beam from a point 
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source (Pr) at (dr, 0, -dr tan (θr) ). The thickness of the recording material is L. The 

wavelength of the recording beam is λ.  

The hologram is read mainly in the direction of the signal beam and the diffracted 

beam is monitored close to the reference point source (Pr). The wavelength of the reading 

beam is λ′. The reading beam is assumed to be a monochromatic incoherent beam. As 

before, the output from the plane wave components of the reading beam is obtained 

separately and then the outputs are added incoherently to find the diffracted beam.  

Suppose that a plane wave component of the reading beam has complex amplitude of 

Ap and a wavevector of (k′px, k′py, k′pz). To obtain the output corresponding to this reading 

plane wave we use Equation (8.4). The inner integral in Equation (8.4), i.e. the integral 

over the volume V, is the Born integral for the simple case of a plane wave reading a 

sinusoidal grating and the result is available in closed form solution [71]. The integral 

over the volume in Equation (8.5) results in plane wave components of the diffracted 

electric field that can be represented by 

 ( ) ( )
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where the components of the wave vector of the diffracted beam are 

 pxsxrxdx kkkk ′+−=′ , (8.8) 

 pysyrydy kkkk ′+−=′ , (8.9) 

 222
dydxdz kkkk ′−′−′=′ , (8.10) 
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the z-component of the grating vector (Kgz) is 

 222222
sysxryrxgz kkkkkkK −−−−−= , (8.11) 

and the value of ∆ε is given by 
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where χ is a constant. Then, the diffracted beam can be found by adding all of its plane 

wave components diffracted from all the gratings. From Equation (8.8) and (8.9) we 

expect that for example for different sets of krx and ksx, we obtain the same value for k′dx. 

The same behavior can observe for the y-components. This means that the diffraction 

from different grating components would propagate in the same direction. This is similar 

to the convolution property in the Fourier domain and suggests representing Equation 

(8.5) with a simpler relation based on convolution. However, we cannot replace the 

consecutive inverse-Fourier transforms of Equation (8.5) with a single inverse Fourier 

transform using the convolution theorem because of the sinc term inside the integrals. 

The x- and y-components of the gratings diffract in the direction of k′dx are the same, 

however, the z-components of the grating vectors are different as suggested by Equation 

(8.11) and, therefore, the value of the sinc function in Equation (8.5) would be different 

for different set of krx and ksx.  
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8.4 Simulation and experimental results 
 
In this section we present the simulation results as well as the experimental results for the 

diffraction from a hologram recorded in the configuration shown in Figure 8.1. In all the 

cases, the hologram is recorded in a 300 µm thick Aprilis photopolymer. The signal point 

source is at a distance ds = 4 cm from the hologram and θs = 35º. The reference beam is at 

a distance dr = 4 cm from the hologram and θr = 0º. The hologram is recorded at 

wavelength λ = 532 nm. The hologram is read using an incoherent beam at wavelength λ′ 

that can be different from the recording wavelength λ. The incoherent beam is modeled 

by several plane waves with different incident angles. The intensities of the diffracted 

beams from the plane waves are added to obtain the intensity of the output.  

Since the two point sources are in the x-z plane and the main directions of the two 

spherical beams make an angle of 35º with each other in this plane, the dispersion 

property of the hologram is mainly observed in the x-direction. Figure 8.2 shows the 

experimental measurement of the diffracted pattern in a plane parallel to the x-y plane and 

located at z = 4 cm. The reading wavelength is 532 nm. As shown in this figure, the 

output is similar to the typical outputs we obtained for slitless spectrometers in Chapter 7. 

If we change the wavelength of the reading beam, the output will shift in the x-direction. 

Therefore, the main dispersion property of the hologram is observed in the x-direction 

and the y-direction is the degeneracy direction for the diffraction from the hologram. 

Knowing this, we calculate Equation (8.5) in a two dimensional space (the x-z plane) only 

to reduce the time of the simulations. 
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x
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Figure  8.2. A typical output pattern from a hologram recorded in the arrangement of Figure 8.1 
when read by a monochromatic beam. The recording parameters are λ = 532 nm, dr = 4 cm, θr = 0º, 
ds = 4 cm, θs = 35º, and L = 300 µm. The output is captured using a CCD located at z = 4 cm.  

 
To obtain the diffracted beam, we use numerical calculation by sampling the wave 

vectors (krx and ksx) and performing the simulations using MATLAB. The sampling 

period is always less than λ/2 to guarantee the sufficient sampling rate. When the 

diffracted plane wave components are obtained, the correct propagating phase factor is 

multiplied to each component corresponding to propagation in the z-direction. Then, the 

inverse Fourier-transform is obtained using IFFT function in MATLAB for the 

components propagated to a distance of z. Figure 8.3 shows the cross section of the 

diffracted beam in the x-direction for different propagation distances from z = 3.6 cm to z 

= 4.7 cm. The reading beam at wavelength λ′ = 532 nm is modeled using 11 mutually 

incoherent plane waves. The incident angles of the plane waves are equally spaced over a 

range of 6.24º. The diffracted intensity is obtained by adding the intensities of the outputs 

corresponding to the diffraction by reading the hologram with these incoherent plane 

waves. As shown in Figure 8.3, the diffracted beam converges to its minimal width at 

distance z = 4 cm and then diverges. This distance is corresponding to the location of the 

converging spherical beam used during the recording. If a beam exactly the same as the 

signal beam was used, the output at z = 4 cm would be the same as the reference beam. 
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However, in the case of an incoherent reading beam, the output is no more similar to the 

reference beam used for the recording (see Figure 8.2). However, the output still has its 

minimal size in the x-direction at the location of the reference point source as suggested 

by Figure 8.3.  
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Figure  8.3. Intensity profile of the diffracted beam in the x-direction for different propagation 
distance z. The hologram is recorded in the geometry of Figure 8.1 with λ = 532 nm, dr = 4 cm, θr = 0º, 
ds = 4 cm, θs = 35º, and L = 300 µm.  The reading beam at wavelength λ′ = 532 nm is modeled using 
11 mutual incoherent plane waves as explained in the text. 

   

In a case that an incoherent beam at another wavelength reads the hologram, the 

output will have its minimal width at a different location in both x- and z-directions. This 

is shown in Figure 8.4 where the outputs at their minimal width are shown when the 

hologram is read using an incoherent beam at wavelength λ′ = 532 nm and at wavelength 

λ′ = 502 nm. From the results shown in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4, it is clear that the 

output from a monochromatic and incoherent input source has a limited size around the 

location of the reference point source. Note that we have not used any filtering in the 

input and the incoherent beam directly reads the hologram. Another important result is 
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that the location of the output is wavelength dependent, i.e. if the wavelength of the input 

incoherent beam is changed the location of the output is changed. The change in the 

location of the output in the x-direction is the desire property of the hologram that can be 

used for spectroscopy (similar to the slitless spectrometer in Chapter 7). However, the 

change in the location of the output in the z-direction would affect the dispersive property 

of the hologram. Considering the output at the same distance z for both cases (for 

example at z = 4.3 cm in Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4), we still observe the distinct 

separation of the output in the x-direction. However, the output beam at z = 4.3 cm and λ′ 

= 532 nm is not at its minimal width. Therefore, the separation of the outputs at different 

wavelengths is not optimally obtained at a fixed distance z. 
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Figure  8.4. Intensity profile of the diffracted beam in the x-direction when the hologram is read with 
an incoherent beam at wavelength λ′ = 532 nm and λ′ = 502 nm. All the other parameters are the 
same as those explained in the caption of Figure 8.3.  

 
Figure 8.5 shows the variation of the location of the minimal width of the output for 

different input wavelength. All the parameters are the same as those used for the results 

in Figure 8.3. As it is seen, there is a good agreement between the experimental and the 
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simulation results. However, the location of the minimal width of the output changes 

considerably (from 4 cm at λ′ = 532 nm to more than 5 cm at λ′ = 442 nm) for a 

wavelength range of 90 nm. This might be a limiting factor for the application of such a 

hologram as a dispersive element in a spectrometer. The analytical tool we developed 

here can be used to optimally design the recording parameters and reduce the variation of 

the location of the minimal width of the output over the spectrum range of operation.  
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Figure  8.5. Variation of the location of the minimal width of the output when the hologram is read 
using incoherent beams at different wavelengths. All the other parameters are the same as those 
mentioned in the caption of Figure 8.3. 

 
8.5 Multi-grating method and coupled wave theory 
       
As mentioned before, the multi-grating method is based on the Born approximation. In 

this approximation, the depletion of the reading beam in the diffraction process is 

neglected. As we explained in Chapter 7, this assumption is valid for the weak 

modulation of the permittivity corresponding to low diffraction efficiency of the 

hologram. We know from the analysis of the slitless spectrometer in Chapter 7 that 
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increasing the thickness of the hologram is necessary to enhance the resolution of the 

spectrometer. In the cases of high diffraction efficiency and thick hologram, which are 

desired for implementing the slitless spectrometer, the depletion of the reading beam 

becomes very important. Therefore, the extension of the multi-grating method is needed 

to be able to accurately analyze the holograms in these cases.   

To understand the importance of having such an accurate model, we compare the 

experimental results for the diffracted crescent from a weak and a strong spherical beam 

volume holograms. Both the holograms were recorded in the configuration of Figure 

7.1(a) with d = 4 cm, a = 0, θr = 35º, and L = 400 µm. The recording wavelength was λ = 

532 nm. The first SBVH was recorded for a few seconds (we refer to it as the weak 

hologram) while the second SBVH was recorded for more than a minute (strong 

hologram). Both the holograms were then put in the slitless spectrometer setup (Figure 

7.4) to monitor the output for a monochromatic input beam. The light from a lamp passed 

through a spectrometer with the output slit size of 300 µm and then illuminate the 

hologram in the slitless spectrometer setup. The central wavelength of the reading beam 

is selected to be at 532 nm with a FWHM of about 1.5 nm. The focal length of the 

Fourier transforming lens in the spectrometer setup is 3 cm.   

Figure 8.6 (a) and (b) show the profile of the output crescent for the weak and strong 

holograms, respectively. The crescent profile for the weak hologram is what we expect 

from our analysis; a narrow main lobe with very small side lobes (see Figure 7.2 for the 

two-dimensional pattern of the output crescent). However in the case of the strong 

hologram, very large side lobes are observed that cannot be modeled by the methods 
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described so far. Also, the main lobe is almost replaced by a null and the two side lobes 

are very strong with almost equal intensity.  
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(b) 

Figure  8.6. The profile of the output pattern in the slitless spectrometer configuration for (a) a weak 
and (b) a strong SBVH. Both the holograms were recorded in the configuration of Figure 7.1(a) with 
d = 4 cm, a = 0, θr = 35º, and L = 400 µm. The recording wavelength was 532 nm. The recording time 
for the hologram in (b) was more than that for (a). The holograms were monitored in the slitless 
spectrometer setup (Figure 7.3) with f = 6.5 cm. The monochromatic beam at the wavelength of 532 
nm reads the holograms.  
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From the multi-grating analysis of Chapter 7 we know that the cross section of the 

crescent intensity can be represented by a sinc2. We can assume that the variation of the 

crescent intensity in Figure 8.6(b) was originally a sinc2 function but it is distorted in the 

regions corresponding to high diffraction efficiencies because of the coupling of the 

diffracted components to the reading beam. This assumption can be tested by finding the 

ratio of the distance between the third zeros on each side to the second zeros of intensity 

as shown in Figure 8.6(b). The ratio is 314/196 that is very close to the ratio of 6/4 that 

we expect from a sinc2 function. In other word, the relative position of the second and 

third nulls is the same as that for a sinc2 function. Therefore, we can expect by 

considering the coupling of the diffracted components we will be able to accurately 

model strong SBVH holograms. 

To formulize the multi-grating theory based on the coupled wave analysis we start 

with the representation of the hologram as the summation of several gratings recorded 

using the reference plane wave and the plane wave components of the spherical beam as 

outlined in Chapter 6. Therefore, the grating recorded by a reference plane wave with a 

wave vector (krx, 0, krz) and a spherical beam represented by its wave vector components 

(kx, ky, kz) can be represented as 

 c.c.),,()(
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where the grating vector Kg is given by 

 zyxK ′−+′−+′−= ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)( zrzyxrxg kkkkk . (8.14) 
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We suppose that the reading beam at wavelength λ′ is a plane wave that has a wave 

vector of (k′px, k′py, k′pz). Therefore, we need to write the coupled wave equations for the 

reading beam and the set of the grating vectors represented in Equation (8.13). Again we 

analyze the hologram in the x-z plane only corresponding to the expansion of the grating 

in the x-direction only. We also sample the grating components with a sampling period of 

∆k to be able to form a set of linear equations for coupled wave analysis. Therefore, we 

can represent the sampled grating with the complex amplitude κ(m) and the grating vector 

Kg(m) as 

 c.c.)()(
1

)( +κ=′ε∆ ∑
=

′⋅
M

m

mj gem rKr , (8.15) 

where M is the total number of the grating components and κ(m) = ε1 ArAs
*∆k. In the 

most general case of the rigorous coupled wave analysis [10] the coupling between all the 

diffracted orders are considered. If we assume N diffracted order for each grating, we 

need to solve an eigenvalue problem of the size of 2N M. If we consider coupled wave 

analysis (assuming slow energy exchange between diffracted orders [9]), the size of the 

eigenvalue problem reduces to NM. For the analysis of the spherical beam volume 

hologram we usually need considerable number of gratings (usually M > 100 and N > 

10). Therefore, it is not practical to use either of these methods. Also, for the practical 

applications, most of the diffracted components considered in these two methods do not 

have considerable power. Therefore, careful selection of the diffracted components 

results in a reasonable size of the eigenvalue problem that can be solved with available 

computation capabilities.  
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When we read the set of M gratings of the spherical beam volume hologram, we 

have at least M diffraction components. In the Born approximation, we only considered 

these components. We also neglected the coupling between these components and the 

reading beam. However, when the diffraction efficiency of some of the grating 

components becomes considerably large, we have to consider the coupling between the 

diffracted components and the reading beam. Furthermore, the strong diffracted 

components can diffract from some of the gratings and this effect should be also 

considered in the analysis. In this case, we consider the diffraction from the reading beam 

and diffraction caused by the diffracted beam as it propagates inside the hologram. The 

coupling is taken into account between all the components. Therefore, the size of the 

eigenvalue problem is reduced to at most M2, while all the diffracted components with 

considerable power are considered in the model. Following the same approach as the 

couple wave theory [9, 76], we find a set of differential equations for the diffracted plane 

wave components as 
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where Ad(i) is the complex amplitude of the i’th component of the diffracted electric 

field, Ap is the complex amplitude of the reading beam, the m’th components of the 

grating vector in the z-direction and the grating amplitude are represented by Kgz(m) and 

κ(m), respectively, and |x| represents the amplitude of x. The i’th component of the wave 

vector of the diffracted components is  

 )()( ii gp Kkσ += . (8.19) 

The initial condition of the set of equations is  

 2
000

,...,1,0)( MiiAandAA zdpzp === ==
 (8.20) 

Rewriting the equations in the matrix format, we have 

 dddz
d ACA = . (8.21) 

To find the amplitude matrix of the diffracted beam, we first need to solve for the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C. Then we use the initial condition to 

completely calculate all the diffracted components [10].  

We now use the method to simulate the diffraction from a strong spherical beam 

volume hologram. We assume the hologram is recorded in the configuration of Figure 

7.1(a) using a plane wave with an incident angle of 25º and a point source located at d = 9 

cm and a = 0 from the hologram. The recording wavelength is λ = 532 nm. For 
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simplicity, we assume the refractive index of the recording material is n = 1 and the 

reading plane wave reads the hologram from the normal direction. We consider a limited 

number of grating components (M = 30 to 35) to be able to form a matrix with a 

reasonable size for solving eigenvalue problem. We assume the hologram is read in the 

slitless spectrometer setup (Figure 7.3) in which a Fourier transforming lens with a focal 

length of f = 6.5 cm is located after the hologram and the output is monitored on a CCD 

camera located at the focal plane of the lens. In this case, the outputs at different locations 

on the CCD correspond to plane wave components of the diffracted beam from the 

hologram. We then analyze the hologram with different thicknesses to observe the effect 

of the coupling between the diffracted components as the hologram becomes thicker. The 

intensity profile of the output is shown for different hologram thicknesses in Figure 8.7.  
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Figure  8.7. The intensity profile of the output of the a slitless spectrometer (Figure 7.3) implemented 
using holograms with different thicknesses. The parameters of the recording for the holograms are 
the same.  
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As it is clearly seen, almost all the diffracted components have low intensity in the 

case of the thin grating (thickness about 30 µm). As the hologram becomes thicker and 

thicker the Bragg selectivity becomes more important and a limited number of the 

diffracted components with considerable intensity are diffracted. Also, the side lobes 

become more important as the beams propagate in a thicker hologram and have a better 

chance of coupling. At some point, for example for the hologram with a thickness of 

about 250 µm, the intensity of the side lobes becomes more than the intensity of the main 

lobe and the main lobe becomes almost a null. This is similar to what we observed in the 

experimental result of Figure 8.6(b). Note that the exact simulation of the experimental 

results needs considerable grating components and a very large matrix for eigenvalue 

problem. The storage and processing of such a large matrix is beyond the capability of 

the available computer facilities.  

It should be mentioned that the extension of the multi-grating method based on the 

coupled wave analysis provides a practical solution to understand the diffraction 

properties of a strong spherical beam volume hologram. The exact simulation of these 

holograms is not the aim of this work since for the spectroscopic applications we prefer 

to have only a main lobe in the output with very small side lobes [similar to what we 

observed in Figure 8.6(a)]. Using the method developed in this section we are able to 

explain unexpected experimental observation of Figure 8.6(b). The method, within its 

computation limitations, can be used to analyze strong spherical beam volume 

holograms. To the best of our knowledge, these holograms cannot be accurately analyzed 

using any other technique and our method is the only one that can analyze these 

structures with the current computation facilities.     
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8.6 Conclusion  
 
The multi-grating method is generalized in this chapter to analyze a complicated 

hologram recorded using two arbitrary beams. We showed that the analysis of a 

complicated hologram is similar to the analysis of the spherical beam volume hologram 

we previously derived in Chapter 6. We presented two different models for the analysis 

of a complicated hologram. In the first model, the hologram is represented as the 

summation of the sinusoidal gratings formed by the plane wave components of the signal 

and the reference beams. In the second model, the three-dimensional Fourier transform of 

the change in the permittivity of the hologram is used to obtain the sinusoidal grating 

components. The superposition of the diffracted plane waves from the grating 

components forms the diffracted beam in the both models. We used the method to 

analyze a hologram recorded using two spherical beams and the results were compared 

with the experimental ones.  

Another extension to the multi-grating method is introduced based on the coupled 

wave analysis. This version of the multi-grating method can be used to analyze strong 

holograms. We used the method for the analysis of a SBVH and successfully explained 

the experimental results for the diffraction from a strong hologram. The method can be 

used for a hologram recorded using two arbitrary beams if the same approach as that of 

generalized multi-grating method is used. In this case, the hologram should be first 

expanded based on sinusoidal gratings and then the gratings should be used in the 

coupled wave formulation to find the diffracted components. Although because of high 

computational cost, this method is limited to holograms that can be represented with 

limited number of gratings, to the best of our knowledge, this is the only practical method 
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that can be used for analysis of strong holograms recorded by a plane wave and a 

complicated beam.   
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Chapter 9  

 

Future Work and Conclusion  

 

 

In this chapter, some of the potential extensions to this thesis that can be perused for 

future research endeavors are briefly discussed. These extensions include global 

optimization of two-center recording for other doubly doped crystals, extension of 

stabilized holographic recording system for measuring and controlling the phase of the 

grating, enhancing the diffraction efficiency in two-center recording using the tunneling 

effect, recording at high temperature in doubly doped lithium niobate, design of compact 

spectrometers using cylindrical beam volume holograms, and optimization of holographic 

based spectrometers. At the end of this chapter, the key conclusions of this dissertation 

are summarized.  

 

9.1    Global optimization of two-center recording for other doubly 

doped crystals 

The global optimization method we discussed in Chapter 2 is a complete and a general 

method that can be used for two-center recording in any doubly doped lithium niobate 

crystal. We performed the detailed analysis and the global optimization for 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn. The same approach can be used for analysis and optimization of M/# and 

sensitivity in doubly doped lithium niobate crystals such as LiNbO3:Cu:Ce, 
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LiNbO3:Tb:Fe, LiNbO3:Ce:Mn, and recently proposed LiNbO3:Fe:Ru. Also, it can be 

extended for recording in other photorefractive crystals that have the potential of two-

center recording such as LiTaO3.  

To use the method for these photorefractive crystals, the proper material parameters 

should be used. Some of these parameters can be found in or calculated from the 

literature, similar to what we did in Chapter 2. The other parameters should be measured 

experimentally for these crystals. When we have all the parameters, we can use the two-

center model and the optimization approach to obtain the best performance in each case.  

  

9.2    Complete measurement of amplitude and phase of a 

hologram  

The software-based stabilized recording system, we introduced in Chapter 3, has a unique 

flexibility that can be used to perform different measurements. It can be used to measure 

and control the phase of the grating during the recording. During the recording in lithium 

niobate crystals, the grating has always a phase shift relative to the interference pattern 

[77]. This phase shift that is varying during the recording is mainly due to dominant 

photovoltaic effect in these crystals. The measurement and also control of this phase can 

provide useful information about the recording process inside the material.  

As we mentioned in Chapter 3, the relative phase of the reference and the signal 

beam can be set and fixed using the software-based stabilizer. Select the same intensity 

for the reference and the signal beam, during the recording and for each monitoring 

interval, we measure the beam at PDdiff (Figure 3.1) for three different cases that the 

reference beam, the signal beam, and both of the beams illuminate the hologram. From 
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the information of these three measurements, we can find both the amplitude of the 

diffraction efficiency and the relative phase of the grating with respect to the interference 

pattern. In another extension to the method, the set point for the relative phase of the 

reference and the signal beam can be changed in the software during the recording and its 

effect on the diffraction efficiency and the relative phase of the grating can be measured. 

   

9.3    Enhancing the diffraction efficiency in two-center recording 

using the tunneling effect  

We have reported the enhancement of the diffraction efficiency in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn after 

the recording and without any external illumination. The reason for this effect is the 

tunneling of the electrons between the dopants sites in the crystal when the material is 

doped with high Fe concentration. The same idea can be investigated in other doubly 

doped lithium niobate crystal. Also, different concentrations as well as different 

recording conditions can be investigated to obtain the maximum enhancement in the 

diffraction efficiency. This can be the topic of an extensive research with potentially 

important applications. 

   

9.4    High temperature recording in other doubly doped lithium 

niobate 

In Chapter 5, we performed thermal fixing experiments in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal. We 

concluded that the developing ratio is very small in these crystals. Therefore, the thermal 

fixing and also high temperature recording cannot be performed efficiently in these 
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materials. We mentioned that some unknown properties of the Mn dopant might be 

responsible for very low developing ratio since thermal fixing process in LiNbO3:Mn 

suffers from the same problem. The idea of high temperature recording that potentially 

enhances the dynamic range of the material can be tested for lithium niobate crystal 

doped with other dopants. If the developing phase is successful in those crystals, the 

approach presented in Chapter 5 can be used to find the enhancement in the dynamic 

range using the high temperature recording.  

        

9.5    Design of compact spectrometers using cylindrical beam 

volume holograms 

We introduced a new class of spectrometers that can be realized using spherical beam 

volume holograms (SBVHs). In particular, we showed that the entrance slit, the 

collimating lens, and the dispersive grating of the conventional spectrometer can be 

replaced with a SBVH in the slitless spectrometer arrangement. Based on multi-grating 

analysis for the diffraction from the spherical beam volume hologram, we showed that 

the output beam has a crescent shape. The location of the output crescent is only a 

function of the input wavelength. Therefore, it can be used to provide the spectral-spatial 

mapping needed for spectroscopy applications. It is important to note that similar to the 

conventional spectrometer, the dispersive property of the volume hologram is only 

observed in one direction in the output plane. The other direction is the direction of the 

degeneracy of the Bragg condition and does not provide any spectral information. 

Therefore in SBVH based spectrometer, a linear 1-D detector array can be used to 
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provide the information for the spectroscopy. The rest of the output crescent will not be 

used for the spectrum estimation that limits the power efficiency of the system. 

Similar to the spherical beam volume hologram, we can design a specific hologram 

that shows different functionality in the two orthogonal directions in the output plane. For 

example, the hologram does the spectral mapping in one direction while it does not affect 

the beam in the other direction. This idea can be implemented using a cylindrical beam 

volume hologram (CBVH) recorded using a plane wave and a cylindrical beam. While 

the dispersion property of the hologram is observed in one direction, the beam can be 

independently modified in the orthogonal direction, providing more flexibility in the 

design of spectrometers. 

The methods of implementation of such holograms and the potential improvement of 

the system performance can be an important topic of the research. Almost all the ideas 

investigated for SBVH can be also tested using CBVH. Our method of analysis which is 

for the general case of 3-dimensional beams can be easily implemented for 2-dimensional 

analysis of CBVH with less limitation for numerical simulations. 

 

9.6    Optimization of holographic based spectrometers 

We presented a general multi-grating method for analysis of a hologram recorded using 

two arbitrary beams. The method was used to investigate the properties of a hologram 

recorded using two spherical beams. A lensless spectrometer can be implemented using 

such a hologram. In this case, the spectrometer consists of a hologram recorded using two 

spherical beam and a detector. We showed that the output beam at different wavelengths 

is focused at different distances from the hologram. This limits the resolution of the 
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spectrometer since the detector cannot be optimally located to capture minimum width of 

the output at different wavelengths. However, our analytic method can be used to design 

an optimum hologram to reduce the effect of this problem or completely solve it. In 

general, we can use the multi-gratin method to design and optimized an arbitrary 

hologram for different spectroscopic applications.  

  

9.7    Conclusion of dissertation 

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: 

1. A global optimization scheme for two-center holographic recording in doubly-

doped crystals is proposed. Our method is based on a combination of analytic 

formulas with numerical simulations. We considered both M/# and sensitivity in 

our method. The global optimum set of design parameters is found by varying all 

parameters simultaneously. The method is implemented for LiNbO3:Fe:Mn 

crystals and the optimum set of parameters for maximizing M/# and S at different 

reading and sensitizing wavelengths are obtained. 

2. The complete variation of the sensitivity with different design parameters in two-

center recording is investigated in details. It is shown, both theoretically and 

experimentally, that the sensitivity in two-center recording is a function of the 

ratio of the recording to sensitizing intensities and not the absolute intensities. 

3. The evidence of electron tunneling in a LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystal doped with high Fe 

concentration is presented for the first time. It is shown experimentally that the 

electron concentration in LiNbO3:Fe:Mn can increase the diffraction efficiency 

after the recording even when the hologram is kept in dark. 
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4. The model for the two-center recording is modified to include the effect of 

electron tunneling in doubly doped crystals with high dopant concentration. It is 

shown that depending on the recording condition, the tunneling can increase or 

decrease the diffraction efficiency after the recording.   

5. It is shown theoretically that recording at high temperature can result in an 

improvement in the dynamic range of the material. During the recording at high 

temperature, the protons migrate to compensate the electronic charge pattern. 

Therefore, the space-charge field is reduced and the preventing force is decreased. 

As a result, the modulated electron concentration (and the modulated proton 

concentration) can be recorded with larger amplitude. When the hologram is 

cooled to room temperature, illuminating with a beam with a uniform intensity 

reveal the hologram stored by the protons. In theory, this hologram can have a 

higher dynamic range compared to the one that is recorded directly by 

redistributing the electrons. 

6. A simple and efficient technique for the analysis of diffraction from a hologram 

recorded using a plane wave and a complicated beam is presented. The method is 

called multi-grating method and is used for the analysis of spherical beam volume 

holograms as spectral diversity filters. It is shown that the method can predict the 

experimental results with good accuracy. In particular, it is shown that the 

diffraction of such a SBVH read by a monochromatic plane wave is a crescent-

shape pattern. 

7. The multi-grating method is generalized to analyze a complicated hologram 

recorded using two arbitrary beams. Two different models for the analysis of a 
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complicated hologram are presented. In the first model, the hologram is 

represented as the summation of the sinusoidal gratings formed by the plane wave 

components of the signal and the reference beams. In the second model, the three-

dimensional Fourier transform of the change in the permittivity of the hologram is 

used to obtain the sinusoidal grating components. The superposition of the 

diffracted plane waves from the grating components forms the diffracted beam in 

the both cases. 

8. The multi-grating method is further extended based on the coupled wave analysis 

to analyze holograms with large change in the permittivity. Based on this model, 

the properties of such holograms can be explained. 

9. A new class of optical devices that integrates the functionalities of different 

optical elements into a simple volume hologram is introduced. As a result, very 

compact, low cost, and easy to use devices such as portable spectrometers can be 

made with particular applications in biological and environmental sensing. As an 

example of such devices, a slitless volume holographic spectrometer lumps three 

elements (the entrance slit, the collimator, and the diffractive element) of the 

conventional spectrometer into one spherical beam volume hologram. Besides 

being compact and low cost, this spectrometer is less sensitive to alignment 

issues.   
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Appendix A 
 

Derivation of the Analytic Solution for the Recording 

Phase 

 

Considering the steady state solution of the Equations (2.6)-(2.13) by setting all the time 

derivatives to zero and solving for E1 we find: 
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where the B and C coefficients are: 
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and variables −
0SN , −

0DN , and n0 are given by: 
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and coefficients ΓS and ΓD are: 

 ( )HHDHDLLDLDSS IsqIsq ,,0,, +=Γ γ ,   (A9-a) 

 ( )HHSHSLLSLSDD IsqIsq ,,0,, +=Γ γ .   (A9-b) 

All other variables and parameters are defined in Table 2.1.  

For finding the recording time constant, we should find the differential equation for 

the space-charge field. Since the space-charge field is proportional to −− + 11 DS NN , by 

using Equation (2.9) through Equation (2.12) and by proper substitutions we find a 

second order linear differential equation with time-varying coefficients for the space-

charge field. To find an approximate formula for recording time constant, we assume that 

the space-charge field can be represented by a mono-exponential function of time. 

Assuming that the zeroth order terms reach their steady state values much faster than the 
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first order terms (this is justified by using numerical simulations) results in a first order 

differential equation with constant coefficient for −− + 11 DS NN . In this case the recording 

time constant can be written as: 
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where CS and CD are given by Equations (A4) and (A5) and GS and GD are defined as: 
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For the lithium niobate crystal doped with iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) and for 

recording with red and sensitizing with UV the above equations can be simplified further. 

When the sensitizing intensity is much lower than the recording intensity (IUV<<IR) and 

the Mn concentration is much less than the Fe concentration, the following approximate 

formula can be obtained for space-charge field: 

 CFmI
ne
N

E R
FeRFe

SC ×≈
−

0
0

0,

µ
κ

,  (A13) 

where all the parameters and variable can be found from Table 2.1 by replacing the 

indices S with Fe, D with Mn, L with R, and H with UV. Similarly −
0FeN  can be found 

from Equation (A6). Also the factor CF is introduced as: 
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where H is defined as: 

 ( ) ( )−− −+−= 0,,0,, FeFeFeUVUVMnUVMnMnMnMnUVUVFeUVFe NNIsqNNIsqH γγ  

 ( )AFeMnMnFe NNNn −++ 0γγ  

For the same condition (i.e. IUV<<IR and NMn<< NFe), the recording time constant is 

approximately given by: 
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Appendix B 
 

Simplifying the Reading Phase 

 

Finding the analytic solution for the readout phase is very difficult. The main problem is 

that we cannot further assume that the average electron concentrations in the shallower 

and the deeper traps are constant. In this case, we should solve all the zeroth and first 

order equations simultaneously, and a closed form solution cannot be found easily. Since 

the most important part of the solution in this phase is the final value for the space-charge 

field, we concentrate on finding this value. During the readout process, the reading beam 

excites electrons from the shallower traps to the conduction band. These electrons will be 

eventually trapped and remain in the deeper traps. It is expected that varying the intensity 

of the reference beam only changes the dynamics of the process and does not affect the 

final electron concentrations in the deeper traps. Simulating the readout phase by 

reference beams with different intensities agrees very well with this observation and 

shows that the final electron concentration in deeper traps (and therefore, the final space-

charge field) is independent of the intensity of the readout beam (See Figure 2.4). Using 

this fact we can assume an appropriate variation of the reading beam intensity with time 

to simplify the equations. This intensity variation is given by: 
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where I0 is a constant intensity and all other variables and parameters can be found from 

Table 2.1 by replacing the indices S with Fe, and D with Mn. Since we are interested in 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals, we used the proper notation for this crystal in Equation (B1). We 

further assume that FeFe NN <<−
0 . This assumption is acceptable since for practical 

LiNbO3:Fe:Mn crystals, NA is much less than Fe concentration. Also the average electron 

concentration in the Fe traps ( −
0FeN ) is continuously decreasing with time during readout. 

Therefore, except at the very early stage of readout, the assumption FeFe NN <<−
0  is valid. 

Solving for −
0FeN  from the zeroth order equations results in: 

 ( )tIsqNtN RFeRFeFe 0,,00 exp)( −=− ,  (B2) 

where N0 is the concentration of Fe2+ traps at the beginning of the readout, i.e., N0 

= )0(0 =− tN Fe , and qFe,R sFe,R is the absorption cross section of red photons to excite 

electrons from Fe traps to the conduction band. Then, we find −
0MnN  and n0 using 

Equations (A7) and (A8) and substitute all the zeroth order terms in the first order 

equations. In the next step, we change the variable from time (t) to W=NMn-NA+ )t(N 0Fe
− . 

The derivative with respect to time (i.e., d/dt) will be replaced by: 

( )
dW
dNNWIsq

dt
d

AMnRFeRFe +−−= 0,, . 

Note that NMn and NA are constant with time and W-NMn+NA = )t(N 0Fe
−  is given by 

Equation (B2). 
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After some algebraic manipulations, we reach the following differential equation for 

the space-charge field: 
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and all the parameters can be found from Table 2.1 by replacing the indices S with Fe, D 

with Mn, and L with R. To find the final space-charge field (after sufficient readout), we 

should solve the differential equation (B3) and find the solution at W=NMn-NA. The initial 

conditions at t=0, or W(t=0)=W0= NMn-NA+ N0, are: 
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where, Esc and )0(1 =− tN Fe  are the saturation space-charge field and first order electron 

concentration in Fe traps at the beginning of the readout ,respectively. Both Esc and 

)0(1 =− tN Fe  are calculated from the analytic solution of the recording phase. 
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Appendix C 
 

Derivation of Multi-Grating Method 

 
 
When a medium with a small perturbation in permittivity [∆ε(r′)] is illuminated by an 

incident beam Ep, the diffracted electric field Ed at position r is found using the Born 

approximation [11] 
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where the integration is over the volume V, ε0 is the average (unperturbed) permittivity of 

the medium, and r′ = (x′, y′, z′) is a position vector in the volume V. In holographic 

recording, the perturbation in permittivity is caused by the interference between the 

reference plane wave (Er) and the signal beam (Es) during the recording. The 

polarizations of these fields are considered to be the same for practical cases. In general, 

the two beams are obtained from a single linearly polarized beam using a beam splitter. 

Therefore, we consider the scalar values of the field (Er and Es) in our analysis. The 

perturbation in permittivity in the interference region is  

 c.c.)()()( *
1 +′′ε=′ε∆ rrr sr EE  (C2)  

where ε1 is a proportional constant, the elevated star (*) shows the complex conjugate 

operation, and c.c. means the complex conjugate of the preceding term. In the following 

we consider the first term in Equation (C2) only, since the contribution from the complex 
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conjugate can be found similarly. Suppose that we represent the signal beam (Es) in a 

plane parallel to x′y′ plane using its Fourier components as 

 ( )∫∫ ′+′′=′
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ykxkj
yxs dkdkezkkAE

,
),,()(r , (C3) 

where the integration is over all values of kx and ky. Note that we consider all the factors 

(such as 1/4π2 in inverse Fourier integral) into the each component A(kx, ky, z′). 

We substitute ∆ε(r′) from Equation (C2) into Equation (C1) using the expansion 

in Equation (C3). Since the curl operators (∇×) and the integration in Equation (C1) are 

functions of r′ only, and the integration in Equation (C3) is a function of kx and ky only, 

we can change the order of integration over kx and ky with the curl operation and 

integration in Equation (C1) to get 
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where V indicates the whole volume where the hologram is recorded. If the reading 

beam (Ep) is a plane wave, the integral over the volume (V) in Equation (C4) is the 

diffraction from a simple grating formed by the reference plane wave (Er) and the plane 

wave component from Fourier representation of the signal beam. This diffraction of a 

plane wave from a simple grating using Born approximation is treated in detail in the 

literature (for example see Ref. [71]). After calculating diffracted plane wave component, 
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),,(~ zkk yx ′E , from integration over the holographic volume in Equation (C4), total 

diffracted field is found from 

 ∫∫ ′=
yxkk

yxyxd dkdkzkk ),,(~)( ErE   . (C5) 

In order to extend this approach for reading with an arbitrary beam, we can expand the 

reading beam into its plane wave components. We find the diffracted beam from each 

component using Equation (C5). Then, the total diffracted beam can be found by 

combining all the diffracted components. 
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